












By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
Jim Lang lost five minutes of his life in the sky over 
Holland in 1942.
Five minutes that only come back in nightmares. He gets 
his feet trapped in the bedcovers, and dreams once again of 
being trapped in the cockpit of a burning plane.
Lang simply can’t remember how he extricated himself, he 
just remembers the eerie quiet of his long ride to earth by 
parachute. He can’t remember what happened after he realiz­
ed he could not fit through the floor hatch of his flaming air­
craft.
Lang lost those five minutes forever. And, in another w'ay, 
he lost the two and a half years afterwards.
* >k *
Stalag Luft HI contained an elite collection of prisoners of 
war. Built near the Polish border of Germany in 1942, the 
prison camps inmates were all airmen, nearly all officers.
.A.nd many had been purged from other prisoner of war 
camps to the fortified security of Stalag Luft 111 for repeated 
escape attempts.
Lang, now 73, survived his three years in the notorious 
German POW camp, to move to Sidney, raise a family, 
become an alderman.
But when he first saw the barren barbed wire enclosure 
under the lifeless October sky, with an Allied defeat still a 
true possibility, Lang had no idea when he would walk free 
out the gate.
Jiai •<
wmmmm After other POWs crowded around looking for friends among the new arrivals, Lang was led off and interrogated by 
other prisoners to ensure he was a genuine airman and not a 
German plant.
He might not have understood at the time, but the 
prisoners’ own need for security was paramount.
Among the prisoners, perhaps the greatest escape plan ever 
conceived would take form, a plan that would ultimately send 
76 of them through a vast tunnel and then through the pine 
trees and away.
And Lang did not know he would ultimately become a 
player in “The Great Escape”.
Interviewing Lang in 1986, it is difficult to get a precisely- 
shaded picture of conditions in Stalag Luft HI — it is difficult 
because Lang’s own nature interferes.
An Englishman by way of Bermuda, he has a mild dose of 
the English tendency toward understatement and coolness. 
He once referred to an interrogation by the Gestapo as “a bit 
of unpleasantness”.
At other times, his passionate feelings about his war ex­
periences overwhelm this tendency.
Downplaying the negative side of his POW experience may 
also be a kind of defense for him.
As he admitted toward the end of a long interview, “I make 
it sound easy. In retrospect if you survive something like that 
you remember the good times.”
Lang says the prison camps were closely supervised by the 
neutral “Swiss power” for violations of international law. 
Continued on Page AlO
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I DID OSCAR GET HUNGRY or are Carson and Jordan Urn just getting an Inside 
look at last week’s Deep Cove Elementary Christmas Fair.
Parkland passed by mojorify
A relatively .small voter turn­
out gave overwhelming suppoit 
to Memoiinl Park Society’s 
referendum la.stThur.sday.
Eighty-two per ceirt of ballots 
cast gave the society tlte go- 
nhead la acquire 41,1 acres of
land near Parkland Secondary 
School as subsiiluic premises 
for land expropriated by the 
town of Sidney near Beacon 
Avenne and the highway.
Of the 587 residents casting, 
ballots, 475 x'oted yes while 104
an €
of old family home
A Brentwood niatr chajigcd 
sviih burglarizing his former 
home perhaps never read 
Thomas Wolfe’s classic novel 
“yon Can’t Go I Ionic Again,”
The man wns chnrgcfl nfier 
nllegedly robbing the innise tre 
grew up in, but his (amily has 
since sold.
Bruce riiomas, 23, was 
Hiargcd with bical;, enter a'v,! 
theft after his former Brcin 
wood Drive liomc was robbed 
Nov, 26, I Ic allegedly entcicd 
through a sccimii .■.on y'wimluw, 
and n.scd the homeowner's 
wheelbarrow to make off with 
$4dK)0 worth of,, stereo iiqnip- 
mcni.
It was the second break-in nt
the home in twoWeeks: S3,(MX) 
worth of properiv was taken in 
another burglary earlier in the 
monib.
Thomas has trot been char ged 
with the earlier break-in at his 
boyhood home.However, he 
al.so faces charges of attempted 
breaking and enieiing followiiig 
an incident on Nov, 20 at a Set* 
„che!l Road hositc.;"
In that incident, a woman 
who lived in the home surprised 
a man who was trying to gain 
entry. The man fled.
Thomas has also liceii charg­
ed with a rceenl break-in at an 
East Saanich Hoad home in 
which ji stereo anil Jewclbox 
were stolen.
said no. 'f here were eight re­
jected and two cancelled 
ballots.
While a bit disappointed witlr 
the small turnout, society presi­
dent Gerry Edwards is pleased 
with the referendum rc.sult. 
“It’s certainly a clear mandate 
to now apply officially tP the 
province for the land,” Ire said,
He hopes the pjrperwork, 
which will transfer clear title to 
rite Memorial Park Society at 
no charge, will be completed by 
early Jamiary,
The 82 per cent positive 
res|»onsc, lie said, was not a sur­
prise, “I liad hoped for at least 
that,”
Edward,s said he '‘was .starll 
ed" that 104 r esidents voted no. 
“I can’t sec how they could vote 
agarttsi strcit an aOtacirve pro­
position."
He belirfves sprne of the 
v<ue»r«' rii'.ring tcitloiv npninci ihe 
proposal were not voicing 
disapproval for the land 
transfer but dinagrecd with the 
society’s pl.m to coniribme 
$12,5,(MX) towards corrsmictiop 
of an all-weather nmniiig (rack.
A few residents trrrncd out to 
protest the refercndttm, Ed- 
;Contirweci ott.'PagcA.3 ■
By SARAH THOMPSON 
Review Staff Writer
A local family isn’t looking 
forward to Christmas this year, 
They aren’t looking forward 
to next week. Facing the pro­
blems of tomorrow is bad 
enough.
Susan. ; (name ...,c h a n g e d) 
doesn’t knowf where the next 
meal is coming from and it’s 
been this way for three months.
A series of life-threatening 
misfortunes hit the family —• 
and they are close to breaking 
point.
And they claim ministry of 
social services and housing 
authorities were not supportive 
of their initial requests.
The family’s misfortune 
began four years ago when hus­
band John, 46, suffered his first 
heart attack.
Within two months he had 
two more attacks and under­
went open-heart surgery.
John lost his job, and because 
he was a commission salesman, 
was not entitled to any benefits. 
So Susan supported the fami­
ly.
In April, however, they filed 
for bankruptcy. They couldn’t 
pay the heat, phone, medical 
bills and rent on Susan’s salary 
alone.
By August, 1986, the family 
was beginning to get on its feet 
again. John was back at work 
with two part-time jobs and 
Susan was offered a full-time 
job with a national company.
She was to .start the first of 
September.
On Sept. 1 she suffered an 
aneurysm and was admitted to 
Vancouver General Hospital.
John desperately looked for 
ftill-timc work to pay the bills 
and $750 a month rent.
“I have 20 years supervisory 
maintenance experience with 
tlte Toronto Board of Educa- 
lion,*’ he .said. “But lhcrc’.s not 
that many people who will hire 
a 50-ycai*olcl with heart 
discn.se."
The family's September rent 
w,as paid by MSSH tlirough a 
"hard.ship emergency case" 
allowance.
"(MSSH) said it was a one­
time thing only. Now it’s Dec. 3 
and the rent is not paid again," 
.said Sirsari in lems,
John earns apprcxvitnately 
$500 a montli from his two part- 
time jobs. If MSSH were to ap­
prove providing (hem with 
.social assistance, (be family 
would only be eligible for $38! 
bcci-iiu'iC of JuUn’.'j olhci nicunu:.
Local MSSH manager Riley 
Hern said maximum support to 
pay living cxisetjse.s like food 
aiul bills foi a family of foui is 
,$415. ^
Tlic maximum allowance for 
rent is S476.„ However, if a fami­
ly’s rent Is, for csatniile, 1350, 
MSSH will include the extra for
utilities to make the $476.
A single man can earn up to 
$1(X) without MSSH deducting 
any from his cheque.
“If we were take in a teen, 
MSSH would give us $650 a 
month for room arid board. I 
feel too weak right now but I 
am seriously considering it,”; 
said ■ StfgmrWT'werT'TSsfer^
parents in Ontario.”
At the moment, John and 
Susan are paying $750 rent. 
They know it is too high.
“If we could-move we would, 
but we are behind in the hydro, 
phone and water and we have to 
have the first mbrith’s rfent and 
a damage deposit for the new 
■'■"■'"’l^bniShui^'ohPa^ r:' ■
Returning from Ottawa last 
week, Sidney Mayor Norma 
Sealey said she is “very 
hopeful” that the federal 
government will kick in an extra 
$2 million to allow full-scale 
development of the town’s 
waterfront.
The extra $2 million for con­
struction of a large offshore 
breakwater would allow 
developer Jim Kelley to com­
plete council’s preferred plan, 
including a 320-bcrtb marina, as 
well as a waterfront retail and 
commercial development.
“We should know within 
three months,” said .Sealey.
“Nobody makes a commit­
ment, but they were very en­
couraging."
'After meetings in Ottawa 
with the executive assistant to 
Fisheries Minister Tom Siddon, 
and with representatives of the 
Department of Regional In­
dustrial Expansion, the town 
will make a formal application 
to DRIE for the additional 
money.
Fisheries and oceans has 
already committed $2 milUon.
.Sealey praised the executive 
assistant to local MP Pat Crof- 
ton for his work in setting up 
ineclings with various key 
federal government officials.
...PENINSULA RESIDENTS al'#. airtcit again showing .(hoir
full Muport lor Tho noody In Iho.iron. Ttio Sldnoy. 
I Lions / Rovtew food bank looitod In fho old Rtingao 
I diving sloro on Fourth Siroot It tisilnp up with 
i monetary and food donaliono. To doto tho fund tits it
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Stolen totem pole returned in night
Baha’i Faith
Peace for My ChHdren 
is the topic for discussion at this month’s meeting 
sponsored by the Baha’is of Sidney at Sidney Library, 8 
p.m., Friday, December 12. All welcome.
John Elliott’s stolen totem 
pole mysteriously reappeared 
outside the Eagle’s Nest Sun­
day morning — with a white 
ribbon around it and a note 
saying “Merry Christmas’’ 
and directions to give the 
reward money to the Review- 
Lions food-bank.
“It really made my day,’’ 
said Eagles Nest proprietor 
Kathy Elvedahl.
The local Native carver’s 
seven-foot-high work had 
been stolen from outside the 
Bevan Avenue gift store the 
week before, much to her 
dismay.
“1 felt quite depressed 
about it,’’ said Elvedahl. “1 
kept thinking somebody’s 
taken him (the totem) and 
wrecked him.’’ She offered a 
reward for its return.
The thieves had gone to a lot 
of trouble to dig the heavy 
totem pole out of the ground 
and cart it off.
But when she arrived at her 
store Sunday morning, she 
was elated to find the totem 
was back. And it came with a 
big white bow around it and a 
hand printed note that read 
“Merry Christmas. Please 
donate the reward to the food
MYSTERIOUS RETURN of stolen totem was pleasant 




2321 James White Blvd.
(behind Smitty's Restaurant)
656-1442














A) Cassette case holds 24 tapes. 
44-8020*. Reg. 19.95..... sale 9.97
B) Tumbling Firebird.
60-2392*..................................7.7.95 i
C) ET-120 one-piece phone in white 
(43-501), brown (43-502),
Reg, 29.95 ........ sale 19.9S each
Space rifle. 60-8002*........15.95
Calculator watch comblnallort.. 
-5059. Reg.19.95....... sale 14.9S
F) Battery operated shaver fits in the 
palm of your hand, 63-9019*.
Reg. 24.95 ........................sale 19.05
G) Dual powered calculator. 65-562.
Rog. 19.95........................sale 11.08
H) AM Flavoradlos'K. Available in 
Blackberry (12-201), Blueberry (12- 
202), Strawberry (12-203).
Reg. 9.95 sale 0.95 each
H A) Metal detector searches for hid- 
H den "treasures" under soil, wood 
M and dry sand. 63-3001*.
1 Reg. 54,95 ...................... sale 42.95
P B) Big button phone. Blue on white 
(43-902) or brown on beige (43-903). 
------39.95 each,i|f Special purchase,
a pi A) 200-in-one kit helps occupy cur- 
i || ious minds. 28-249* .........69,95
III B) ET-393 cordless telephone for 
Ijl receiving or making calls from any 
m room —- even outdoors, 43-544,
i ly Reg, 139,95 .................... sale 99.95
iisSj C) Por8che-935 with wireless
ia C) 20K multltester. 22-211*,
M Reg. 39.95 ...................... sale 29.95
remote control, 60-4056* .59,95
, D) Strobe light for parties. 63-8007, 
I Reg. 44,95 ......... sale 34.95
E) CTR-63 cassette player is espe­
cially designed for chilcfren,
14-846*......................................39.95
F) Electronic Sea Battle. Play
against an opponent or the compu­
ter, 60-2193*.............................49.95
G) Talking Teddy. Mike lets kids 
make Teddy talk, 60-1090*.. .27.95
H) AM/FM portable radio.
12-716*...........  ....39,95
ip! ifll D) Clarlnette<^-23 all-in-one stereo
|| ‘ia system./13-1124............... 99.95
ill E) Nova®-15 speakers. 2-way bass- 
"ft reflex system with tuned port, 
ip 40-4034,
1} 1 Reg, 119,95........... sale 59.97 each
A II F) N0V0-5S headphones for private
■; li: lister,ing. 33 2C04 .......... ,....52,95
i || G) Kltchenmato-100. It's a clock, 
Pi III radio and outlet timer in one, 
i m .12-1558, Reg, 89,95 .... sale 89.95 
H) Concerlmate® keyboard with
%
i
i ii .li ill
programmable 100-note memory 
42-4003*. Reg, 69.95..,. sale 59.95
SI
f!S
m . IS ar
a
ft V A) ClorInelte-122. 13-1226*.
i..;* ; Rog. 229.95 ........... . sale 179,95
W B)TRC"474 CB radio. 21-1539,
*1 Reg. 199.95 ... .sale 139.95
, i C) SCP-6 porlabi© (14-1013*) with 
Nova-45 headset (33-1021),
Reg. sep. 164.90 ...... sate 114,00
fti “f D) Noble Jr. robot. 60-2397’ 
ft ;ft French. 60-8001*
; 1 p Rog, 139,95 ......... sale 99,95 m.
ft E) AM/FM car cassette player. 12- 
1012, Rog, 249,95 ..... sole 199.96
i .ift F) Deluxe,chess. 60-2201 *.. .,179,95'.
, ili,/II'RI. tft.i'i'‘.•''U'Vlft-il “l f‘/A"-.N|fy f.i'J,W.-. !'■„ J,;'4 j'.i, s ,.•-1.: i.t ■ ^ j ft.
8
A) Programmable noble Sr. Use tho 
wireless remote control or cassette 
to make him move in any diroction. 
He talks tool 60-2308* ... .. 269,95
B) DMP-130 del-matrix printer. 
26-1280 Reg 499 00 «iilo 399,00
C) Conc«rtMale». 600 With 20 preset 
sounds, oquallxer. 42-400.5* 249,95
D) VH$ VCR with vrireloss remote, 
1B-fi07 R«o 549 95 «nle 449.95
I I' ■< 1 • I p
MMI flHNMi I
... .........WtfaiHiWfp ^
ft \ h , i" . I >‘i i „ i', 'k i, w :
:
, ‘ .• 24 Ahicl ' ' i- (
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bank. Call him Charlie.”
While Elliott’s work had 
suffered minor damage and 
the wings had obviously been 
broken off and re-attached, 
Elvedahl was overjoyed to 
have the totem back which had 
stood outside her store for so 
many months.
She made a donation to the 
food bank Monday in recogni­
tion of the anonymous act of 
Christmas goodwill.
But Elvedahl is also very 
curious to know the identity of 
the mysterious benefactor. She 
speculates it was someone who 
found the totem, rather than 
the thief or thieves having an 
attack of conscience, but she 
thinks she may never know.
In any case, she said “It’s 














and don't know 
which way fc> turn, 
can tho
You'd bo glad you did,
hoolowosir.ft
(Sldfiny A Norll) Saanich) 
Thors#! Thom 8S6-/N6
AiiotlohmifKiiitfimi
(Srsnlwood A ConhAl Saanich) 
Marg (Jordon mum 
Rof Odour* RSMMB
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step In
-----------------------— I
Destitute family can't find temporary aid
n<ia<4 fi-nm Doni> Ai ‘‘TKaiF matrix vnii faal liWf> a has rhariPpH at hnmp and she is the welfare rolls. We’ll take it as “I iust want a full-' Continued fro  Page Al 
place,” said John.
“It’s a Catch-22.”
Hern said in special cases, the 
local MSSH will pay delinquent 
bills up to $500. Larger 
amounts have to be approved 
by regional manager Bill 
McBeth.
MSSH can also provide a 
damage deposit in certain cases.
“Welfare said v/e were entitl­
ed to $350 to bring us up to the 
allowance but they didn’t give it 
to us,” said Susan.
“Social assistance is suppos­
ed to help people in need, but it 
is being abused,” said John.
Initially, John went to a local 
social worker asking for 
assistance to bring his wife back 
from the Vancouver hospital. 
He could not afford the ferry.
His request was refused.“I 
was told that public transport 
was available,” said John.
When asked to comment, an 
MSSH spokesman said workers 
are not permitted to discuss in­
dividual cases.
“They make you feel like a 
low-life,” said John. “You can 
walk in there holding your head 
up and walk out hanging your 
head.”
Central Saanich Lions gave 
John the fare.
To help supplement food, the 
family receive a box of food 
from the Sidney Lions/Review 
food bank which doesn’t go far, 
said Susan.
A typical box of food would 
include one pound of 
margarine, three loaves of 
bread, plastic ‘ bags of sugar, 
powdered milk, flour, tea bags, 
two cans of soup, pork and 
beans and the odd can of spam.
“We never get anything like 
toilet paper. The Lions are do­
ing a good job and we are 
grateful for the food but it 
doesn’t last us the month,” sid 
Susan.
The ordeal has been par­
ticularly hard on her. As a result 
of the aneurysm, she lost sight 
in one eye and now wears a 
patch. Her other eye is also
Parkland, track 
garners support
Continued from Page Al 
wards said. “There was more 
than one skirmish. There were 
some nasty people hitting the 
ballot box. It was terribly 
unpleasant.”
JOE LOTT..-
Edwards said, ‘ ‘ I am struck 
by the emotion of it. I don’t 
understand why people would 
be that emotional about the ac­
quisition of the land.”
The next issue facing the 
society, he added, will likely 
cause a greater stir. “When we 
come to the next hurdle — what 
to do with Sanscha Hall — there 
will be a new level of emotion.”
Local resident Norman 
Wright, who on several occas- 
sions has voiced opposition to 
the society and the land 
transfer, charges that “the 
referendum was flawed in 
several ways.”
On two occassiotis during 
voting day, Wright asked poll 
clerks to post a copy of the 
original trust document beside 
the proposed draft agreement. 





tre’s brochures, .scheduled 
to be included with thi.s 
week’s paper, are not 
available due to a press 
breakdown.
Look for the winter pro­











FOR YOUR FREE ESTIMATE
656-9863
iSandoivn Windows
beginning to fail. Her hair, 
shaved off for the operation, is 
slowly growing in.
“I don’t have a penny coming 
in which is really hard because 
I’ve always worked.
“My job is waiting for me as 
soon as I am well enough.”
But the specialist told Susan 
she must rest for six months, 
pushing her start date to March 
1. And first, she has to go back 
to Vancouver to be reassessed.
Because she is not permanent­
ly disabled, she is ineligible for a 
pension.
Their two teenage daughters 
have also been affected.
“My youngest daughter has 
always been a model student 
and now she is getting reports 
for being disruptive. So much
has changed at home and she is 
angry,” said Susan.
“But 1 am not totally honest 
with them — I try to make 
things as normal as possible.”
Local community services in­
cluding Central Saanich Lions, 
Brady’s Fish and Chips and two 
other anonymous groups have 
supported the family by pro­
viding food.
The Lions plan to sponsor the 
family for Christmas to ensure 
they have a turkey dinner.
Member Graham Rice is co­
ordinating the pick-up of food 
and donations in Central 
Saanich. He can be reached at 
652-1959.
On Monday, MSSH refused 
John’s appeal for December’s 
rent. He is considering taking 
the matter to a MSSH tribunal 
which is comprised of laymen 
and ministry representatives.
But Christmas is the last thing 
on their minds.
“1 know a friend of ours has 
bought the girls a Christmas gift 
each so they’ll have something. 
If only we could pay the rent,” 
said Susan.
“I am really scared.
“It’s not a permanent thing 
— it’s not like we want to be on
the welfare rolls. We’ll take it as 
a loan and pay it back when 
we’re on our feet.”
“I just want a full-time job 
and if I sound bitter it’s because 










6793 KIRKPATRICK CRES 
652-5444
FOR
FLEECE JUMPSUIT, one size
fits all. drop shoulder, patch 
I pockets, white, royal, tur- 
I quoise, fuchsia. Super com- 
I fort. REG. 46.95 tillXMAS
tains the referendum result will 
adversely affect the original in­
tent of the trust.
Edwards said the trust docu­
ment was available to the public 
for perusal prior to the referen­
dum.
In the meantime, society 
members are happy with last 
week’s vote, Edwards said. 
“We’re ready to go, but we’re 
not going to rush into 
anything.”
Joe Lott, Saanich School 
Board chairman and spokesman 
for Track' 86 called the referen­
dum support “fantastic.”
The next step, he said, is to 
start the planning process, find 
a suitable site for the track, and 
determine who will have 
authority over the project.
‘ ‘The school board is the logical 
agency.V Lott said. “It has the 
technological kribw-how and 
contacts to get it going.”
Track 86 organizer Chris 
Doman said “there is talk we 
will be the group to co-ordinate 
the building of the track.”
Doman says he envisions 
Track 86 members would make 
“the philosophical decisions” 
including size and type of track 
while the school district would 
take on actual construction.
“The idea is that the com­
munity should be in charge of 
saying what the track should be. 
But nothing has been decided 
yet,” Doman said.
Both Lott and Doman hope 
to begin construction on the 
running track early in the new 
year with a completion date 
sometime next summer.
Ic
We have something to 
go under everyone’s 
CHRISTMAS TREE 
Watches and clocks 
JeiA^eliery and Rings 
Silver and Giftware 
Jewellery Boxes, V\/allets 









Super stocking staffer for 
kids. Scratch resistant - ben- 
I dable, fold them up and put 
' them in your pocket. Oh, yes 





2443 Beacon Ave. 656-2532
TUNE BELT AN 
AWESOME I 
GIFT I
For the biker, hiker, jogger, | 
walker, gardener anyone that ■ 
listens when they move. A I 
secure comfortable place for • 
your “Walkman”. They’re I 
washable .and colourful and j 
only. $22^5 i
655-4813 
2447 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney
VALUABLE COUPON
I This coupon worth $5.00 on any purchase over! 
$10.00 from Peninsula Gallery upon presentation! 
of this coupon. Coupon expires Dec. 24,1986 andi 
I is not valid with other offers. I B
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Pmh for chmge 
lo thild soK abme
The Review’s recent three-part series on child sex 
abuse certainly did not prompt much response. It was a 
missed clue in last week’s crossword puzzle that kept 
front desk phone lines buzzing — not concerned readers 
offering thoughts on the more serious subject.
But is this an unfortunate result of apathy, ignorance 
or a fixation with one’s own day-to-day problems?
The majority of people who did make the effort to 
respond said they suspected an offender and didn’t 
know how to deal with it.
Two mothers said they now live in fear whenever their 
young children play outside. They believe they are living 
next door to a repeat child sex offender. Police and 
social services are doing nothing, they say.
Maybe it’s time parents stopped relying totally on 
authorities, who are often shackled by bureaucratic red 
tape and restrictive legislation. If no cure can be found, 
the answer lies with prevention.
Where to go for help; who to speak to; what to say to 
the victims; how to deal v/ith their children.
It’s time this subject was brought out of the closet and 
talked about rationally and unemotionally .
A couple of readers expressed concern about the use 
of words like “penis” on the front page. They worried 
that their children would read the paper. We hope their 
children did.
Another woman said if her children had read such in­
formation earlier, perhaps they wouldn’t have been 
abused.
One thing is for sure: If parents continue to shield 
their children from this issue, they are doing everyone a 
disservice.
So maybe we should look to the children and help 
them help themselves.
The schools, as yet, are not providing adequate sex 
education.
However, at Monday night’s school board meeting, 
trustees voted in favor of looking into implementing a 
district-wide child abuse policy. It’s S good start.
A good program would not only cover information 
about parts of the body, the sex act, and possible 
diseases but also sex abuses by ^^Its and what to do in
jThe^evenLof'ah-assault.T-
^pme district^ like COwichan, have experienced con
siderablefsuccess and positive parental support with its 
CARE program^ that teaches a child the difference bet- 
‘w^h'";^od'lnd bad touching and that it’s* bkay td say 
“no.” District 63 is looking into that program.
Granted, teaching staff may feel leery about instruc­
ting this type of sex education course. So let’s educate 
teachers so they can properly prepare children should 
they ever have be faced with the dilemma of saying
“no.”
Sixty-five sex abuse cases investigated on the Penin­
sula this year is not insignificant.
The cycle is not being broken.
The number of cases are not declining.
And children are continuing to reach adulthood with 
the majority failing to receive adequate and continued 
counselling.
The offenders? If they are charged, statistics indicate 
200 hours of community service and probation is an 
average sentence. The others remain next door to you.
Can you live with that?
Editor:
Sidney has been in the midst 
of a controversy over the 
development of McDonalds for 
quite some time now. When 
McDonalds didn’t receive apr 
proval from the Town of Sidney 
to build, it acquired the federal 
land located across the highway 
from Sidney.
Although the development of 
a McDonalds opposite Sidney 
on Highway 17 will harm some 
local restaurants as well as 
create traffic and pedestrian 
problems, Sidney will benefit 
from the creation of more 
employment, the attention 
drawn to the town from the 
highway, and the community 
involvement of McDonalds.
Some restaurant owners in 
Sidney are quick to complain 
that they will lose business to 
McDonalds, but they fail to see 
the advantages that Sidney as a 
whole would have with the crea­
tion of new jobs.
These restaurant owners seem 
to have no objection to other 
restaurants opening in an 
already restaurant crowded 
town, so why should they object 
to McDonalds? One more 
restaurant will not harm the 
town.
McDonalds will be hiring 
about 100 people from the 
Sidney area which will help 
reduce the high amount of 
unemployment. This in effect 
will help in reducing the amount
Good news from tourism ministry
of juvenile crime in Sidney. The 
community as a whole will 
benefit from the creation of new 
employment for younger peo­
ple.
It is true that having 
McDonalds on the other side of 
the highway will create a pro­
blem with added pedestrian and 
vehicle traffic, but the 
upgrading of the corner of 
Beacon and the highway will 
draw attention to Sidney. That 
intersection has an already 
serious traffic problem, so 
upgrading it to accommodate 
McDonalds only means chang­
ing it sooner.
The upgrading of the corner 
of Beacon and the highway will 
attract much needed attention 
to Sidney from the passers-by 
on the highway. McDonalds 
will accomplish that as well by 
having people stopping there 
and encottraging them to see 
what Sidney has in store for 
them. Sidney will definitely
benefit from the added revenue 
generated by the extra flow of 
traffic created by McDonalds 
and the improved corner on the 
highway.
One of the most interesting 
aspects of McDonalds is the fact 
that it gets involved with the 
community and charities. 
McDonalds is a big supporter of 
the United Way Foundation 
and is involved in various 
charities and organizations in­
cluding the Ronald McDonald 
Hou.se. It is a community mind­
ed company that will benefit 
Sidney.
The arguments against 
McDonalds are insignificant 
compared to the advantages of 
employment, exposure, and 
community involvement. The 
problems that arise from 
McDonalds can be easily dealt 
vnih while the advantages will 
be great.
Kevin J. Barnard 
Sidney
VICTORIA — Saturated 
with doomsday scenarios 
painted daily by the nattering 
nabobs of negativism?
Then let me brighten your 
day with a bit of good news 
brought to you by your friend­
ly ministry of tourism which 
has just rdca.sed its 1985 an­
nual report.
Even without the benefit-s of 
Expo — which will be 
reflected in the next annual 
report — tourism is alive, well 
and growing in British Colum- 
d)io,■■■'■■
Affected by none of the ills 
that have been torturing our 
resource iiidu.stries, tourism 
report.s ft healthy $2,4 billion 
revenue for 1985, about $80 
million more titatt in 1984.
British Columbians travell­
ing in their own province, 
siKjfit about $1 billion, up $5 
million from the previous 
year. Tourists from oilter 
parts of Canada left $694 
million in our province, an in­
crease of close to $30 million, 
and U,S. residents depo.sited 
$508 miiliui) worth of fuiuisin 
revenue in our coffers, up $38 
million from 1984.
The only sceior fluii reports 
a drop in revenue is the 
overseas tourism which ac­
counted for $185 million in 
1985. down $10 million from 
the previous year.
The benefits of revenue 
derived from tourism arc fair­




share, 24 per cent of the total, 
went to transportation. 
Restaurants arc close beltind 
with 23 per cent of the total 
revenue. Another 20 per cent 
was .spent on accommodation, 
16 per Cent on shopping, 9 per 
cent on recreation and 8 per 
cent otr groceries.
A bit of an eye opener arc 
the stati.stics on the distribu­
tion of the tourist dollar by 
region.
The largest chunk went to 
southwestern Ilriti.sh Colum­
bia which took in 30 per cent 
of the total tourism revenue in 
1985. Vancouver Island corall- 
cd 20 per cent, the Okanagan- 
Similknmecn area 13 per cent 
and llic High Country, which 
takes ill Vcriiou, .Salmon Arm 
and Kamloops, accounted for 
12 per cent.
That leaver, fuily 25 per cent 
of the rest of tlte province, and 
I’m sure I'm not tlte only one 
who thinks that’s a bit htpsid- 
ed„'
The folks in the majestic 
S*cacc River country must be 
asking themselves Itow (Siey 
can Incrcaisc thdr sharC of the
tourism revenue from tlte mere 
2 per cent tliey received in 
1985.
Why did the beautiful 
Cariboo only attract 4 per cent 
of the total tourist dollar? And 
what about the B.C. Rockies 
which managed to slice only 8 
cents off every dollar tourisis 
left in B.C.?
Those nrea.s don’t necessari­
ly have to increase their share 
at the expense of Vancouver 
Island and southwestern 
British Columbia, rherc must 
be ways lo tap new tourism 
markets and funnel some of 
the traffic into the areas liial 
.seem to be neglected liy 
visitors to our provinces.
I admit it’s much ca.sier for, 
let Is say Victoria, to atliaci 
tourists than for SmilIters or 
Williams Lake or b'ernic or 
OolHen. Vlrtorja run rhaw on 
a pool of close to six milliou 
people sitting practically at its 
doorstep in Sentlle and Vmv 
eoiiver,while the more remote 
regions have tlte di.sadvantagc 
of being far away l'» om atiy 
major population centre.
lint I beUevc that aitv
obstacle can be overcome. Ag­
gressive marketing and, more 
important, Uirgclting the riglit 
markets can help any area in 
British Columbia increase its 
share of tourism revenue.
Perhaps tlte tourism 
ministry should concentrate 
more on overseas markets. 
The major European curren­
cies arc fairly strong, com­
pared with the Canadian 
dollar. The Dcntscimiark buys 
a lot in Canada.
But most ads I've seen in 
German magazines, for in­
stance, emphasize the v/rong 
tilings. You can’t entice Ger­
mans to come to Canada liy 
telling them liow sophisticated 
a city Vancouver is, They got 
sophisticniion coming out of 
their ears in Germany.
What gets them to come lier 
is the lure of wide-open 
spaces, of genuine wilderness, 
of majestic scenery, lo so­
meone living in an over­
populated country where tire 
wiUlcst animal is a deer, 
there’s something in- 
coniprchcusihic and alluring 
to a country tliat lias grizzlies, 
wolves, elk andtnoosc.
With the righl mnrl'iiitg 
tecluiiqucs, I’m sute, the more 
remote regions (if British Col­
umbia can tap a vast miukci.
British Colnnihia has lots of 
lieilcr mouse traps, l.ci’s tell 
the rest of (he world iiboul 





In regard to Tanners’ adver­
tisement in the Review, 
Wednesday, L')cc, 3, we would 
like to express our concern 
about the stereotyping of 
children’s toys.
The nd described girls’ toys ns 
being: Barbie rny cliild, pop­
ples, i3rid teddy bears. All 
pa.ssive toys. While the boys' 
toys were agressive, such ns 
transformers, trucks, mauincs 
(cars), wrestling superlitars, or 
building toys like lego and
models.
It is our concern that this 
kind of labeling goes to rein­
force old fashioned roles tliat 
should have gone out witli 
Baufnnte hairdo’s.
Wc realize rnnners is not the 
only merchant responsible for 
this kind of labelling, but to ac­
tually put it In writing is far too 
blatant.
Come on Tanners, let the 
children decide.
Kathy Nceve.s l.x)ulsc Tucker
Sidney
Mind our own business
lEdllor;
1 am sick and tired of people 
like .lohn Wood and many more 
and their remarks about Bill 
Vamler /aim regarding Soulh 
Africa.
We would not waul others lo 
tell u.s how to rule our Native lii- 
dlnns so we should mind oitr 
own business. And as far as
hunger nroutui the world is con­
cerned, ill the old days under 
the empires tlte mother country 
look care of their own, Tlicy 
wanted llicir freedom. Tliey got 
it, now what have they got? The 
whole work! is sick jncluding 




I.elter.s tf» ihe editor rnimt be signed contain the 
writer’s adclrc.5.s and telephone number. Letters 
should not e.xceed 2(X) words in length and mav be 
edited for clarity, legality or taste.
Hm ■WMl
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Lefs liven up elevator chlf^chof
HUGH’S VIEWS
HUGH NASH
Is there a silence anywhere in the world deeper tlian the one 
that lurks in elevators?
I mean, people just stand there in those travelling boxes 
staring at their feet, the wall or the changing floor numbers. 
The only non-eyeball movement occurs when someone new 
gets in and everyone shuffles around a bit to ensure that each 
passenger is an equal distance from every other passenger. It’s 
as though the elevator company had warned that overloading 
one side made the thing lilt.
Haven’t you always wanted to talk in one of those boxes 
but were afraid of being stared at? Asking only “Is this thing 
going up or down?’’ is simply not the sort of question that 
starts an erudite dialogue.
A lot of quite intelligent people ride elevators every day and 
I think it’s time they got to talking to each other. It’s lime to 
replace elevator music with the lift of witty asides and pro­
found observations. It’s time to get sociable.
The following paragraphs contain suggested conversation 
icebreakers which I’ve used from time to lime with some suc­
cess. Perhaps you’d like to try them.
A greeting like: “hi there everyone. This is the Titanic isn’t 
it?’’ should snap a few heads around especially if the box has 
been made by Ice Berg Elevator Co.
Or “We’re having more weather this year than last. Would 
you agree? Or not? E.xplain vvhy in tw'o floors or less.’’ 
Statistics show that 68.3 per cent of the passengers will agree 
and that half of these w'ill explain why.
Another attention ge'tter is a discussion of the previous 
night’s activities. “Hands up everyone who was at a party last 
night. Face the wall so you don’t breath on the rest of us.’’
Those who missed the parties can now guess whether the wall 
facers got home before it was time to go to work and, if so, al 
what time.
Compliments nearly always work. “I don’t think I’ve ever 
.seen so many people in such a small place looking and smell­
ing so great. Tell me Sir (or Miss or Ma’am) how do you 
manage it so early in the morning (or so late in the day)?’’
“Hi there. I’rn Hugh, your guide for this trip. Does anyone 
have any questions before we get started?’’ Then call out 
floor numbers; describe the offices, or tenants, on each; com­
ment on passengers who get on and off; and initiate romances 
by introducing single folks to each other.
“Here’s one everybody knows. All together now ‘It’s a 
long way to Tipperary, it’s a . . .’’ Not a good song if the box 
is made by Rary Elevator Ltd.
“Good morning. We are gathered here in Otis county lo 
raise our consciousness and grow together as we travel in the 
warm womb of this tall tower. Does anyone present feel com­
fortable in sharing his or her feelings with the group at this 
lime? How about you ma’am? No? Weil that’s alright too. 
Instead, why don’t we all just put our briefcases on the floor, 
placed our palms together, and breathe slowly and deeply? 
That’s right. <ioncentrate on your breath. It’s okay if you 
miss your floor. We’ll meet it on another trip.’’
For a change of pace try: “hey team. This isn’t a rest home. 
Let’s get physical. Hunch your shoulders up to your ears. 
Hoooold it. Relax. Really let those shoulders go wimpy lim- 
py. Now clench your fists hard, harder. Relax. Hang those 
fingers down to the floor. Next scrunch up your face into a 
zillion wrinkles. You in the back, really scrunch it up. Now go 
goosey loosey and feel the wrinkles flow away. Aaahhh.’’
Well, enough of this. You get the idea.
Elevators produce choked vocal chords and make other 
muscles tense and irritable. Early morning elevator tension 
tends to stay with passengers all day and messes up office ani- 
biance. Elevator uptightness acquired at day’s end manifests 
itself in irritable auto drivers and cranky family members.
If as many as 10 percent of all elevator travellers could walk 
out of the box with a chuckle instead of a grouch, imagine the 
difference it would make to our community.
Going up please.
Only those with axes to grind responded
Editor:
I refer to David H. Vickers’ 
letter to the editor (Dec. 3) con­
cerning alleged John Dean Park 
water tower political com­
mitments.
Concerning a public forum 
on the issue, it is my recollection 
that I supported a public in­
formation meeting (not a public 
hearing) since a public hearing 
is not within The scope of the 
water commission’s letters pa­
tent.;-.' ■
However,, against the 
background- of a Channel 10 
debate, a public presentation by 
the John Dean Park pressure 
group to the water commission, 
ongoing and interminable 
discussions between the group 
and engineering staff and a for­
thcoming appeal by the group 
to North Saanich council, the 
water commission considered 
that the most effective way of 
presenting the facts aliout a 
reservoir in Joint Dean Park 
was to place an informational 
update in the Review. The up­
date appeared on July 9, 
without a single respon.se to our 
offer of further information or 
comments.
This tended to confirm the 
views that the public certainly 
was .satisifed except for the few 
with special axes to grand, 
political or otherwise.
With respect to the assertion 
that a reservoir in John Dean 
Park “is clearly coittrnry to the 
original gift by John Dean", 
that position is not supported 
by the wording of the John 
Dean indenture of 1921 and cer­
tificate of indefeasible title of 
1934. A condition of the inden­
ture is that Sidney or other non- 
charities ns may licreaficr come 
in existence to use such portion 
of the said lands not c.xcecding 
It) acres in extent which may 
prove suitable for tlte impoun­
ding of water for the purpose of 
a reservoir for a water supply.
Others may interpert the 
above in favor of their postion, 
however, the commission is
confident that a judicial opi­
nion, if necessary, would come 
down in favor of a reservoir in 
John Dean Park.
Finally, at this nomination 
meeting and subsequently in the 
Review-: of Oct. 15, Mei 
Couvelier did not make a Dean 
Park commitment. To quote the 
Review “on the siting of a rese’r- 
vojr^ in John Dean Park, 
Couveiie'i- said I don’t know
enough about the specifics to 
offer an opinion.’’
I find it refreshing to find a 
politician who is capable of dif­
ferentiating between what we 
would like to do, what construc­
tion has been allowed in the 
park by the federal/provincial 
authorities and wh.at we can af­
ford to do, especially when us­
ing taxpayers’ money.
By the way, the use of the
term “water tower’’ may be 
very clever psychologically since 
it conjurs up a “Golf Ball on a 
Tee” image, but the fact of the 
matter is that the envisaged 
reservoir will probably not be 
readily seen from lower eleva­
tions unless you are very near it 
as proven by our million gallon 




The Sidney and North 
Saanich Memorial Park Society 
wishes to thank our residents 
for a gratifying response to the 
referendum on Dec. 4. .As 
trustees of your lands and 
assets, we applaud the 82 per 
cent postive support of the pro­
posal to acquire the acreage ad­
jacent to Parkland Secondary 
School. All of us will realize 
early benefits and the genera­
tions to come surely will value 
your for.sighlednc.ss.
The referndum was staffed 
entirely by volunteers. The poll 
clerks cheerfully worked long 
shifts monitored by profes­
sional staff from the North 
Saanich and Sidney municipal 
offices. Wc thank you most 
warmly for your skill and pa­
tience under sometimes trying 
conditions.
Always, it is invidious to 
single out a member of the 
team, but without fe.ar of of­
fence we salute Jojtn Beattie
Flipside?
Editor:
Re: the Review article Nov. 
19 on War Bridc.s, It was very 
interesting but how about us 




who gave imstintingly of her ex­
pertness in voting procedures to 
ensure a meticulously con­
ducted referendum. We 
especially thank her for her 
guidance and participation 
throughout the episode.
And finally, Madame Editor, 
thank you for your supervision
of the ballot count at the end of 
the day. We want our Sidney 
Review directly involved in 









Again, I feel I must respond 
to all the letters regarding the 
recent school tru,stee election. 1 
am rather distressed that those 
responding have not seen the 
“writing on the wall.”
There arc .several points that 
seem to have been missed. First, 
that perhaps Yvonne Rolston 
assumed voters of North 
Saanich are unable to see and 
think for themselves. Wc know 
that .statistics can be used for 
whatever view one would like to 
get across. People are not likely 
io be swayed by one editorial in 
the paper. .After all, that is the 
view of the editor, one person.
Secondly, perhaps the voters 
are saying that it is time we get 
back to the real issue of educa ­
tion. Perhaps wc aren’t the 
bigots that one writoi would 
suggest. If wc don’t put things 
back into perscpctivc, we will be 
fighting this battle for years to 
come, with no long-term plann­
ing. IT*rhaps wc should be more
concerned with the fact that 
classrooms have up to 34 
children in them. No one, not 
even Marilyn Grant, suggested 
we would do away with E.F.I, 
(early French Immension).
Let’s talk about some of the 
good things in our district, such 
as French As A Second 
Language. Perhaps those in 
North Saanich were saying 
enough is enough.
The people in the soulh end 
of the district and Central 
Saanich also spoke. The two 
candidates who ran against the 
incumbent trustees, both who 
have children in HIT both lost .
As a parent with two children 
in the regular school program, 
and both of whom arc doing 
well in FSL, 1 would be rather, 
distressed if EFI would be drop­
ped. But if it were to become a 
singular topic of the school 
board, again at the expense of 
the other concerns in the .school 
district, then enough is enough.
Verna Popejoy 
Sidney
> -I' ■ .
We all pay more 
for French programs
U s/-, c- , J - ‘ Wfj'
Y'tf. V'h )
“Uslon, I onjoy Chrlolmafj fostivlllos ar. much na Iho 
owy-•-biit ihia yoar Ihoy’vo gono loo far!”
Ediitor:
With reference to the i.ssuc of 
funds for French immer.sion:
First, Briti.sh Cohimbia will 
receive over a five-year period 
$3.'L74 niillion in federal sup­
port dollars for French pro­
grams. The fact is that, based 
oil the letleral formula, the bulk 
of this money goes to immer­
sion programs, no matter how 
long ':(nndinn, .
Second, tile money comes 
from federal tax dollar.s. .hist 
becaiuie co.sfs for this ptogram 
do not come from tlic local 
school distriet does not alter tlic 
fact that we all pay more for 
French programs. Thi.s money i.s 




1987 Dodge Dakota 
,rom®9,400
For personalized service 
at your doorstep give 
Jack McLeod a call. . . 
at work 332-2313 or 
at home 632-0530
This Christmas'surprise 
her with an exclusive ' 
SILK FLORAL DESIGN 
Open Thurs.-Fri. ’til 9 pm 
Open Sundays 1-5 
’til Christmas
. ;A:-
JOHN DOWN - JOHN GOWANS 
from the Sidney Branch of McLEOD YOUNG 
WEIR wish all the residents of Sidney all the 





There Is always something now 
and exciting at 
Sea 'n Shore Decor.
Christmas Mugs
Reg. 3.95 .Special £>
Swe«.ersfrom
Open Friday nights 
till 9 until Christmas
ocooA um
2497 Beacon Ave. 6S6-2412
Sion children, not because they 
liave spcginl needs based on n 
hnmiicap or giftednc.ss but 
because their parents htivc 
demanded it,
Immeision parents a.skcd for 
and are receiving a free ride — 
on the bucks of every Canadian 
taxpayer. If the acquisition of a 
.second language by Ibis method 
i,s so important to them, why 
don't they raise fund;: In the 
.same way tis ihousaiuis of other 
.special inieref.1 groups do?
J tun continually astounded at 
the luiivctc. of ,mo.st people in 





•10% OFF a full sot of Fills 
•Book your Christmas Hair 
appointments now
Call Donna & Qladys now:
656-2233
•Nnlla by Jacklo 








TRI STAR with scoft
Power Hoad........... ........... 1 Only OfcS
KENMOREwIlh
, power Heed .,,............................   1W
1 MANYMOREI!
RECONDITIONED fit QUARANTEED
• VACUUM "Tuno-Up" S9«s
• BAGS* ACCESSORIES BURNSIDE VACUUM
FOR M05T VACUUMS 101.2927 B«ncon 65B-33B1
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Vandals win war, washrooms closed'
Vandals have conducted a 
persistent war against the 
washrooms — smashing the 
toilets, lighting fires in the 
building, spray-painting the 
outside so it had to be repainted 
five times in a year, and knock­
ing out the cement wall blocks.
Now they have finally won 
the war — Centra! Saanich 
council decided the vandalism 
problem is costing so much they 
are getting rid of the washrooms 
in Verdier Park.
Who does it? “Probably a 
bunch of young people with ab­
solutely zero intelligence and 
with parents at home that don’t 
care. They’re just jerks,’’ said 
Aid. Wayne Watkins, chairman 
of the municipality’s parks and 
recreation committee.
Public works employee .loe 
Wolownik pointed out the 
destruction: walls recently 
scrubbed clean of obscenities, a 
toilet smashed in half on Hallo­
ween.
The walls were blackened
from a fire .set inside the struc­
ture on Halloween night. “A 
month ago 1 put two coats of 
paint on it,’’ said Wolownik.
He pointed out more 
obscenities carved into a nearby 
picnic table: “There’s dirty
words all over it. Mothers come 
here witli their kids.’’
“It’s upsetting that in this 
day and age we have these kids 
that have no regard for other 
people’s property,” said 
Watkins.
COME ALL YE 
6 to 8 YEAR OLDS
isyy^D
mmoMM. uBmm
^ CENTRAL SAANICH BRANCH 
1225 Clarke Road, Brentwood 
Presents
Stories to light you to bed and Songs to count sheep by 
with Ada Hartman and Sheila Sharp 
on Friday, Dec. 12th 6:30 - 7:15 p.m.
Free tickets available at the library
Watkins said the vandals 
were costing local ta.xpayers 
several hundred dollars a year.
Central Saanich has tried to 
maintain the washrooms for the 
use of nearby Mill Bay ferry 
passengers, and refurbished 
them for anticipated E.xpo traf­
fic that never materialized. But 
now, says Watkins, the public 
will probably have to ask to use 
the washroom in a nearby 
restaurant.
CHRISTMAS IS A SENSITIVE 
Time:.
TAKE YOUR PARENT'S SCHEDULE' 
DIVIDE TIHIE OFF BY REMAINING 
SHOPPING PAYS, FACTOR IN MEAL­
TIME INTERFACE,TFIAV£l TIME AND
domestic cash flow...
SCARRED WITH OBSCENITIES Joe Wolownik of Central Saanich public works ex­





.WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
WHILE STOCKS LAST
FOODS
Sidney By The Sea
2531 Beacon Avenue
SUPER FOOD SALE
SAVE AT SIDNEY SUPER FOODS 
YOU WILL SAVE MONEY AND 
SAVE YOUR ENERGY 






Daily 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 





















FRESH FATT’S GR. ‘A
ROASTING:' . 
GHICKEN 2.84 kg lb.
FRESH END CUT ^ y n
PORK LOIN Chops k'g‘
949
FRESH CENTRE CUT
PORK LOIN CHOPS 5!^ kg
BONELESSS CENTRE CUT '
PORK LOIN CHOPS 6.59 kg
FRESH CENTRE CUT
PORK LOIN ROAST .5.49 kg Z S
OR. ‘A* BEEF BONELESS ^AQ







5 FRESH SMALL SIZE
66 PORK SIDE
lb. SPARERtBS 3.51 kg
PREV. FROZEN TURKEY
“'‘‘DRONrSTrdKS ....... .1.28 kg
PREV. FROZEN
TURK€¥#HfGHS . 2.18kg
FROZEN GR. ‘A’ CORNISH
GAME HEN.......  .....3.06kg
FRESH: CHICKEN LIVER,
HEART or GIBLETS ..1.74kg











SIDE BACON . . .,.
•VAC-PAK REGULAR
WIENERS.... . . .... .. B pk.
•DINNER




PARTY STICKS . SOOg
GR. ‘A’ BEEF BLADE«n. M M \ FRESH FAMILY PACK r
CROSS RIB i 39 lean ground i 55
ROAST......... 3.06 kg B lb. BEEF....... ....3.42 kg B lb.
WE TREAT YOU LIKE A CUSTOMER,:ASiWE SHOUL[3::GUR SERVICE.D0ES;NOT






457DILL WITH GARLIC 
DILL NO GARLIC 




i NABISCO LARGE PACK
929
, .BOflgISHREDDIES
1 MONTICELLO SPARKLING APPLE or
149
rstimi. «I PEAR JUICE
1 DUNCAN HINES NEW!
|97MUFFINMIX "
■ Asst'd. 450g Pack...----- 0
1 GRAVY TRAIN LARGE BAG
068






ROYAL CITY WHOLE GREEN BEANS or
SIZE 2 PEAS lOOml. 73'
HUSKY TALL





FRENCH FRIES ,k„69^ 
ORANGE JUICE,,,., 69'^












JELL-0 ASST’D INSTANT 4 SERVINGS






LIBnV'B CANNED PASTA In TOM. SAUCE
•spAaMrrrTii -zoodh-eb yHO
• »M U R FAO HI3TTI , 14o/,
DYNAMO CONCENTRATED LAUNDRY
DETERGENT ,^2”
nt IP A SAVE AT AIDMFV SlfPFP FOOriS
ROYALE2PLY
'toiletI
\ HLGKiH k GULMAN GANAUA INL^. WOULU LIKfc \ CIDHCY SUPER FOO!)
I TO THANK THEIR CUSTOMERS FOR THEIR LOYAL I SUNUGHT
* <2Hannrj*f yum? Uirirt/ ay emuev Ciititt:! rr\f\r\c "
iTISSUEoRoiio I SIZL, PACKtl ORBOTTLCSAT
ONK COUPON t'ER (TCM, KXPIBR8 DEO. I3r«» I *^0% Of E nEO, PRICESII WITH THIS COUPON YOU ONLY PAV.
, SUPPORT. THIS WEEK AT SIDNEY SUPER FOODS, J POWDFPFD 
I WC OFFER ALL FRENCH’S BRAND SPICES, ANY . j pg QNT 6 L
I WITH THIS COUPON YOU ONLY PAY,
: ONK COUPON Pt'R ITEM, fiXPIRES DEC 1JZK6
I fVriV > UMitttf mMMW VMWM (
VANDALISM AFTERMATH at Verdier Park washrooms 







Mon-nfli B ft.ivb ;io (>, i.y 
FrlcMy 11 Bin.6 fim ^
Ooncon Pl«/nr-jiji- 7.173 UftRoon Avo, 05u“5l15
CLASSIFIEDS
656-1151
A positive education policy to 
fc.storc the straighicned .school 
sy.stcm is called for by Gordon 
Bell, president of (he Saanich 
Teachers’ Association.
“It is the hope of this associa- 
lion that thi.s changed govern- 
rnertt will begin lo deal positive­
ly with (he probicm.s facing our 
education :sy.siem (oilay and in 
(he inonihs to come,’’ Bell said.
Since former premier Bill 
IfcmiclIic.'.iiaini polik.y began 
in 19S.5, the siudenl po|iiila(ion 
in District 6.T increased by eight 
students while the number of 
(cachcr.s dropped by -11, saitl 
Bell refciririg to statistic.s front 
the tninisiry and the B.C. 
reachers' IT'deration.
Accoi'iJJiig lo a Sept, 18*class 
.size report. Bell stiid, .*i4 local 
classes involving ) ,840 students 
escced ininisirv guidelines.
Bell ingctl tile boaid to sub- 
mil it renewed a[ipeal lo “liel)'i 
move luwiuds iiosiiive, - pro- 
educaiion solutions to the riro- 
lilems iKldres'sed in this ietlei ,’’
IM
by DSanti A Jolin Aneniraon
THE UNIQUE GIFT 
THAT KEEPS 
GIVING
Tnblo LampR, Cntsrmrolnrt,: 
Docorntivo Pin to o, 
Tonpoln nnd many rnoro 
unu ot n kind jkim».
• SHOP EARLY FOR 
THE BEST SELECTION
OPEN MON. < SAT. 10;0n AM • 5:3(1 PM 
SUNDAY EJEC 14,21 ONLY
PAT BAY POTTERY
10251 Wosf Sannich Rd. 650-G712
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The RCMP officer was 
checking out the parking lot at a 
North Saanich marina after 
midnight, when he spotted two 
youths hidden in the front seat 
of a car.
Also in the car were a lengtli 
of garden hose, a gas-soaked 
rag, a half-full gas can, and the 
gas cap lid from another nearby 
vehicle.
Ken Sheppard, 19, pleaded 
guilty last week to theft as a 
result of the incident.
He was fined $150.
HENCKELS4STAR 
KNIVES-20% off
This W®©k Only 
A Great Christmas Gift




SHERRY ROHWER admires the work of bread dough 
artist Carol McCawley durirtg a workshop at Panorama 
Leisure Centre Dec. 3.
ate ctyad-iallu invited i& join us a
&kxi3im€Si ^koppmf
Sunday, December 14th 10 am - 5pm





Two elderly Sidney women 
were injured in a pair of similar 
car accidents last week.
A three-car crash at the busy 
corner of Bevan and Fiftlt drew 
a crowd of onlookers the after­
noon of Dec. 1.
An 84-year-ord Sidney 
woman was taken to Saanicli 
Peninsula Hospital with 
undetermined injuries following 
the accident.
Her car was struck by an on­
coming vehicle after she pulled 
out from a stop sign to cross 
Fifth Street. The impact sent 
her car smashing into a third 
vehicle on the opposite side of 
the intersection. ; '
The woman, Margaret Jdan 
Shaw’, was ticketed for failing to 
yield following the crash, which 
resulted in $2,400 total damage. 
No one else was hurt.
Four days later, another 
elderly Sidney woman w'as hurl 
in a similar crash at Resthaven 
Drive and .lames White 
Boulevard.
The injured woman’s hus­
band, Hugo Zelinsky, allegedly 
drove through a stop sign and 
smashed into another car, 
glanced off and then hit a power 
pole. He was ticketed for failing 
to stop at a stop sign.
Annie Zelinsky siilTercd a 
minor neck injtuy in the crash 
and was taken toho.spitai. Ihe 
crash caused $2,000 damage. 
Ihe othci' driver, l.>onald 
Nelson of Brentwood, escaped 
uninjured.
smaller ihari a 
bread box
1
Sn<«ll nclo pnek blu tomtits. Cnll PiGpIny 
AtlvoitlBltig nl OSO-1 ilit,
■iff
dielMMt,
¥nii1l we InsI 
Ui I'l Ills,ill 2 v,« 
ilmf’s.rhtiisfviislt illei!;. nr 
ttxpenRive feetiitiu liiiyViiiii' , 
flrfitliullvliliitt) I'lMt'uitiailnp 















DEC. 6 through 25tfl 
^2^® per person
* GROUP RATES » 
Reserve Now 
652-1410
In stock (including sales and mark down item)
'PUilM
Lufcwts^ nsoils
BEACON PLAZA 656-4414 
OPEN 9-5:30 Mon. Thurs. Sat. 
9-9 Friday 10-5 Sunday
/^states
A new concept in Country living 
designed lust for YOU!
states
Where 75 acres of natural vifooded 
and has been preserved In one 
parcel.' ■'
Here you can stroll along the 
secluded trails of unspoiled scenic 
splendor yet are only minutes away 
from snany amenities.
You enter your property through 
electronically controlled main gates 
for your security, protection, per­
sonal privacy and peace of mind, 
^states
located on Wain Road. These 
homos have easy access to many 
amenities including fishing, golfing 
horseback riding, air travel, and the 
B.C. Ferries. Just minutes from the 
town of Sidney with all its shops & 
services.
^acf(c
where you can stroll along the 
secluded trails of scenic splendor & 









Your 1,680 square l«>pi luxury home^as custom dooionod for 
this proporly to takq odva,h*^l3*^ of tho unujsual tppocuraphy*
. cathedral colUgoa ',,,., T Requlroa relfl»lv©iy lllle caro 
' • special alft»»wlWti0W»lM, *. Floor to, colHhO(lropl«c« ',^
■ . • NaiumIcedar'■■■■■xx' 
Flogont mnslor bedroont
oivsidto bathroom .with .
eroa. ' ^
■ • All homoK face eoulh
boaiilKul westcoast ounahln#iied trois« IhM *
park «t your voty own dooratep.
Prices fronv'’139,000
lyantngd of ttio 
rtrinqull
BLOCK" BROS. REALTY 
SIDNEY
18 Superb Quality townhomes designed vi/lth the 
"Active Retired Person" in mind, vtfho requires 
quality, convenience and security In a semi rural 
setting.
The homes will all have:
2 bodrooms, 2 bathrooms, spacious kitchan with 
eating areas, largo living rooms with flreplacoa, 
enclosed garages, private rear patios, plus much 
more. Half of the units will also have a den and a two 
car garage, The townhome community will have a 
security perimeter fence and a controlled access 
gate and screened service R.V. parking.
Trades Welcome
Prlcess riSinge from $98,700 to $112,000. For a 
complete package with all details contact:
656-5584
(21, heiirs)





Owner Wilf Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C. 
FREE ESTIMATES. __ gjj Yegrs Experience
JUST ME
SANTA IS FLYING IN BY
HELICOPTER 
TO THE SIDNEY TRAVELQDGE 
ON SUNDAY. DEC. 14 at 9:00 am
Full Breakfast Buffet 
Adults‘S®® Child 
Scoter’s On Location 









Shop between 6 pm and 10 
pm at Tanner’s and save 10% 
on everything* In the store. 
Speolal savings In effect uri» 
tino pm, Dee. 18
’lxa«p(ion«! olaarHtt«i, tobieeo, 




Toby, a seven-month-old puppy, is Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital extended care unit’s best guard.
He is also the best comforter and entertainer for the long­
term care residents.
He has free run of the area and easily manipulates the 
sliding doors at the entrance.
Yvonne Tolton, head nurse of the new extended care wing, 
said this is the first time they have allowed a pet to stay per­
manently.
The staff conducted numerous polls and surveys as to the 
size,.breed and number of dog(s), Tolton explained.
Toby has an international background. His mother came 
from Nigeria this year and was donated via a volunteer. Of all 
the puppies, the patients chose Toby because he was so lively.
“Everytime someone brought in an animal to visit, 
everyone would love it to death,” Tolton said.
A few patients don’t like the dog but Toby knows who they 
are and doesn’t bother them, she added.
He is remarkably mellow. He spends his days sleeping 
under and on various patients’ beds — usually the ones who 
have little tidbits for him.
The placid dog is well-trained. Tolton paged Toby over the 
intercom to have his bath and he wandered out into the hall.
Co-ordinator Jan James keeps a supply of dog biscuits in 
her office for patients to feed their mascot.




Business Peopie on December 18th
An FBDB representative will be in your area and would be 
pleased to visit you. There is no obligation or cost and your 
business can gain a lot from it.
If you're looking for financial aid in the form of loans, loan 
guarantees or even selling an equity position in your business, 
come and discuss it with us. We can provide you with direction 
to get government assistance, both federal and provincial, as 
well as other vital information. For an advance appointment, 
call:
990 FORT STREET 
^ /.'-''VvYICTORIA, B.C..;,
BACKING INDEPENDENT BUSINESS
A local mother is angered by 





















favorite handknit sweater was 
stolen from the locker room of 
Panorama Leisure Centre while 
the boy was swirriming.
She estimates the theft took 
place sometime Dec. 4 between 
7 and 7:30 p.m.
“The beloved handknit 
Sweater — bright blue with a red 
fire truck on the back — was 
heartlessly stolen from a upper 
locker in the ladies 
changeroom, ’ ’ said the 
distraught mother in a letter to 
the Review.
The mother purposely placed 
the sweater in a top locker out 
of the reach of children. Asked 
why she didn’t pay the 25 cents 
to lock the items up, she said 
she didn’t expect someone to 
.'take it..
She asks the person who took 
the sweater to return it to the 
lost and f 6 ii n d . ^ a t 
Panorama. ^
TOYS&GAMES V' A ' 'h'it':/
' 'S... iS
Adults
Jig-saw Piizzefs, Board Qnrrios,




Dupio, Logo, Story Book Tapes, Wrinkles, Fisher 
Price, Stuffed Toys, Transformers, My Little Pony,, 
Wrestling Figures, Match Box Cars, Models Plastic A 
Wood, Blinkins, Popplos, Junior Jig-saws, Tonka 





Choose from one of the largest 
selections in British Columbia 
Childrens, Qordening, Cooking,
Travel, Activity, Business, Atlases, Art, Fiction, 
Biographies, Balling, Dictionaries, Best Sellers, 
Field Quidos, Coffee Table, Canadlana, Boxed Gift 
Sols, Sports, Humourous, Poetry, Paper Backs, 
History, Juvenile, B.C. Dooka, Crofts, etc.
, BOOK PLATES BOOK MARKS BOOK CASSETTES-- -........................ ........... - ----- - ---- ----- ---------- ...-- -------
''‘.CoLoalhor Wallets, Jade Jewellery,
’ 'Photo albums, Lottery Tickets,
Posters, Lightors, Calondaro, Jade j
Figurines, B.C. Souvenirs,
Grab Bags, Cutlery Seta. Slallonory, Rhodonite 
Novelltles, Pipes, Journala A Diaries, Table Centro 
Piooes, Umbrellas, Mugs, scratch Tickets, Pictures, 
Alarm Clocks. Super Lutrj. Dungeons & Urugoria, 
Tarot Cards, Coins, & Stamps, Provincial Tickets, 
Cash Boxes, etc.









1 ■, 1' S ’j 'V ■
..i (, ■
- -1■1. A .fniJii'i;
'V
Boxed Xmas Carrie, party Goods,
Boxed Chocolates, Candy, Santa 
Stockings, Tape, Lights, Brown 
Wrapping Paper,
Balloons, Tags & Seels. Ribbon, Individual 
Chrlstmos Cards, Tree Ornaments, Slocking Stuf* 
fort, Candy Canes, Ribbons A Bows, B.C. Packaged 
liii,iiipoiiibtve Cello *«Vr«tppoUiXuK'iii»'Cu(di», S«uviutles'« 
Musical Xmas Tapes, English Tolfoe, Almond Rocs, 
Magazines, Including British, French, German, TV 
Guide, Flat A Railed Wriffi, Daodle An, How Veer’s 
'Party Supplies
QIFT CERTIFICATES
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UNDER THE G is good guy Bob Coey, who raised $500 
for St. Johns Ambulance by calling at Peninsula Com­
munity Bingo.
PARENTS WATCH OUT! 
Another young cyclist was 
hurt in North Saanich after go­
ing through a stop sign and col­
liding with a car.
The eight-year-old boy suf­
fered cuts and bruises in the 
crash and wound up with “quite 
a headache,” isaid a Sidney 
RCMP officer.
The crash, involving a Vic­
toria driver, took place on Deep 
Cove Road about 5:30 p.m. 
Dec. 1.
In November, a 13-year-old 
Sidney girl was also struck by a 
car after running a stop sign.
She ended up in Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital with a 
dislocated ankle.
TRACTOR BOOSTED 
Keep your eye out for a 
suspicious driver — on top of a 
garden tractor.
The 19-year-old garden trac­
tor vanished from a Downey 
Road field sometime last 
month.
MORE CAR BREAK-INS 
Two more car break-ins were 
reported in the Sidney area last 
■' we;ek.''
A car parked on Second 
Street was robbed of a radar 
detector and some cassette tapes 
Dec. 4. Total value is estimated 
" at$4(X).;-v
The following afternoon, a 
thief nabbed a cassette player 
from a car on Resthaven Drive.
Police. 
pfon blitz
Sidney and Central Saanich 
police will be stepping up their 
battle against impaired driving 
as part of the province’s 
Christmas Counterattack Road- 
check Blitz from Dec. 10 to Jan. 
8.
Spokesmen for local police 
departments said Peninsula 
drivers can expect to see road­
blocks to check for drunk 
drivers at shifting locations 
throughout the area.
Drivers convicted for a first 
offense will lose their licence for 
one year and could be fined up 
to $2,000. A second conviction 
carries a mandatory jail 
sentence of 14 days to one year.
Any conviction for driving 
while impaired results in a 
criminal record. A charge of im­
paired driving causing bodily 
harm carries a maximum penal­
ty of 10 years imprisonment. 
Impaired driving causing death 
carries a maximum 14-year jail 
term.
Hi 2537 Beacon Awe. 
on the waterfront 
656-1131
Planning a party?
Reserve oyr banquet room...
... did you know we have a separate banquet room perfect 
for parties of 30-60?
Looking for a great gift?
... we also have our own line of sports clothing at great 
prices from S19.95.
New Year’s Eve - Reserve :now
Don’t be disappointed. Our seafood smorg and 
entertainment by “Fine Line” has sold out two years in 
S. row. ' , , ■
EritertainmOOt every Thurs. Fri. Sat
Dynamix featuring Victoria’s star search talent April to 
:'Dec.'Bth.'
People have been asking us 
if we have super gifts 
for the man in their life
WE DO!
We have an excellent selection of 
famous brand shirts, sweaters, 
slacks, Jackets, ties, and all accessories 
needed to complete his wardrobe
OPEN 11 to 4 ON SUNDAY
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4th & Beacon 
f Sldnay : 
OPEN EVERY DAY 
B a.w. - Id p.m.
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Ex-airman recalls life as POW
i
r
Continued from Page Al
And Red Cross parcels 
meant prisoners were 
sometimes better fed than the 
guards.
“The German had a fan­
tastic sense of loyalty to those 
parcels getting through,” said 
Lang, even when the guards 
themselves were bitten by 
hunger.
Because the prisoners were 
officers, they were not forced 
to engage in manual labor 
(although many engaged in the 
most demanding of manual 
labor of a kind the Germans 
had not considered — tunnel 
digging).
Lang says the Abwehr did 
not treat them harshly at the 
camp (brutal treatment would 
come in the final’weeks of the 
war when the camp closed and 




Open to all residents of 
Sidney and North Saanich - 
No Entry Fee
1st PRIZE-$100.00 I







Entries will bo judged on Thursday. 
December 1 Sih by an or.iisirio panel 
o( throe judges Irom Ihe Victoria. 
Festival Sociotv-
Judges decisions are final. 
Judging will bo based on origirialtly, 
and visu.ai appeal. Closing d.nte 
DEC. 15, 1986. Entry loan available 
at any Sidney Association of Mer­
chants member OR al Ttio Review 
pfiico. or Clio alinched entrv.
I----------------ENTRY FORM ---------
] Drop off at Tho Review or Copyprint (5'liS
Name
Beacon;
Bring them in and let 
them shop for special 
gifts at Special Kids’ 
Prices.
lOO's of gifts under $5 in one special 
room. We'll'supervise so youTe free 
lo browse through our six rooms of 
unique gifts and antiques.
FREE COOKIES 
SANTA & PEITING 
FARM NEXT DOOR ■
Csliertor














rog. 12.96,. ........... 9.99
19.99
Ohcq yoif hnvo tins |iat|og| pictuia, (i.ioii) II lot iit.txlnviim 
liMfuily. Wo oniry n nnlrretllon of (iiimi’H nnrt iilhuiT'i at r.om< 
polUlvn priaos,
rog. 22.50 ,........
Offor oxpiroB Doc 13,1006
ALL ENLARGEMENTS 
DONE IN-STORE
! w ‘ ina Ml ^ n-*. '' 1 ^ 'f Mr i




9610 - yth St.
Sidney
Reg. ■SloroJ'fours: 




forced march North away 
from the advancing Allied 
troops, and jammed like 
livestock into railroad cars 
during a dysentery epidemic).
At the camp, they had rugby 
and soccer, a theatre group 
that produced plays like Noel 
Coward’s “Blithe Spirit,” and 
language courses. One 
prisoner even completed his 
medical training and became a 
doctor in the camp.
"I# wm too much 
foF om of Lamg's 
room-mofos"
But the recreations they 
were permitted were ultimately 
like icing on a cake of gravel.
Lang looks back on his 
Stalag Luft III diary and finds 
the notation on many days 
“Nothing happened.” Sur­
prisingly, one of the hardest 
things, he says, was the three 
letters and four postcards they 
were allowed to write home 
every month.
''Brofol fro&tmonf 
woM €om& Isi 
fistal wooks of war'
There was simply nothing to 
write. References to the Ger­
mans or conditions in the 
camp were removed from their 
outgoing mail by the censors.
Once you got through 
writing “damned cold this 
week” you were confronted by 
a horrifying, mind-numbing 
expanse of blank paper that 
came to represent the expanse 
of blank days behind and in 
front of you.
It was too much for one of 
Lang’s roommates.
The man went wire-crazy. 
His roommate tended him as 
best they could but something 
had torn irreparably in the 
^man. .
JIM LANG displays war memorabilia.
The Germans sent him to a 
psychiatric hospital, but the 
tortured man jumped from a 
train and was killed.
Two things kept the majori­
ty of the 700 prisoners from 
similar collapses; a disciplined 
defiance of the Germans and 
an over-riding drive to escape.
Lang says discipline among 
the British in the camp was as 
strict as it was in the military 
on the outside. “It preserves 
the whole morale of the 
place,”
And when this di.scip!ine 
was used to openly defy the 
Germans . . .
Take “Hate the Goons 
(guards) Day”. Imagine all 
the prisoners lined up in neat 
ranks for their morning roll 
call or “appelL”
The German officer in 
/ charge salutes and says“Good
COUNTRY
CHRISTMAS!
Add country chai m lo your 
holiday table with "Country 
Christmas" partyware. 
Co-ordinated items priced 
(rom.75«-$3.75, .Shop 
early (or best selectioni
■#
Locdteicl botwoen 
Village Qalinry Hinn's Pastries Doll A CoMoo Shop 
Qoorgotto'o Fabrics Follcla’ti Boutiqiio
When you care enough to send the very best
“H&f® iho Goom 
disy wo$ a 
mortsi® booster"
morning, gentlemen.” But in­
stead of the usual salute and 
response, hundreds of 
prisoners just scowl back at 
him.
Somewhat disconcerted, the 
Germans begin counting the 
prisoners. Bui halfway 
through the count, the 
prisoners suddenly shuffle 
their ranks and the count has 
to begin again. And again.
“It was great,” said Lang. 
“Nothing would we do for 
them that day.”
“Hate the Goons Day” was 
a diversion, a morale booster. 
But the prisoners, in a secret, 
highly organized body were 
turning- the. same kind of 
devilish ingenuity to thoughts 
of escape.
Tin's is pan one of a two- 
part series. Next week Jim. 
Lang recalls The Great 
Escape.
Correction
Two weck.s ago the 
Review staled the fire at the 
Sidney/North Saanich 
Yaciit Club was caused by 
the heat pump.
North Saanich fire in­
spector Ed Banas said that 
was not I ho cause.
Banns Ims seni his full 
report to the B.C. Fire 








took a cruise WITH
// e INTRA WITHOUT
7-, ;:^<ag&,GETTING SOAKED
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D ltwdotl CutU t, rd nn , nv, B.C
Open 8:30-5!00Mon.-Frl., 10-2 Sot. 
You’ro on lap ol tho world With INTRA 650*5561
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IF ABUSED:
Reach out and 
ask for help
One of the recurrent pro­
blems encountered among child 
sex abuse victims and offenders 
is the lack of available counsell­
ing services.
Another source of concern is 
the apparent misconceptions 
and fear involved with bringing 
the problem outside the family.
Listed below are a number of 
services available on the Penin­
sula and in Victoria that try to 
deal with sex abuse of children.
For children, dial 0 for the 
operator and ask for Zenith 
1234. This is a crisis line equip­
ped with specialized workers to 
help children cope with their im­
mediate problem.
The local RCMP and 
municipal police force have 
people trained to handle 
delicate interviews and family 
matters. The Sidney RCMP also 
has a special constable to 
counsel natives.
The ministry of social services 
and housing can provide im­
mediate and continued support 
during a family crisis. But, 
some feel there is a stigma at­
tached to this branch and a fear 
of child apprehension.
However, MSSH director 
Riley Hern said their only con­
cern in possible custody cases is 
the child’s immediate safety.
Mental health is also 
available but Val London, local 
MSSH worker, said clients are 
priorized.
Local doctors are a relatively 
untapped source. They can pro­
vide valuable direction for 
counselling and can arrange 
referrals to psychiatrists 
specializing in this field. A 
limited number of visits are 
covered under the medical ser­
vices plan.
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
also has the services of a special 
counsellor if immediate help is 
needed.
Parents in Crisis, operated by 
Mary Manning, is a 24-hour ser­
vice. Manning offers free 
counselling and visits at any 
time of the day or night for any 
kind Of crisis. She can be reach­
ed at 656-4006.
The Springridge Counselling 
Centre offers specialized 
therapy for offenders and vic­
tims. Dave Stewart is one of the 
psychotherapists and Louis 
Sutker is a psychologist. (Sutker 
also co-ordinates the Victoria 
centre for phorensic counsell­
ing.) Services start at $60 per 
hour. 381-6611.
The Victoria Transition 
Hou.se is another free service 
where a woman with or without 
her children can seek help. Co­
ordinator Beth Trotter says 
women are encouraged to find 
their feet while receiving 
counselling. A two-week max­
imum stay is imposed and con­
tributions are accepted if the 
woman can afford it. 385-6611.
The Peninsula Community 
Association provides a free 
community counselling service. 
656-0134.
The Victoria Child Sex Abuse 
Centre, directed by Mary Ann 
Pritchett, specializes in 
counselling people who have 
been or are currently being sex­
ually abused.
If referred by MSSH the ser­
vice is free for an appointed 
time. Individuals not referred 
have to pay $14 per hour, 
although that figure is 
negotiable.
Victoria Family Violence for 
Men is a mens’ centre operated 
by James Drinkwater. The six- 
week sessions are limited to 
eight men.
And foii Native women, there 
is the Saanich Native Women’s 
centre in Central Saanich, a free 
service run by Rusty Under­
wood and Molly Daniels. They 




Peninsula residents tried 
to recall our record dry spell 
earlier this year during an 
excessively wet November.
Last month, we had 160 
millimetres of rain, up from 
an average of 128.3 mm.
And we only had 63.8 
hours of sunshine com­
pared to a norm of 77.8.
But wc had no .snow, and 
the mean temperature was 
6.4 degrees, up from an 
average of 6.0, according to 







...Less Fat, Less Waste...
More Meat for Your Money!
14” Super Trim
‘ ‘All of our Meat Experts at Safeway are 
totally committed to trimming ail the ex­
terna! fat to 1 /4 of an inch on all fresh 
Beef, Veal, Lamb, Pork Chops and 
Steaks — and to serving you better. If 
you can’t find an item or have a special 
request, please ask, we’ll come running.
We are also totally committed to our 
guarantee — if you aren’t satisfied, we’ll 
DOUBLE your money back.
These are our promises to you. Come on 
in and give us a try. Measure our trim and 

















r SUPERIOR DELI SELECTION ]
Turkey
Breast
















Everyone knows that Safeway has the 
best in fresh, in-season produce. But 
there’s one other thing that puts 
Safeway a cut above the rest — 
service.
We are working hard to give you fast, 
friendly service that you can always 
count on.
If there is something you need, don’t 
hesitate to ask! We are here to give 







1181 C YOUR MONEY BACK 
POIJtlLlLGUARANTEE”OUR POLICY
Your (omploto sottsfcicftoii Is guaronteetl oif oil of the porithoblo products wo foil, or wo will 
ntvo you Double Your Money Bockl This applies to oil perishable products including Produce, 
Meots, Bakery and Dairy Products. Proof m purchase ond return of unused portion tnoy be
— - - - - - - - - -—^— - - - - - - - - - - —--- - - - -—;- - - - - - - -—Deserve The Best!~
C A NAD A e A F e WAV LI m I T E O
Advertised prices In effect Dec. 8 to Dec. 14,1986.
Wo rosorva tho right to limit srilas to rotnil quantities.







Cleoring snow may show liability
OPEN FRIDAYS 
TILL 7 PM




MANY UNIQUE GIFT 
IDEASTHROUGHOUT 
THE STORE
DROP IN AND BROWSE
Why would a chemical acci­
dent in Bhopal, India possibly 
force the municipality of Cen­
tral Saanich to stop clearing 
snow from local sidewalks?
Because the accident drove up 
liability insurance premiums.
Central Saanich may have to 
stop its public works depart­
ment from removing snow from 
area sidewalks because clearing 
them creates the potential for a 
lawsuit against the municipali­
ty.
In Sidney, a long controversy 
raged over the town’s decision 
to ban folding sign boards from 
its sidewalks because someone 
might injure themselves on one 
and sue the ’ town. Other 
municipalities have removed 
swings from their playgrounds 
for similar reasons.
The issue of clearing 
sidewalks was raised recently in 
a Central Saanich , council 
meeting, and lawyers are now 
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at the foot of 
Beacon Ave.
Friday, Dec. 12th
approx. 7«30 p«nri w
(Weather Permitting)
IRV CORMACK, skipper of tho Hulakal will 
lend a flotilla of brightly lit and decorated 
soil and power boats for you and your 
family's onloyment. Thrill to the sounds of 
Christmas music wafting over the water, 
Froo rofroshmonfs will bo served nt 
Qoilory By The Sea, then watch for In 
store specials at participating morchanto 
from 6-9 p.m,
In the past municipal 
employees have cleared snow 
from sidewalks in areas such as 
the Brentwood commercial core 
and roads leading up to some 
local elementary schools.
But a Central Saanich bylaw 
says property owners are 
responsible for clearing 
sidewalks in front of their own 
property, and municipal clerk 
Gay Wheeler says that if Cen­
tral Saanich contravenes its own 
bylaw by clearing the sidewalks, 
council may have to assume 
legal re.sponsibility if someone 
were to slip and fall.
A seemingly simple act of 
goodwill could open a legal can 
of worms for the municipality, 
if for example, municipal staff 
didn’t clear the sidewalks one 
day after clearing them on a 
regular basis and someone was 
injured, said Wheeler.
“We may have to change our 
bylaw or stop clearing the 
sidewalks,’’ he said.
“Everybody is suing 
everybody these days so you 
have to watch what you’re do­
ing.’’
“The public works depart­
ment with the best of intentions 
has been clearing the 
sidewalks,’’ said Aid. Ruth Ar- 
naud. “It sounds so easy.’’
GEORGE MCFARLANE
Aid. George MacFarlane said 
he was concerned that the 
municipality was violating its 
own bylaw by clearing the 
sidewalks. “If they want to 
change the bylaw that’s one 
thing, but don’t j«st flaunt the 
thing.”
MacFarlane also said he was 
concerned about the fairness of 
clearing some sidewalks in the 
municipality but not others.
The threat of lawsuits has 
been an increasing problem for 
municipalities because of a 
combination of skyrockesting 
lawsuit settlements and a hefty 
increase in liability insurance 
premiums.
Premiums have jumped 
tremendously because of the 
huge legal settlement following 
the disastrous accident at the 
Union Carbide plant in Bhopal, 
India as well as other massive 
legal settlements.
This has meant many 
municipalities have been forced 
to reduce their liability 
coverage.
The Union of British Colum­
bia Municipalities is currently 
exploring a self-insurance 
scheme which could make 
liability insurance more af­
fordable again.
W. Saanich corner 
worries parents
CO ^ PUB trt
Deep Cove elementary school 
parents are concerned for the 
safety of their children using the 
busy Wain and West Saanich 
Road intersection, spokesman






















For special occasions or every­
day etegsnce. try acrylic rtella 
or, axletKi the lartglh wllh 
t^. and pals atvi notice 
tne dtHarerrco.
Easy to apply, tong last 
Ing requiring only pertodici 
IWa. Done by a trained 
proiasctonal. You 
love ihe toolcl




Germaine Gatien said last week.
In a letter to North Saanich 
council, the parents’ auxiliary 
asked that a four-way stop be 
placed at the corner of the in­
tersection. It is presently a two- 
way stop.
Gatien, on behalf of the aux­
iliary, also asked that a “school 
zone ahead” sign be posted on 
West Saanich Road before 
reaching the intersection.
The motion was prompted 
because motorists often fail to 
yield to pedestrians, said Ga­
tien.
“An added benefit of the 
four-way stop is that traffic 
would slow down well before 
entering the school zone,” she 
added.
The letter, which has not yet 
come before council, will be 
referred to the ministry of 
highways because both roads lie 
in provincial jurisdiction. 
Mayor Lloyd Harrop said.
Santa has made
his home in Sidney
and brought along his favourite animals
Join Santa, his elves and animals
Friday, December 12 5:30-7:30pm
Saturday, December 13 12:30-2:00pm 3:00-4:30pm
Sunday, December 14 12;30-2:00pm 3:00-4;30pm
the week right up until Christmas 
Treats - Balloons - Photographer on hand
Located Midway Along Beacon 
between Sooters & The Collector
‘Go with tho winners* ... Sidney Association of Merchants
Yl»« CnItPrilnr 
&tdn«y riKi (iihcipr»« 
S«M ’N ahi»» D*cor
I Hirvay'i 8p4>rllno hood* 
yillae* Cltlltiry 
autitruttiw’a l-iitMiRt
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, Homai UarcJwara 
Ctaraga Molora
Mllflol Ii low!i»« 
Mummar Ii I a»t Shna Mnhair 
Rral Paolllo Crodll Uobti 
Bldnay 1*M«iur Pttolo 
Sldnay Travitl ttiirvlcui
Ardmnr* CJnlt A ritiiBaa 
And/'a Auto 
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SIdnny Biivinw 
Craally* Daaign Piinllno 
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Chrlrttlfi* laurani Jawallara 
Nmbarlon Holmaa (Aldnay) ltd. 
Bteck Bro*. Ilaaliy ltd.
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Who won't make if home?
A BODY BAG is nothing to joke about, but it is too 
often the end result of drinking and driving. Sidney am­
bulance attendants Carson Hamber (left) and Vince 
Case would rather treat the injured than call the cor­
oner. And while Grade 12 student Natalie Preston 
played along with the set-up photo, she and RCMP 
Cst. Gary Bergquist knoviT it’s no laughing matter.
for six months, go to jail for up 
to six months and the maximum 
fine is $2,000.
Another safety feature in­
volved in drinking driving is the 
wearing of seatbelts.
Wearing a seatbelt can mean 
the difference between minor 
bruising and a day off work or 
major injuries to the head and 
neck and a lengthy hospital 
stay.
“A lot of people don’t think 
about wearing seatbelts,” said 
McKay.
District 63 students are 
mounting a community 
awareness program about this 
leading cause of accidental 
deaths and disabling injuries.
But alcohol and cars is a most 
deadly mix.
‘‘The general attitude has to 
change,” explained McKay. 
‘‘People feel they have to be 
unable to walk before they’re 
unable to drive.”








WHILE STOCKS LAST 
WE RESERVE THE fllQHT 
TO UKIT OUANirnES
TERI MCKAY
drink alcohol socially. ‘‘Two 
hundred of those would have 
access to driving a vehicle on a 
Friday night.”
And some of those friends — 
those that are worried their 
‘‘image” will be tarnished by 
responsible behaviour — just 
might not make graduation.
Now.lhat you Have triod the rest 
Cbm^to Wllll’i tcf lookyour best
‘THE MEN’S SHOP”
Next to Sear’s on 2nd St. 
Tues.-Sat. 8:30 - 5:30 658-4443
FOOD STORES
STORE HOURS:
QUADRA AND TILUCUH 
UOH.4AT.tA.M.'1tP.M. SUN. $-7 
SAANICHTOH
SUN. >.7 SAT. « MON. B-7, TUES..FRi. S4 
SIDNEY: MON., TUES., WED., SAT. M 
THURS., FRI. M, SUN. S-T
It’s Friday night and it’s been 
a long week.
One Parkland student slowly 
looks around the room, 
wondering which one of her 40 
friends there will not make it 
home.
Because that’s the reality. 
One in 40 students will die this 
year as the result of drinking 
and driving.
A sobering thought.
Teri McKay, a Grade 12 
Parkland student, is mounting 
the highly successful drinking 
driving Counterattack program 
in her area.
She wants to help change her 
friends’ attitude towards party­
ing it up then sitting behind the 
wheel. Through continued 
media coverage and CpunterAt- 
tack programs, young people 
are slowly getting the message, 
she said. “But there’s still a lot 
of people that take it lightly. ”
As part of her training, she 
and other school representatives 
recently attended a Gearing Up 
For Traffic Safety Action con­
ference sponsored by the In­
surance Corporation of B.C. in 
Vancouver.
The focus of the conference 
was to equip the students for a 
community awareness cam­
paign against drinking driving 
and general traffic safety.
The single most common 
cau.se of death among drivers 
under 30 is drinking driving ac- 
cidents, according to 
Counterattack statistics.
One in four drivers on the 
road between 10 p.rn. and 3 
a.m, Wednesday through Satur­
day has been drinking. One in 
15 is drunk.
McKay said it is best not to 
drive in the first place. “Plan a 
.safe way home before you go. 
Don’t even take a car.”
Because once yo\i get a few 
drink under your belt, she says, 
attitudes about safe driving 
change.
.She suggests a.sking parents 
or friends for a safe ride home
or taking the bus, a cab or walk. 
“A taxi between four or five 
people is not that expensive,” 
she said.
The high-profile designated 
driver plan is being more widely 
used in B.C. — restaurants will 
provide free non-alcoholic 
beverages to the driver.
“Nobody can give a good 
reason for driving home 
drunk,” said McKay.
She has signed a mutual con­
tract with her parents in which 
both parties agree to provide or 
seek safe transportation home 
at any hour — no questions ask- 
ed.
Punishments for drinking 
driving offences are not that 
light.
On conviction of a first of­
fence, you will lose your licence
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available every day in our 
coffee shop, pub or new 
Basset Lounge.
Take advantage of the best meal 
deal on Ihe Peninsula, we’ll even 
go a step further and throw in the 
coffee If you present this ad.























FRESH FROM THE DELI 


























r.99 BOX Approx. SVa lb.





































ARGE POT SIZE 6”
FILLED WITH BLOOMS..................
AVAILABLE AT QUADRA & TILLICUM STORES /
C99
When you want to pul on Iho dog, 
The Dog’s the place to go.
% VICTORIA’S CITY ’Cl 
LIGHTTOUR
December 18
Pick up nt Twin Oaks 
Sidney Trav®l 
& Summoroot©



















































KELI.OOQ'8 cereal . UQJUST RIGHT uoj®®
MAGIC ^ iPICftBAiGPOm.....u.,2®®
BAKING SODAru. 79®
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CATELLI SPLENDOR DINNER ■WAl*'MAC iCHEESE.:^. 21/9^
SPECIAL MENU DRr ^ KACATF00Dttr"....1l.
'....8700
box
TOTAL DIET DRY l«ApDOG FOOD‘Jl.5^®
KEN L RATION #|Ap
KIBBLES i BITS,
E.D, SMITH 28 0*. i 4 GOGARDEN COCKTAIL,..., r’’
FRESH BAKERY PRODUCTS 















ClIICKtN.TURKtV.Bf Cf 8 01, fcii B
TV DINNER -169
CHICKEN, TURKEY, 




MINI WHITE ,4 4 a
MARSHMALLOWS....M«,r"
SWISS QRUYEflE J 7©PORTION CHEESE....,.«7,r®
PHILADELPHIA SOFT KQCREAM CHEESE......r5.,r'’
BLOCK ||©aMOZZARELLAZ®’’
FLEECY SUPER CONC, glil llSOFTENER..,..: ir"
DIAL BATH SIZE A GQ
BAR SOAP....
DIAMOND BRAND SHELLED ft
WALNUT MEAT .«,Z’“
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PYREX 2 Pee. 
CASSEROLE DISH 




BOXES All In Stock
12 VOLT ELECTRJC 
POLtSHER
Reg. 29.99
3/8” Variable Speed Drill 
with reverse 





































Porsons over tho ago, of 65 years
receive 18% off all store stock 
with proof of age every Monday 















2488 Beacon Ave., Sidney
Brymmet toy rs Mf. Newfoo
Education Minister Tony 
Brummet toured Mt. Newton 
Middle School Dec. 1, hearing 
concerns about the school’s 
location next to a growing in­
dustrial area, expanding gravel 
pit and busy roads.
The industrial area is closing 
in on the school and students 
are travelling through ever- 
increasing traffic to get to and 
from Mt. Newton, said Hans 
Schneider, the school district 
physical plant superintendent.
Brummet visited the school at 
the invitation of the school 
board and also met with con­
cerned parents.
Mt. Newton principal Betty 
Clazie has expressed concern 
about noise, dust and traffic 




Central Saanich council 
recently approved in principle 
Butler Bros, plans to expand the
pit. However,. Butler Bros, vice- 
president Brian Butler said the 
changes may actually reduce the 
noise problem at the school, 
and th. company is working to 
minimise the dust problem.
“The objective of the parents 
is to have Mt. Newton school 
moved,” said Central Saanich 
Aid. Ruth Arnaud, also at the 
meeting. “Standing in the upper 
classroom and looking out, it
certainly does look like a 
wasteland.”
“Our greatest concern is the 
continued isolation of the 
school,” Clazie said earlier this 
year. “We have very little 
room, for instance, to send our 
children out on runs. ”
District superintendent Janet 
Mort said after the meeting with 
Brummet “There were no con­
clusions drawn and no reac­
tions.”
Schneider said the district is 










How many times have you 
gone out to your car, shivering, 
on a frosty niorning only to find 
that your battery is flat?
Maybe you didn’t quite fill 
the radiator with antifreeze in 
time — and now it’s cracked.
From a six-point check list, 
the Motor Vehicle Department
asks the typical motorist such 
probing questions as “How 
long has it been since you have 
had a tune-up?”
According to the depart­
ment’s information, a cold 
engine diverts the batterySfe 
power to the engine and if the 
spark plugs are worn, the car 
won’t start.
And if Victoria weather turns 
really cool, you can minimize 
condensation by keeping your 
gas tank full to avoid freezing 
moisture in the fuel system that 
can cut off the flow.
Another important winter ac­
cessory is a good set of winter or 
all-sea'son radials. If you 
already have a set on your vehi­
cle, MVD advises you to check 
the tread.
Tire oressure decreases one 
pound for every five degree 
Celcius.
_ And one last valuable tip for 
those heading off to colder 
climes or into the woods this 
winter: “Create a winter sur­
vival kit to be kept in the car” 
which should include such 
necessary items as a small sack 
of sand, first-aid kit, matches 
and candles, a CB radio and a 
food supply of non-perishable 
foods in case of isolation.
656-5611
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C. Soonlch eyes bigger llbrory
Central Saanich council is 
looking at expanding Brent­
wood Library if the province 
kicks in some funding. But 
Mayor Ron Cullis denies expan­
sion plans include construction 
of a leisure centre.
“We’ve applied for an Expo 
Legacy grant,” Cullis said. 
“The plan is to expand the 
library as a library with some 
meeting rooms attached. But 
we’re sure not talking anything 
like a leisure centre.”
At a recent parks and recrea­
tion commission meeting, ar­
chitect Victor Davies suggested 
Central Saanich should be ap­
proached to help finance the 
proposed expansion of the 
Panorama Leisure Centre. He 
also told commission members 
that Brentwood Library was be­
ing eyed as an activity centre by 
the municipality to the south.
RON CULLIS
Cullis said a recent survey 
showed a need for an expanded 
library facility. “Also, a signifi­
cant number of groups and in­
dividuals indicated there is a 
need for some type of activity
centre but we haven’t got 
specifics of any details.”
Central Saanich “doesn’t 
have the financial resources to' 
deal with this,” he added. “If 
we were able to secure funding 
for the library we would finish 
that then at some point we 
could more actively consider an 
activity centre.”
But contributing to the 
Panorama centre is out, he said. 
“It went to referendum twice 
and was voted down both 
times.”
PLC funding, Cullis said, has 
not been an issue for about six 
years. “The community’s posi­
tion is that there’s no great
desire to participate in funding 
the PLC.”
Recreation commission chair­
man Eric Sherwood had hoped 
to approach Central Saanich to 
share in the centre’s capital 
costs. “About 40 per cent of the 
centre’s users come from Cen­
tral Saanich,” Sherwood said.
Cullis doesn’t argue with the 
statistic. “I have no reason to 
doubt its accuracy. But we 
focus on upgrading and improv­
ing the facilities within our own 
community.”
At present, he said, “council 
has no concrete plans” to build 
a leisure centre in the 
municipality.
CS. hands fled 
with ultralights
Central Saanich council 
members are receiving com­
plaints about ultralight aircraft, 
but there’s little they can do 
about the situation, said Aid. 
Ruth Arnaud.
Arnaud said she is concerned 
about safety problems with the 
small open aircraft. “We had 
an ultralight that crashed into a 





The deadline for the 
mailing of Christmas cards 
and first class parcels for 
out of town delivery 
anywhere in Canada and 
the United States is Dec. 12 
and for parcel post, Dec. 8.
The dealine for in town 
delivery of Christmas cards 
and first class parcels is 
Dec. 17 and for parcel post, 
■ftDec. 15.'^'
“Luckily in none of these in­
stances were there.fatalities.”
The municipality also receiv­
ed written complaints about 
noise, said Arnaud.
Transport Canada says the 
aircraft are prohibited within 
five miles of the centre of any 
airport, but the Butler Brothers 
airstrip they use is just outside 
that limit.
“A municipality’s hands are 
pretty well tied,” Arnaud said.
Control „tower manager Jim 
Allardyce said, “As long as they 
remain clear of the control 
tower, they are no problem to 
us.
“This summer we had one or 
two flying in the control zone. 
We filed an infraction report 
against them,” he added.
“In general terms, we don’t 
have any problem.”
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YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD DRUGSTORE
7181 WEST SAANICH ROAD 652”i 821
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Enter lo win a Pontiac Firefly for 1 year 
59' 100g !b. I (includes lease, gas and insurance) until
_ ____ I Dec. 15th, 1986. 50 keys will be handed
OLD FASHIONED OR I out. On Dec. 16lh at Empress Motors,
BLACK FOREST « one key wins the car!
IS Alls .1
ISr%i¥l............. 94' lOOg-^^lb.
GIVING A PARTY? iiMPPmAL
Don’t forget to order your party trays from our Deli. Choose from a | 




It’s beginning to feel a lot like Christmas! 
You can finish your Christmas shopping 
early by purchasing Thrifty Food’s Gift 
Certificates. Available in any 
denomination and good in any 
department. Ask your cashier for details. 
THRIFTY FOODS GIFT CERTIFICATES, 
TRULY A GIFT OF CHOICE.
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VARIETY ITEMS THIS WEEK:
GOV’T CERTIFIED ORGANICALLY GROWN
FRESH KALE SPAGHEHI SQUASH 
RED CABBAGE
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BUD MASSENDER 
Manager
Universal language removes barriers
By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
Many Peninsula people say 
the Review estas eniinento 
gazeto, though few use those 
words — so far, that is.
But that may change. North 
America may soon be catching 
up with Europe and Asia — as 
more local people learn 
Esperanto, the universal 
language.
It’s difficult to argue with 
local Esperanto speaker Wally 
du Temple when he says 
“inteligentaj personoj lernas la 
internacian lingvon”.
Difficult to argue is right.
He says intelligent people 
learn the international 
language. Why? Because it’s a 
simple but powerful tool to 
break down barriers and allow 





But, you say, nobody else 
knows it.
Well, just ask the 400,000 
Chinese people who learned 
Esperanto in 1985.
They’ll tell you you’re full of 
sojfaboj: Esperanto, which is 
taught to elementary school 
children in six European coun­
tries, is catching on world-wide. 
Ten million people now speak 
it, says du Temple
He has been fluent since 
1969. Owner of the Ardmore 
Fitness Centre and Ardmore 
Golfludo Course, du Temple 
has also started a company 
v,'hich will market artists who
ESPERANTIST Wally du Temple likes a game of 
golfludo. Pictured here with singer Joelle Rabu at 
Esperanto convention in China.
sing in Esperanto.
Come on, have an open 
mind. Esperanto is far easier to 
learn than other languages 
because it follows a set of 16 
simple grammatical rules, with 
no exceptions.
And it’s spelled completely 
phonetically, with no silent let­
ters and only one letter for each
sound. Imagine the grief that 
could spare grade schoolers 
learning to spell.
Another great thing about 
Esperanto: it’s neutral. It was 
developed completely from a 
blend of 1 bother languages.
Esperanto is like a handshake 
to people of other cultures, says 
du Temple. Among people of
your own cultures you can use 
your own language, and then 
with those of other cultures, 
you can step on to neutral 
ground.
A good example for Cana­
dians, he says, are the many 
friends he has made from 






“We gel along beautifully,’’ 
says du Temple. “We don’t 
have to stutter around in each 
other’s language. That way no 
one is at a disadvantage.’’
Du Temple says the most 
common misconception about 
the language is that its sup­
porters want it to replace all 
others. That’s totally false, he 
says. Esperanto is intended to 
supplement other languages not 
replace them.
Oh, but Esperanto’s just a 
fad, you say. If so, it’s a 
hundred-year-old fad. Esperan­
to will be celebrating its centen­
nial next year with a conference 
and a big kuko in Warsaw.
So why have North 
Americans remained relative 
bebos about Esperanto?
Du Temple thinks its because 
there is less of a multiplicity of 
languages here than in, say, 
Europe, where a train-ride can 
take you through areas speaking 
three different languages in an 
hour.
But Esperanto is coming, du 
Temple believes, and that’s why 
he’s breaking new ground with 
his record company. Based in 
Sidney, it’s called, appropriate­
ESPERANTO SINGER Joelle Rabu makes bonan 
muziko.
ly enough, Passport Produc­
tions.
The company’s first record is 
due to be released next month, 
featuring Joelle Rabu, a multil­
ingual singer du Temple found 
performing in Vancouver and 
convinced to try singing in 
Esperanto.
Now she does about a third of 
her songs in Esperanto.
Longfellow once poetically 
described music as the universal 
language — now imagine if the 
songs are also sung in the 
universal language of Esperan­
to. ;
“You’ve got 10 million that
want to buy records,’’ said du 
Temple. “It’s a market that 
nobody has tapped.
Rabu and du Temple recently 
travelled to an Esperanto con­
ference in Peking, a conference 
that beautifully illustrated the 
advantage of the language.
Imagine: 3,000 people from 
dozens of countries and not a 
translator in sight. It was the 
largest international conference 
ever held in modern China.
To paraphrase Charles 
Dicken’s immortal classic:, 
“Raconto de Du Urboj” it was 
the best of times, estas las 
Esperanto tempon.
ING WS NOW OF CHRISTMAS
{oin forces to rolse
SING
carol
WE NOW OF CHRISTMAS. Brentwood childrens' choir practise twice weekly for Its performance In the church 
singing Doc. 12.
“Sing we now of Christmas.’’
For the first time, churches from the north and .south end 
of the Peninsula will unite to sing in a community celebration 
of Christmas with collected donations going to the Sidney 
Lions/Review food bank, said spokesman Helen Thornton.
“This is the first year the churches are beginning to com­
bine their .singing. St. Stephens and the Saanich Peninsula 
Roman Catholic parish arc performing together,’’ she added.
An evening of carols is scheduled for Dec. 12 at 7 p.m in 
Stelly’s .school gym. To date, 11 churches plan to participate 
— the most since the popular event began two years ago.
For the children, Daisy Essery will read a nativity poem she 
wrote. Twas the Night Before Christmas is modelled after the 
original but focuses on the birth of Jesus.
“1 wrote it in response lo my own children who are in the 
late Santa Claus stage and don’t really know the relevance of 
Christmas beyond presents from Santa,’’ said Hssery.
If Ihe carol evening continues its .succc.ss, Thornton expects 
the event to grow into two nights — one in Central Saanich 
and nnd the other in the north Peninsula.
Local residents who attend are asked to bring a food dona­
tion which will be presented to the food bank that night.
“It’s exciting that the people arc catching the spirit. It’s a 
tremendous unifying force for churches,” isaid Thornton. 
“There was a time when they didn’t talk to one another and 
now they’ve decided they really have a lot in common.’’
nnui mmmmmm
just slightly ahead of our time




































REHEAT 2496 BEACON AVE.^^ SIDNEY 656-5341
MUKm
A heaither body means a longer life —“
It’s simple arithmetic. Fitness adds years to your life and subtracts 
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N. Soonlch leoding
Once again, North Saanich 
bantams proved they are the 
players to beat with a 26-12 vic­
tory over First United Dunks in 
basketball action Dec. 3 at S.J. 
Willis.
After the first half, the game 
could have gone either way with 
N.S. holding a slight 8-4 lead. 
But Chris Carmichael came 
through for the bantams in the 
third quarter scoring eight of
the 10 baskets.
That quarter was crucial 
because First United pressed 
North Saanich, causing the 
local team to scramble. They 
had plenty of scoring attempts 
in the key but none would go in.
Centre Jason Morrow and 
Carmichael both scored 10 
while Jeremy Morrow netted 
six.
N.S. now stands at 6-1 in the 
boys’ night league.
THE POPSHOPPE







Corner Second & Bevan
MEXICAN NEW YEAR’S FIESTA
Let the rhythm of a live mariachi band set tiie tempo for an unforgettable 
evening. Our gourmet dinner will 
delight you, our midnight 
champagne arouse you, our 
Mexican suiprises excite 
you . . Don’t miss Mexico 
... Live and friendly 
at the caao «caif
Blue Peter. If you’d have spoken to Joe 
Milligan last Thursday he would 
have told you the Parkland 
Panthers could win the police 
tournament. But by the end of 
Saturday, everyone’s hopes 
were dashed.
He couldn’t have forseen that 
one of the top scorers Paul 
Johnson would have six stitches
above his eye after Thursday’s 
game.
And it didn’t help that Ken 
Crew, the Panthers’ star guard, 
would be off with a hip injury 
from last week.
“We’ve never placed 
before,” said spokesman Rob 
McLucas, “and we’ve been in it 
every year.”
Panthers placed se%'enth out
!A PENSION PLAN
is changing for the better.
On January I, 1987, your Canada 
Jhnsion Plan will crionge. Those 
changes put your Plan on a solid, 
long-term financial foundation.
It's important to know what 
benefits are available because your 
Plan pwvidesyou and/or your fam­
ily with a basic level of earnings 
protection when you retiiv, become 
disabled, or die, Ihu will, however, 
have to apply for the benefits iv/iun 
you believe you orcu ' ''
The information that follows 




Now finundng nrrurignmunls will mflkH um) 
bfip ynur I’liii) more llinri uvur,
Kiglil now you (iml yoiirumployorwidi 
cnnlriluiln f,H% of ymir iwminp up In n 
innxiniumfimouiil. f'lodivnnrunlil 1(101, llui 
amfrilmlion mlii will risti iiy 0,2% ami from 
tluire unlil 2011 liy If you itiab llm 




Atlorlaminry Isl, youcanlHtRlntnoilvlng 
your Cl’P pnnsirm aK aarly as ago 00, You 
could ounllly nvou if you aro not /iilly 
relinitl.
Increased disability
benefits if you qualify for disability 
benefits, your monthly pamunt will now 
lie significantly increased, For example, the 
maximum disability pension in 1007 will 
increase from $107 to more than $035 per 
month.
.\s well, anyone entering or nO urnlng lo 
the work force will have disability coverage 
after contributing in 2 of tho last 3 years, in 
which conlrlbutinnscould have been made. 
.......... .................... .... ................. ...  •
Survivor benefits 
continue on remarriage
If you receive suivivor benefits, they will 
now conlinuo even if you remiuTy.
If you romarriod and bad your survivor 
benefit discontinued, you can have your 
benefit reinstated,
Splitting pension
credits if your marriage ends in 
divorce, each spouse will be entitled to one 
half tho "neiirdon credits" you earned 
togelber, After laminry 1, 11llt7, the credits 
can also be divided if your marriage or com- 
mondavv relutionship emls in separation,
Sharing your
pension when yon and your spouiie 
nmeivo your fJ'l’ retiremnnl pensions, tlie 
benefits you’ve Imth earned during your life 
Ingetborcan Ire shared if eitlier of you makes 
this request.
your lameflts will be less because wm will 
have cnnliibuled less ami will gel the bene- 
fils for a ronser period of limn,,
Or, if you choose not to start your (lem 
Sion unlil alter age 115, (up In age'Ttt), your 
monthly benefits will Im greater.
. liVmr pension would normally be pay* 
able the month after your fifilh birtlidiiy. I'lir 
each month helweun ihni dale and when 
your pension heglnn, your benefit will be 
adJuKted by 0,5% This adlustmenl will 
njrply for ns long as you rwelve the fasnefil,
1 'd likfi lo know morn nbrnil my rmw 








I Jl’nwiming your LIT
/Additional benefits
for dependent children
In the past, dependent children were lim­
ited lo one flat-rate benefit, even if both par­
ents had paid into Iho Plan and dicn or 
became disabled,
Should the .same happen now, your 
children wnuld be ontitlen lo dmililr berie- 
/ils.
Improved 'Combined’
benefits if you are unt it led lo a com­
bination of survivor mid disability benefil.s, 
the maximum monthly ainmini ymi could 
receive will now be greater,
A.S for combined .survivor and relire- 
menl Ixmefils, these will now Imi more gem 
emmily awarded to those who qualify.
on a solid
joundation llelng financially 
prepared for thefninte is a responsibility we 
all sliare, Votir new Ciimida I5midon Plan 
now gives you a slninger fmindalimi. It’s a 
soiiml base, mid it's up io you In build on 
llilsfoimdalion
It’s never too soon, nr too liile, to Iwgln 
building for yniir future, We hope ymi'll 
start today.
You may mod furihor Jnfarmnllim 
lo holtar nndorsinnd Ihoso 
changes, For honklels about your 
Canada /Vm.s/on Plan, frail the loll- 
free number below or fill out Ihe 









Playing against Burnaby Cen­
tral at Belmont on Thursday, 
the Panthers easily defeated the 
Vancouver team 63-57.
The big game was Friday 
against St Thomas Moore, 
ranked third in the province. 
Parkland slipped to lose 75-63.
After that. Panthers went on 
■ to beat Pitt Meadows 72-61 
Saturday, Steve Ottewell shot 
20 and Jason Grist, 17.
That evening. Parkland nar­
rowly lost to Prince Rupert 67- 
64 in the last game of the tour­
nament for the local team.
Jonathon Hunter was the 
high scorer with 18 while Ot­
tewell netted 16.
In addition, Ottewell 
qualified for the second all-star 
team.
But despite the disappoint­
ment, the Panthers are better 
equipped to begin the league 
season Dec. 11 with a game at 
Belmont followed by a home 
game against Spectrum Friday 
night at 7 p.m.






For your convonionce drop 
boxes have been established 
In your neighborhood.
Please use thorn for 
classifieds, letters to the 
editor or contest entries. 
Locations:
,v BRENTWOOtrnAY PHARMACY 
7101 Wo«t sminich Rond, 
Rrmniwood Buy
* BUT1.F.R BROS, SUPPLIES LTD, 
2040 Kontlng X Road, 
Saanichlon
V OAKCREST FOOD STORE 
7010 E. Saanich Road,
Saanich
A good fast break won the 
game for the North Saanich 
midgets in play agaiirst the 
Dunsmuir Demons at S.J. 
Willis last week.
The high .scoring 51-43 game 
was al.so high in fouls again,si 
both siclc,s.
C-oach Andrew MacKay said 
the Demons prcs.scd the midgets 
‘‘pretty hard” but didn’t make 
any steals against N.S.
MncKay described the game 
as fa.st and chippy with “pretty 
•sloppy play — the ball just 
wifiz/eci back and forth.
‘‘We won on a fast break and 
could capitalize when we .stole 
the ball,” .said MacKay.
Scorers for N.S. were: David





Hoaltli and Wclfam 
Canada










write it on your cnianctarl 




Tuoaday, Docombor 16lh 
T.mitofliaOp.m 
|3,0a & a doriation of food for 
Lions Food Bank
Birdsall, 20; Mark Bunting, 8; 
Daryl Lawes, 8; Mike Won- 
nacott, 7; and Steve Lefebvrc 
and Andrew Watt, 2 each.
Veteran guard Geoff MacKay 
provided good ball handling to 
support (he forwards in the 
Demon press.
North Saanich midget basket­
ball team beat Sicily’s 58-42 in 
filay Monday night.
'I he team’s record now stands 
at6-l.
David Hirdslutll hit for 17, 
Mark IVuniing, 14; Steve l.efcb- 
vre, 7; David Milligan, 6; Daryl 
l.nws,' Wes Nelson, 4; Mike 
Wannifcotl, 3; and Lyle 
Wettelin, 2.
Coach 2\ndrcw MacKay said 
a loiigli new press was d ied for 
the first lime and it worked 
well. Nelson, Milligan and Taws 
used it effectively,
Geoff MacKay also provided
good ball-liandling ... feeding
the liall into the kev.
For odcUllonal ln(o: (556 *3231
won, 
says coach
Ceniial .Saanich l.ions snl- 
lered their first loss after facing 
a bigger ami older team.
The l.,ions boys' Iwiskciball 
team lo.si to We.siCom 8's 2,3-8 
in play Dec. .1 al S.J. Willis,
Cuiieh..Mat ilyii l„,uvi!lii,,s,s .said 
tbis is llieir first lo.ss "to a big­
ger and older Icain.” Most of 
Die I.ion.s are age 12 eoin(»iued 
to Du: aveiiige age of 1,3 on die 
Ollier teams in the mini lioys' 
night league.
“Size won,” said l.ovcless.
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Lawn bowlers 
need more room
Central Saanich Lawn Bowl­
ing club members are tired of 
their crowded clubhouse.
Only 40 of the 120-member 
organization can fit in the 
clughouse at one time, says 
chairman John Putter. “And 
they are crammed up to the 
walls.”
The club wrote to council 
asking approval to expand 
which entails use of more 
parkland.
The bowlers are willing to 
spend up to $60,0(X) to make 
more room for members.
The clubhouse in Centennial 
Park is leased to the club by 
Centra! Saanich for SI per year. 
To expand, the club has to en­
croach slightly onto the 
neighboring lot which is 
designated parkland.
A .second lot next to the
clubhouse is used as parking by 
members and the proposed ex­
pansion would spill over onto 
part of that lot.
The architect’s plan estimates 
costs in the vicinity of $60,000. 
However, Putter said if the Cen­
tral Saanich Lions provide the 
labor, the cost will be reduced 
to $30,000.
The new clubhouse would 
essentially be a meeting hall 
which would be wide enough to 
accommodate washrooms, a 
storage room and an office.
Putter also met with Pinance 
Minister Me! Couvelier Nov. 29 
to discuss the club’s application 
for money from the B.C. lot­
teries fund.
Council is waiting for the 
engineer’s report before making 
a decision to allow the club to 







Ideal Xmas gift for 
the fisherman.






Thursday Dec. 11 
0255 hrs 8.5 ft 1245 hrs 11.1 ft 
0630 hfs 8.0 ft 2020 hrs 3.7 ft 
Friday Dec. 12
0420 hrs 9,5 ft 1300 hrs 10.9 ft 
0745 hrs 8.9 ft 2050 hrs 2.9 ft 
Saturday Dec. 13 
0515 hrs 10.4 ft 1315 hrs 10.6 ft 
0900 hrs 9.6 ft 2120 hrs 2.2 ft 
Sunday Dec. 14 
0600 hrs 11.0 ft 1340 hrs 10.4 ft 
1015 hrs 9.9 ft 2150 hrs 1.8 ft 
Monday Dec. 15 
0635 hrs 11.4 ft 1400 hrs 10.3 ft 
1120 hrs 10.0 ft 2215 hrs 1.5 ft 
Tuesday Dec. 16 
0710 hrs 11.5 ft 1425 hrs 10.1 ft 
1225 hrs 10.0 ft 2250 hrs 1.4 ft 
Wednesday Dec. 17 
hrs 11.5 ft 1500 hrs 9.9 ft 
hrs 9.8 ft 2325 hrs 1.5 ft
CENTRE
2204 Harbour Rd. Sidney, b.c. 656-0153
STEVE BERRY FOR PARADISE GRILL blocks the ac­
tion on the left in tournament play at Stelly’s Nov. 30.
■ ' ' /' "y
JUNIOR VOLLEYBALL
Parkland junior volleyball team finished its first season 
together coached by teacher Lome Chan.
At the outset of the season, the team had never played 
volleyball before and had no inkling of the rules, said Chan.
And although the team didn’t win a berth in the playoffs, 
Chan said the experience was “invaluable.”
Chan plans to set up an outdoor net to keep the boys in 
practice throughout the summer.
They capped the season’s end by watching the China versus 
University of Victoria match Dec. 4.
MYERSCOUGH WINS
Sidney’s Richard Myerscough captured the Olympic board 
title at the Asian boardsailing championships Friday in 
Thailand.
The local sailor, who hopes to compete for Canada in the 
1988 Summer Olympics at Calgary, beat second-place 
Haaken Niessen Lee of Norway and third-place Johnas





North Saanich mini girls lost 
to the Monterey Mystics 21-9 
last Friday night in play at S.J. 
Willis.
Coach Rick Painter said the 
first half play was flat but the 
girls picked up in the scend halt.
Top scorers were Kim 
Painter, 4; Alison Bdiwcll, 3; 
and Shelane Peace, 2.
That was the last game of the 












OUR WORK IS 
GUARANTEED
is coming to Sidney!
The world's leading chicken quick seive restaurant cliain 
la coming to Sidney oatly in tho New year and we aro look­
ing for Ihe righi person to lead tlie KFC team in our newest 
location,
He/She will live in the Sidney area, (ewate o( the local 
corTimunIty) and involved in community activities. Can­
didates (or store manager will bo onthuGiastic ond anxious 
to teach by example: PxcellGnt itum-an relations skills and a 
cornrielilivo apitit, A willing worker hut able to motivate 
others to high lovola of achlovornont.
The Sidney KFC store manager will possess a unique 
blond of huiTian skills that are more Important than technical 
OApCiionco. Training ic provided pnd the pnnltinn will nppoal 
most to those who are onorgotic, enroor oriented and 
vWshIng to join ond load a winner I
Nn ripplicatlons forms no msumos, Jirot drop uo a lino 
outlining your queillicotlons (or ihirj position.
Respond In full confidence lo 
Kentucky Fried Ctiicken 
HPGSO'Motlno Drive 
Vancouver. B,C, V5X2V7




Check winning team for each game listed. 
Deliver entry to any merchant listed. Con­
test is open to everyone except newspaper 
employees and immediate families. Good 
Luck!."' '
Every Monday morning we keep 
drawing entries till we get one 
with all the correct answers, 














AN ENTERTAINING IDEA FOR CHRISTMAS
FRANCOIS DRESSED BREAD
(FIVE UYERS OF FLAVORS)
Isl Lsyer Goose Uvor pale: 2nd Layer; 
Marinated Ham; 3rd Layer; Chicken Salad: 
4th Layer; Chopped Eggs; 5th Layer: 
Tomatoes
• ALL WRAPPED tN CREAM CHEESE
















DEC. 17 Buffalo Hartford
DEC. 17 Quebec Edmonton
DEC. 18 Hrirtforcl Boston
DEC. 18 NY IfilnnriorK PhlladPiphia
DEC. 19 Montreal Buffnio
DEC. 20 Buffnio Toronto
DEC. 20 Phlittdolphin Pittsburgh
DEC. 21 Detroit Chicago
(In case of a tio, count as a wini.
ARE YOU A
REVIEW SUBSCRIBER YES n NO
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED 
BY ANY OF THE PARTICIPATING 
MERCHANTS OR THE REVIEW 
BEFORE CLOSING EACH SUNDAY
GOOD LUCK!
VICTORIA AIRPORT j
' ' iniiMiawff infinr a> K
Ml. M 4Ibwibi 1
» RESERVE NOW!

















Qood nil Public Skates
Expires Dec. 31.86
FLINT MOTORS









FOR ALL YOUR 
TRACTOR SERVICE 
AND PARTS
J. GRIEVE MOTORS 
BS2-5281

















832 Vordlor Broniwood Bay |
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fg Reg,; $4240 $56
Cartage wins
It’s 8 p.m., it’s raining and 
it’s cold. ;
But, 11 yoCfng boys are out in 
Centennial Park practising for 
their soccer match against Juan 
de Fuca Dec. 6.
Keating Cartage, playing at
home last Saturday recorded an 
important 5-1 win against Juan 
de Fuca.
Their record presently sits at 
3-6 but it doesn’t affect their at­
titude — win or lose, they are 
still bouncing around.
Mini
J „... Ail . :
GENUINE RtOUaiONS '8 
ON THESE SHOES WITH 
BEAUTIFUL f IT
“-'S V . Go With the bestSeiectfon
Christine Laurent Jewellers
2432 BEACON AVE. 656-7141
OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE
SALE ENDS 
I SAT., JULY 26
In Ihe group are sizes 5 to 10 
collectively. Assorted styles, 
colours and heel heights.
TAHITI 
White. Natural and





j Bone taupe combina- 
ition and White $0^0 




While, Bone, Red, 
and Light Grey i
smooth leather. •Sisig’ «S^[
■«! i I ■- ■
ANGIE ,
j White, Bone,, Taupe 
l and Navy smooth j
leather. |
FRISKY
While, Bone and 
Liqhl Grey smooth 




smooth. leather, JWW '^34
X-.....
JACKI
White, Bono, Dark 
Grey, Blue, Brown,
Taupe, Light Grey 
nnd Block smooth « I 
(onihor..................At/tS j






lo i«rv» yoir '
S .■





Located at Love for Sale 
J. PeLShop'i 
387 Beacon Ave. 656^2303
1st ANNIVERSARY
Adams Electronics celebrates its first year of busine.ss this 
month. I would like to thank ail the customers who sup­
ported a new local business throughout the year. I nov/ sell 
Zenith TV & Video Equipment and I hope to be able to ser­
vice the people of the Saanich Peninsula for many years to 
come.
Merry Christmas: Derrick Adams'




INCLUDES 2 FREE SUNTANS ^
WORLD CLASS GYW! EQUIPMENT 
SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS 
AND SENIORS 7AM - 10PM 
A.J.’S FITNESS GYM
3843 - 2ND ST. #11 MARINA COURT Pro-Instructors
CHRISTMAS GROOMING SPECIAL
FREE GROOMING WITH ANY 
APPOINTMENT 
















p*r*on«! Shnpplng Only 
No N*rund« or Fich*nu**
NKKT TO OAK «AV MAROWAW 
MtSOAKBAY AVt, 
tu*ul«y ihriHiqiA Sii,iurfl*v 
«* 6i l« A MI p.m. AVIUtAA '
mSBIACONAVIHUEJIWVIfiroueh A*'Vhl»y 









OVOLiAI\^EllM WIdrtrHnqoof nolorfj $
6” Plant _ __________ ,.ti................. ........................ Only *
LARGE COLLECTION OF
TROPICAL HOUSE PLANTS «■. ... ..
OUR DRY FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS 
OR nOUOUETS ABE GUPEH
CHRISTMAS TREES .
OPEN TILL 6 PM CLOSED SUNDAY
PENINSULA CARTAGE soccer team beat Juan de Fuca 




In Division 2A boys youth 
soccer GWG Rentals and the 
Lakehill Firefighters battled to 
a 1-1 draw. Both teams worked 
hard on defence and played 
evenly until halfway through 
the second half when GWG 
started to take it to the Lakehill 
squad.
The scoreless draw was final­
ly broken as Gary Henry scored 
on a free kick from about 30 
yards out. The goal looked very 
much like the winner but with 
four minutes left Lakehill 
scored off a corner kick.
Chris Martain played well in 
goal for GWG making several 
key saves to pressure the tie.
Also playing strong games for 
the local team were Westley 
Nelson, Gary Henry, Cameron 
Schulz, Darryl Simon and Mike 
Nufeld. GWG’s record stands 
at 5 wins, 5 losses and one tie.
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People momd you
Shy author's oreatioa a star
By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
Betty Waterton is the retir­
ing type, but her creation, 
Quincy Rumpel, wants to be a 
star.
Waterton, a Sidney woman, 
has written eight published 
books for children and young 
adults, but remains a fairly 
well kept secret in the area.
The soft-spoken 18-year 
local resident is in direct con­
trast to Quincy Rumpel, the ir­
repressible heroine of her last 
two books.
Waterton would rather have 
a photograph of her new book 
in the newspaper than a 
photograph of herself.
But ironically, Quincy 
Rumpel, again the 12-year-old 
leading figure in her newest 
book, “Starring Quincy 
Rumpel”, will try any mad 
scheme so she can become a 
television star.
Is Quincy Rumpel Betty 
Waterton’s attention-seeking 
alter ego? Waterton em­
phatically denies it. “It’s not 
at all based on me,” she said, 
adding that, to start with, she 
had been an only child grow­
ing up.
(Waterton has a daughter, 
Karen, who recently graduated 
from Parkland, but says Quin­
cy is not based on her either).
.Although Waterton’s books 
are well known, (her children’s 
book “A Salmon for Simon” 
has sold 30,000 hardcover in 
Canada alone, and is now go­
ing paperback), she adds that 
“I get a lot of people saying ‘I 
didn’t know you lived here’.”
Ironically, Waterton got in­
to writing children’s books
LOCAL AUTHOR BETTY WATERTON reads a portion 
of her latest novel Starring Quincy Rumpel to some 
children in the library.
because she used to work as a 
commercial artist and wanted 
to illustrate children’s work.
But in the end, though she’s 
written eight books, she hasn’t 
done the illustrations for any 
of them.
“Starring Quincy Rumpel” 
is a sequel to her popular work 
called simply “Quincy 
Rumpel”. Waterton said she 
enjoyed the characters so 
much she wanted to keep them 
alive. A vivid and humorous 
account of the adventures of a 
Grade 7 student and her eccen­
tric family, Waterton hopes it 
will appeal to children in the 
eight-to 12-year-old range.
She has moved from writing 
children’s books to these 
“junior novels” without il­
lustrations a la Judy Blume. 
But she says she tries not to 
read Blume and similar 
authors.
“I don’t want to be in­
fluenced by them.”
As her eighth book hits the 
shelves, a reading tour by 
Waterton may make her a 
more familiar face. She is cur­
rently reading from her works 
in schools and libraries on 
Vancouver Island and the 
lower mainland in connection 
with the'* Children’s Book 
Festival.
Bombers win over Tr&iSbImers
In ringette action at Lisa Porter wltilc Nadine 
Panorama, the Bombers Piotroffki netted a single, 
defeated the Trailblazers 4-2 in Selina Sally scored the two 
a dose match Nov. 30. goals for the Trailblazcr.s.
For the second-place At E.squimalt Dec. 3. the 
Bombers. Elaine Reimcr scored Phillies beat the Bombers 5-4 to 





Alicia Burtcli scored four 
goals and Jennifer Wilson not­
ched a single for (he Phillies.
Bombers scorers were 
Christine C'aselcy and Elaine 
Reimcr.
Vancouver Island ringette 













Privately owned docks along 
the Brookleigh Road sitle of Elk 
Take Regional I’nrk tniist be 
moved within six inonilis, the 
Capital Regional District board 
ruled.
Thf legal liabiRflc' of allow 
ing the docks to remain ami 
(Jock owner s' olsjcdlons to 
removing their docks, have been 
considered since last summer.
If properly owners do not 
comply, staff will be insinietcrJ 
to remove the dock.s.
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APC to meet 
with developer
After repeated complaints 
from Sidney’s Advisory Plann­
ing Commission that they have 
not been adequately consulted 
about the plan to develop 
Sidney’s waterfront, Sidney 
council will set up a meeting 
with the volunteer planners and 
developer Jim Kelley.
APC members wrote council 
saying they were “dismayed 
that, with the planning process 
for the port development so ad­
vanced, we have been unable to 
serve the community and act on 
our mandate.’’
Council gave Kelley’s $9 
million development plan, in­
cluding an expanded marina, 52 
units of condominiums, and a 
waterfront retail complex, ap­
proval in principle last month.
Aid. Ron Kubek, who voted 
against setting up the meeting, 
argued the matter had already 
been reviewed with the APC at 
length.
“They keep coming back to 
us with no positive comments,’’ 
said Kubek. “They’re asking to 
make our decisions for us.’’
But Aid. Cy Relph said “The 
APC, which has a role to fulfill 
under the law of the province, 
has been left out of the pic- 
^■ture.’’;.,
Aid. Gloria Stevens said a 
meeting “would not cost us 
anything and might solve a few 
of our problems.’’
Sidney’s committee-of-the- 
whole voted to recommend the
meeting, which still must be ap­
proved at a council meeting. No 
date has been set for the 
meeting.
APC chairman Mike 
Staniake said whether or not the 
meeting accomplishes anything 
will depend on the APC receiv­
ing detailed information about 
the plan in advance.
“It could be very good if we 
are given the opportunity to 
prepare ourselves for it,’’ said 
Staniake. “You can’t do much 
walking in cold.’’
The situation is complicated 
by the fact that three of the six 
member’s terms on the APC ex­
pire at the end of December.
Council can then either renew 
their appointments or appoint 
new members.
Staniake, who criticized 
council’s handling of the pro­
posal, comes to the end of his 






WITH A POWERFUL 
EXCITING NEW
THE WORLD LEADER 
IN MARINE POWER!
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
PLEASE CALL...
658-7023
10139 McDonald Park Rd. 
Sidney, B.C. V8L 3X9
PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE 
20% off ALL FABRICS





Space saving sub compact size, 
light weight, variable power selec­
tor. (90 to 500 watts), 30 minute 




Micro/Convection with innovative 
bottom heater, three way cooking, 




Can be mounted under counter.
Infinitely variable power selection, 
electronic timer, temperature pro­
be, automatic hold/warm. Reg.
$499.95
BONUS OFFER
All microwave/convection ovens are 
specially priced PLUS you’ll receive a 
set of Wedgewdod cookwear
with every purchase.
% Package
5 band graphic equalizer. 10 
watts, per channel output, slide 
rule dial, FM stereo indicator, dou­
ble cassette with Dolby and high 
speed synchronous dubbing. Reg, 
$499.95
PKG212
^ VO Package 255
5 band graphic equalizer, 25 watts 
per channel output, aux. input for 
CD player, double cassette deck, 
includes deluxe stand. Reg. 
$799.95
^SAIVVO VHR1250
High quality picture, cable corn- 
palible synthesizer luner, it but­
ton 14 function infrared remote 
conirol, quick start recording, 14 
days4 oveni timer. Reg. $699.95 479®®
^SSAWVO VHR 2550
Stereo recording and playback; 
high quality picture, 22 button, 16 
funcllon irilrnred remote conirol; 
quick start recording; 14 day, 8 
event timer. Reg. $859,95 599®®
feffiSANVO MW710
3.5 wallti pot channel; high speed 
synchronized tape dubbing 
system; tape scan; huiH in mike. 
Reg, 179.95
M7022
2 way sponkor system, AM/FM 
stereo radio; built In miko; com­
pact styling; pause control. Rog. 
$99.95
®!s;anivo MGP9
stereo casseile sportster 
, compact; foam cusliilonod 
ligbiwolghi stereo head- 
phones; auto slop, lockirrglast 
forw'arrJ evtemal DC power- 
jack, Reg. 44,95
® SSSAWVO, X19I)
AM.'FM aulo-foverso aloroo 
casBOlle with Dolby noise 
roducilon, anihroiling 
mechanism, Reg, $119.95
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NSF cheques no big problem
Fraud artists writing NSF 
cheques are a real problem for 
Greater Victoria businesses — 
particularly al Christmas time, 
says collection agent Joyce 
Gallard.
To combat this problem, a 
NSF report ^fervice, updated 
monthly, is available to mer­
chants on Vancouver Island 
which supplies the names of 
every person who has bounced
Dr. R.K. Elder
CHIROPRACTOR
wishes to announce that his offices at #4 
~ 7819 E. Saanich Road will be closed for 
Christmas Holidays from Dec. 15, 1986. 




WE CUT PRICES NOT QUALITY
would like to invite all her 





Mon., Tues., Sat- 
Wed., Thurs, Fri.






Now available at Cutting Bench, Sidney
for Ten Sessions 
Plus One Session Free 
Mon.-Tues.-Sat. 9-6 Wed.-Thurs.-Fri. 9-9
Mariner Village Mall 
Isl Street Sidnoy 656-0752






Join jolly Mr, Claus on Saturday, December 13th or 
Decembof 20th at 9:00 am for a Merry Christmas 
breakfast at Smitty’s in Sidney.
per peiiuin
3 Pancakes smothered in syrup and 
butter, 1 strip of bacon, hot 
chocolate for children or tea or cof­
fee for adults,
Tickets available at Smitty’s Family 
Restaurant. 2302 Beacon Ave. phono 656-2423
For your added convenience . 
Sunday. Dec. 14 Santa
Will bo at Sidney Travelodgo.
'' Oeme en|oy full Chflstnifis 
Breakfast Buffet at 9 a,m. 
Adults 5.60 children 3.50
Early reservations recommended
■ SPOMSOnriD DY; ‘
TlDMrv ASSOCIATION OFMERCHANXS
cheques.
Gallard of Gallard Collection 
is providing the service for 
Greater Victoria.
Marie Roscoe, president of 
Sidney Association of Mer­
chants and owner of Christine 
Laurent jewellers, said “we 
brought this up at two or three 
SAM meetings.
“Very few cheques have gone 
through to a collection agency 
in Sidney — I’ve always had 
about three to four a year,’’ 
said Roscoe.
She has only lost on one che­
que in 10 years, she added.
The fee for this report is 
about $.10 a month.
Local businessman Clive 
Tanner said “it is a bit of inva­
sion of privacy,’’ to use the ser­
vice.
Roscoe said most SAM 
members felt they did not lose 
enough to justify the service.
“I’ve only lost Si50 in the last 
five years.’’
DIMUNiTIVE DEPOSITOR Shea Sealey-Nelson, nearly 2, debates which account to 
use. Shea also sampled chocolate cake at Sidney Bank of Montreal’s recent 
customer appreciation coffee party.
While SAM did not endorse 
utilizing the report “we sug­
gested that individuals follow it 
up on their own,’’ she said.
“We agree with it in prin­
cipal.’’
Check eelllfig mounted! fans
Ceiling-mounted fans may 
prove hazardous if they are im­






Remember when ... you 
really believed in Santa 
Claus ... it always snowed 
for Christmas ... you ate ’til 
you were stuffed as the 
turkey ... you walked to 
church under a midnight 
blue, starry sky?
Remember when 
Christmas was warm and 
loving and magical? Our 
holiday gift selection reflects 
the best of those Christmas 
memories.
Golden unicorns for 
misty-eyed dreamers ... 
sparkling Christmas or­
naments from days gone ’oy 
... the gleam of brass ... the 
tinkle of a music box ... and 
so much more from a unique 
and nostalgic gift selection, 
in a full range of prices.
Complimentary 
gift wrapping
Take your time to find the perfect 
gift. We never rush you.
tElje Collector
ANTIQUE & GIFT SHOPPE 
2372 Beacon 656-3621
OPEN DAILY A FRI. EVES.
ARE YOU HAPPY WITH 
YOUR PRESCRIPTION
SERVICE
II not. Pharrnasavo in Sidney can provide





service, ulong vAlli a Irjondly qualiiied 
professional Pharmacist:
Wo aro a community drug store with ttw 
most up to date pharmacy computer 
“PHARMASCRIP". Our computer ' 
provides information to our Pharmacist 
about your ntcdication history., ttm drug 
and prnvidos yoi.i with v,rri!lf'!n pamphlet 
about hie modicino you oro proscribud.
At Pharmnsavo wo cam alKnit your 
, heal III caro.
Drop in and snam n coffoo with our 
■Pharmaoisi. Oud Massendor, and ask: for 
a dornoiitilraliori of our comt^uh-H 
syr.tom.'Yoii'it iigmi:,i that Phrirmasavo is
YOUR HEALTH CARE CENTRE
9810 7th STREET 
SIDNEY
iiH
ed, the Canadian Standards 
Association warns.
“Several incidents have oc­
curred over the past few months 
in which the motor and blades 
of ceiling fans have worked 
loose and fallen to the floor 
with the accompanying risk of 
damage and personal injury,’’ 
the report stated.
An investigation of these in­
cidents revealed that improper 
installation and assembly led to 
excessive vibration and wear on 
the supporting mechanisms, the 
report said.
eSA proposes modifications 
to the standards to reduce the 
hazard.
Existing ceiling fan owners 
should inspect the installations 
for signs of vibration or wear.
To test for malfunction, 
operate the fan at its highest 
speed and check for visible 
vibration. Then, with the power 
turned off, examine the support
mechanism by removing the top 
and bottom bell-shaped covers.




Sidney council will be on 
the airwaves — and the 
phone lines Wednesday 
night.
Sidney residents will be 
able to participate in an 
open-phone line program 
on Cable 10 at 8 p.m. Dec. 
10 to discuss local issues 
with their representatives.
Diane Robson will be 
moderator.
Dickens ©f a Xmas
It should be a Dickens of a Christmas in Sidney this year, 
thanks in part to the Peninsula Celebration.s Society and 
Sidney Assocation of Merchants.
Local residents may not have had the chance to .see the 
“Dickens of a Christmas’’ float, featuring .Miss Sidney and 
her princesses and the inimitable Sidney the Seal, in last 
Saturday’s Santa Parade in Victoria. They’ll get another 
chance this Friday afternoon at 4 p.m., and Saturday morn­
ing in downtown Sidney.
Many local residents are speculating about the secret identi­
ty of this year’s Sidney the Seal.
On Friday evening at the foot of Beacon Avenue, the 
Sidney waterfront will give good vantage to a sailpast featur­
ing 12 boats decorated with Christmas lights.
Children will be able to visit the jolly old elf in the Santa 
Hou.se along Beacon Avenue on I'liday night from 5:.1() to 
7:30, on Saturday and Sunday afternoons from 3:00 to 4:30, 
and after school during llic week.
Organizers hope as many local merchants as possible will 




2328 HARBOUR ROAD, SIDNEY, B.C 
FOR RESERVARONS: 656-6622
■nwiMiiiMmi
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Light dessert or unique gift
Steamed Cranberry Pudding 
Serve warm witli a Brandy l^ard 
Sauce.
1 cup (250 nil.) fresh or frozen 
cranberries
Vi cup (125 niL) golden raisins
2 tsp (10 niL) grated orange peel 
cup (50 niL) strong, hot tea
2 tbsp (25 niL) honey
cup (125 niL) butter ^
Vi cup (175 mL) sugar 
2 eggs
1 cup (250 mL) all purpose flour 
'/2 cup (125 mL) fine soft bread­
crumbs
1 tsp (5 mL) liaking powdcr 
Vi tsp (2 nil.) baking soda 
tsp (1 ml.) each salt and nutneg
Haise the cianb'crries and 
combine with raisins ;ind oi ange 
peel. Stir in hot tea and honey, 
set aside,
In a large bowl, cream butter 
and sugar together until light. 
Beat in eggs, one at time. Com­
bine dry ingjcdienis and add to 
butter egg mixture, mixing well. 
Stir in cranberry mixture.
Pour batter into a well but­
tered 6 cup (1.5 L) iiudding 
bowl. Cover with a 12-inch (30 
cm) wcil-butteied sheet of 
aluminum foil. Tie tightly with 
siring. Set bowl on a rack in a 
deep saucepan. Pour in boiling 
water to haUTvay up the sides of 
bowl. Cover and simmer gently 
for ) '/2 Jiours. i^e/nove, uncover 
and let stand 5 minutes before 
unmodling. Makes 6 to 8 serv­
ings.
Microwave Directions:
Reduce tea to 2 tablespoons (25 
mL) and sugar to C cup (125 
mL). Pour baiter into a well- 
buttered 6 cup (1.6 L) 
microwave ring tnold. Cover 
with plastic w'rap and cook at 
MEDIUM-HIGH (70 per cent) 
pow'er for 8 to 10 minutes, or 
until a toothpick imserted in the 
centre conies out clean. Let 
stand, covered 10 minutes, then 
unmold.
To reheat conventionally: 
Wrap pudding in well buttered 
aluminum foii (make sure it’s 
well sealed). Place in top of a 
steamer or double boiler over 
simmering water for 1 hour.
Microwave: Reheat, covered 
w'ilh plastic wrap at MEDIUM 
(50 per cent) for 4 to 6 minutes.
STEAlViED CRANBERRY PUDDING is a fight and 
delicious dessert and also suitable tor festive gift­
giving.
Breakfast with Santa






This 3d is smaller than (he ocean but 
you read it. Call Display 656-1151.
THIS WEEKS CHEF’S SPECIALS
Giant Prime Beef Ribs







served with French fries 
a cap of our homemade 
soupof theday is 





OPEN 7 DAYS A Week
TVfon.-Fri, 6:30 a.m.-U p.m. 
Sat. & sun. 7 a.m.-11 p.m.




She’ll never guess 
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“Heavy Duty 6 amp 
“Reversing Drill
$4-1095












EVERY MAKITA POWER TOOL IN STOCK IS PRICED TO SELL. 
SHOP NOW FOR BEST SELECTION!
#6510LVR
GIFTS FOR THE HOME ^
BRASS BRASS BRASS §
^ Brass Piano Lamp...... Brass Mail Box......................... 28 g
g Brass Fire Tools......... ®39®® Brass Bankers Lamp..®45®®' g
* Oak & Brass Toilet Seat .^29®® Orient Express Lamp.*45®®
CEILING FANS - PRICED TO SELL NOW
^ 8 MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM ALL '
^ 5^j_£ priced from $ A ^95 90995 i
•CEILING HUGGER OR DOWNROD STYLES i 
•POLISHED OR ANTIQUE BRASS ^
•ALL WITH 3 SPEEDS & REVERSE CONTROLS 
•SOME COMPLETE WITH LIGHT KITS




seams, Velcro storm flap 
and attached hood. Bib 
pants have adjustable 
' suspenders and inside 
i pocket, $/!":|95
? Bib Pants......
.........  f■ , ,4-7
y‘ i j/ Ji
CRUISER SUIT
Hypothermia protection, 
warmth and comfort in one 
practical garment. Gold 
with red trim. XS - XXL
sizes. S20995
Hooded Coat ®51 95
Helly Hansen
Yacht Boots 
High cut rubber boots 
arch support insole.
BONUS: FREE SAILING 
GLOVES WITH EACH SUIT!
with
COMMANDER COAT
: 1(4-! Smartly styled, approved










Versatile, lightweight (or all 
marine octlvitles.
S3295
SAILING GLOVES....... .;... ®13®® DELUXE SAFETY HARNESS . . ®28®®
GREEK FISHERMANS HAT..,®14®® RIGGING KNIFE ...........,®14'*®'
DECK PAWS 
MOCCASINS
Deluxe full grain leather 
with non-slip, non-marking 
soles. Navy blue, all sizes 
now only
CANVAS OXFORDS
Casual deck shoes in white 








High cut boot in yellow with 
blue trim. Full range of
sale®24®®
BEACON AND FIFTH 656-1126
S MON-SAT 8:00-5:30 SEE OUR NEW LIGHT FIXTURE DEPT.


























S! ! 't iihca
For ovory film t>roLjgfnt ir> 
to t3e developoci rocoivo 
19 ST °° off your next movie
rente!






652-0443 : l ^
tiLia la lasrKi fets'Sij
See Us Soon










M !\l I A ll!|
We Send Flowers 
By Wire World Wide










Can you get bread & hamburge'sc'; 
buns made fresh everyday, righi I'jii 
on the premises.
J ^___ ,
l-p| iHAY bl Oh aI



















Brentwood Bay Shopping Centre
V’V//






71115A West Saanich Rd. 652-5614
■
I taajta 'rncMot <«>9Avi • 1









IS A CARING GIFT!
f?
i s ?s
*r y ■ y-Tf nfy “'sAw
450gm
■.




718TW. Saanich Road 652-1821
ll Expires Jah, 31/87
812 Verdier Avenue








CELEBRATING OUR 2ND ANNIVERSARY'
DUF TO EXCELLENT RESPOWSE OUR 13 COURSE 












OF YOUR FAMILY 
OR PETS
BRENTWOOD VILLAGE SQUARE 
7120 WEST SAANICH ROAD
BRING THIS AD IN AND 
RECEIVE S1.00 OFF SPECIAL
•1 PER MEAL. Expires Feb. 28/07
11 :ri*'W WiT
oa M INCLUDING 
DESSERT
MENTION THIS AD 
AND RECEIVE
^20°Off
(Offer Expires Dec. 24/86)
65b”14i2
NEXT TO THE ROYAL BANK, BRENTWOOD
■MniOBMIBaraMIBW!^ nwNuuagviMHH^^




XOMFOWE A 'iGFASliRF 
! 0 i-i'3jox rri!s 
.(AlfUTTMAH'
X ft A I, i' / ■' X ^ 
T'-l I A..' 1I#
. DELICIOUS CAKES FOR •
' ALL OCCASIONS by Holen
^ i«^'ia®ST7 ...A • handmade chocolates by cocos •
HELEN SIMS • SPECIAL CHRISTMAS TREATS •
"WE IMPOrtT DIRECT FROMI 






i rn 5 /I rvA" /'u Ayi f \
■¥ ILtJAy i.i i
DROP BY 
AND ENTER
' '7/»e Snwiosl SIwp ni'i thu ' ’
Village Square, Brentwood
Tho Guardsman & London Bobby
H®P 4 OUR.,
IIJmcH low list
',.1, - ''I. ilihir )h,'ll
The Fryer & Baker 
Restaurant
‘''/on A:>('.'r *;.(('f tftfjtrHir'TtU' “
•PIZZA •CHICKEN •BURGERS <ii t
of > Y C„Vu6' 1477 iI'MLi y.yi. i/Hii':-' ■ *”■
KlEVHKWMHMUNMIWyUKBliUlVttlt
7120 W. Saanich Rd, 652-5858 Brentwood Villao© Square
■>IMI»ll8BHIMill«llM^^
•WEDDINGS • BANQUETS • COCKTAIL PARTIES
■. . ■ ■ , oil/:."" i 25'«:v . -' .
7I30 W. Saanich Rd. Trafalgar Square
UWTS WEAR.
,*i(«******"'"«i'l^










STORE WIDE CLEARANCE ON . . .
BLOUSES, SWEATERS & I INGERIB
I f) f * f\ 1 Til If) p ^
\ t' 'M' 4 ' ' '*
11" 1, ill: if? \ « |7 I'l
f J i)uH 11 ^ I f *
•OTr
•.1 ‘i.A . „

















'X >'> r'5 I i''"''G"r"!' I I ' i*-
BRENTWOOD BAY mmm ' SIDNEY
652-5612 FREE GIFT WRAPPING-LAY AWAY- ri56'9231
I hear they’re experts when 
It comes to professional 




i52- #''tli #"1, i>
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Ii r \IUPM f V'
*'4*.
u.ml ii ffi fe||#'"i,
f.
TO !
%. p ‘U I ' ®£%%eir g?}. k..
«. i^i •> i5 t A ’’t « ■'- -i t
/i Ii Ci/ f\ f" f‘!
"U ii / “.'i I t
y
all" il% -4^ f''^' n: >\l. C* V O*
4fcCa., ' ^ /
13 : i'yy-wOOD CLEANERS
SLACKS, SUITS, 
SWEATERS, SKIRTS, SUIT 
TYPE SPORT JACKETS.
2nd SATURDAY OF EVERY 
MONTH SINCE 1976
i kif- ff' fe;' '#t'l f'-i. !'* »;i 5^' ki
t I? i® I f I I e«
% **: p. it '« ^1.4
YOUR LAST STOP | 
FOR HOLIDAY SHOPPING s
ALL POINTS AUTOMOTIVE CENTRE LTD.
ALWAYS
OPEN
/ L IP, r.'
1“ x'J’vC.'Cif-'i. ?;'■ *’'';*! I-? I 652-1451
'^1 ’ BRENTV^OOD COBBlf R
Durge'sC'.
^ righi Hi
WHERE THE SHOE REPAIRS ARE AT 
We will do your shoes 
Nice and neat and 
Keep you on your feet 











BREAD SOOg 1 50
?(fa'jif i
/O OFf
Brentwood Bay Shopping Centre
ON SHOE
REPAIRS ONLY EXPIRES Dec. 31
HEAVY BREAD aoog
Trillcals. Qranoit. 4 50
Mulil-CfSln. Super White •
DATE
SQUARES 65' NANAIMOBARS ,.2"
French Stick «v>e 






pkg.of 6 • CROISSANTS 45'
i! If'"®
% f fffl
... P fe f>:
VOUCHER TOWARDS 
MAJOR REPAIR OR
OVERHAUL EXPIRES FEB. 28/87
YOUR AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION SPECIALIST 652-2122




(look your very best for
CHRISTrViAS, COME AND SEE
re • MAUREEN* CINDY* VIVIAN 
* MICHELE • BETTY * TINA 
* KATHY




AN ENTERTAINING IDEA FOR THE HOLIDAYS
PLUSFRANCOIS DRESSED
BREAD «.i-
FIVE LAYERS OF FLAVORS 4 MEAT PIES 
DINNER 1st Layer; Goose Liver pale; 2ncl (QUEBEC 
FOR 4 Layer: Marinated Ham; 3rd Layer; TOURTIERS)
ALREADY Chichen salad; 4th Layer; Chop- PLUS di Ar'c nnnpn
PREPARED ped Eggs; 5th Layer: Tomatoes. ^ ,1. c,...:! n-'-i,- occnijp npr in DELICIOUS ATwra^ in Cream Cheese. ^ ^ake BEFORE DEC. 19
OIMLY
2r
2144 KEATING X ROADS SEABOARD PLAZA
1187 Verdier Ave. 652-3333
Give the gift with a 




Errs GiQ- • • ^'9^^
Sif „ Packages
Available,







WE IVIAKEOUTSTANDING SERVICE 
OUR AIM







M TS &j'4% &>•&« %. Jf %
k'Xi v:-rA
i> I I .#“*^41% r
i I %»#
p p fe;iw Shi>i\
m ' p3 0' % BIi-y.-rr.; S;.- p te:
.......Si |i m h fe WS
iW ■>9
YOUR GATEWAY TO HOLIDAY 
SHOPPING IN CENTRAL SAANICH
'1.
RED, PINK, MARBLE & WHITE
POINSETTIAS ' '-1' ;' . I Y ‘l'- s’"
■SMMSHMM'.'.M'pjloritct-^ille-'CYoi:
1 Florist and Gift Shop
852-'9149
/i5 7816 East, Saanich Rd.
r.;;/ Uii..
We have a beautiful selection 
of sizes and colours plus a 

















BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND CHRISTMAS
HWIII
OPEN EVERY DAY 
FOR RESEnVATIONS
652-0212
« 2 F’nrm Fresh Egos, Any Stylo
• 2 Slices of Bfflcon or Sntisnoea
• 2 Buttermilk Pfincakes or 
Hnah Browns nnd Toast
"mi. V,t' fMP %.}>
MOUNT NEWTON PHARWIACY
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; 'OPEN
BOXING DAY & NEW YEARS DAY






Our installed prices on the 
combined purchase of Closet 






FASHIONABLE CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR ALL
Oak Framed IVlirrors








(Ztome in any Sunday between 5-8 
pm and enjoy our buffet. Get your 
card stamped with each buffet 
purchase and after the 5th 
purchase — gel the 6th buffet 
FREE
BRENTWOOD SMITTVS ONLY
OPEN EVERY DAY 7 am - 8:30 PM 
EXCEPT CHRISTMAS DAY
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MAKE IT YOUR WAV 
MAKE IT A
y BUTLLR nnOTMCRS DAY
2046 KEATING X ROAD 652-1121
7606 Saanich Road Saanichton fwERRY CnniSTMAS .asi!?,"
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® for any 
application
Samsonite See them Now
PENINSULA LUGGAGE
RETAIL SALES & REPAIRS
3-9843-2nd St. 
656-7442
TOWN OF SI DM EY 
N m iC E OF PU B LI C H EAR IN G
Notice is hereby given that all persons who deem themselves to be 
affected by the proposed amendments to the Official Community 
Plan and zoning Bylaws, Nos. 651 and 750 respectively, will be af­
forded an opportunity to be heard on the matters contained therein 
before the Council of the Town of Sidney, at a Public Hearing to be 
held in the Council Chambers, Town Hall, Sidney, on Monday, 
December 22nd, 1986, at 7:30 p.m.
A copy of the proposed bylaws may be inspected at the Town Hall, 
Sidney, on regular office days between the hours of 8 a.m. and 4 
p.m.
Offlcla! Community Plan 
Amendn^ertf, bylaw No. 886
To redesignate the loilowing properties as "Intermediate Density 
— Residential" to provide for the development of townt'iouse pro­
jects
A, Sepiion 13, Range 3 East, Plan 14473 











! "71 i m p i n j 711 I
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0OWERBANK RD
Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 887
To rozone the loiioviiing piopoity to "B l Mulliplfi Fteaidential" to 
permit the clovoiopmont o( a six-unit townhpuse project. ■













AREA TO BE RE-ZONED
rn
-n m O in 1(13
BOWERBANK RD,
Dated al Sidney, B C, this 27th day of Novenibef, 1980 '
O fi Logan, A.c i S,,, P ,7uiin , t.: M U 
Town AdminiHtralnr,
La.st week 1 .sent out a plea for someone called Audrey who 
had a rather neurotic coffee tree, to call me back since i had 
lost her telephone number. To my delight, last night she call­
ed and said, “This is Audrey calling, my last name is Waugh, 
and after reading your list of possible reasons for leaves fall­
ing off, we have moved the plant into a place where it will get 
better light.”
Already the seed catalogues are arriving . . . much too ear­
ly if you ask me! In this hou.se they are very likely to disap­
pear into the giant muddle that starts stealthily, and grows 
mightily as we prepare for Christmas. Already i am in a state 
of nerves just thinking about the holidays, often wakening in 
the middle of the night with some biilliant gift idea, that 
somehow, by morning has vanished.
“Him.self,’’ who is now inarching around the house using 
only one cane, is questioning me as to what I’d like, and when 
I say, “Well, I’d get a lot of pleasure from a Ross Root 
Feeder he groans and mutters, “What you really need, 
woman, is some new clothes.” 1 know he is right, but 
somehow a new dress hasn’t half the appeal to be found in a 
load of cow manure, well rotted, black, and brimming with 
nourishment. Oh well, “it take.s all kinds” as they say!
Poor J.J. 1 am terrible disappointment to him. One year he 
bought me a really beautiful dress, a grey, sort of floating af­
fair that must have cost him the earth. We had two of his 
elderly aunts vvith us that Christmas, and they insisted 1 try it 
on. Well, in the end 1 did. Grey is not my color at the best of 
times. I look like an ancient refugee from a belly-dancing 
groups, in anything that is “drifty”. Tlie whole effect was 
disastrous ... a vision of an unhappy grey cloud. It was only 
by excercising .stern self-control that 1 wa.s able to come out 
and face the expectant crowd. Even they, being a.s kind as 
possible, had to agree the dress wasn’t becoming. It wa.s one 
of the worst ego-deflaters I’ve experienced, so is it any 
wonder 1 prefer root feeders to dresses?
Actually what I’d like best is some new rubber hoses, 50 
feet would do, but 100 feel would be marvelous! Our pre.scnt 
plastic ones arc the bane of my life, with, 1 swear, minds of 
their own. I head merrily off to tiie North forty, and get just 
round the corner of the garage when 1 am jerked to a hall by 
the hose. I give it a tug. Nothing happens. I flip it a couple of 
times. Still nothing. Finally 1 drop the nozzle and go to in­
vestigate. There is the hose, smirking, neatly wound around 
the only protruding nail within five miles. These hoses can 
slither into the narrowest spaces, where they stick, can atichor 
themselves to the smallest stone, refuse to turn corners 
without twisting, and under no circumstance, unless it is 90 
degrees, will they lie flat. I war with them all summer, and by 
fall am ready to chop each one into green hamburger. New 
hoses, please, dear!
While we are discussing Christmas gifts, have you seen 
these neat hose couplings, called Quick Click or Gardena’s 
Quick Connect which make life so much ea.sier when you 
want to attach additional lengths of . hose? There are also 
wonderful things called “fan sprinklers” or “watering 
wands” that would make great gifts for gardeners. Long- 
nosed watering cans with a bra.ss rose on the end (this rose is a 
brass nozzle) would be a nice gift for either an indoor gard- 
ner, or someone with a green-house. Really good pruners, 
either the short-handled ones called secateurs, or the long- 
handled one,s for tree pruning, are handy gadgets to have 
about the place.
Then there are pruning saws, cloches (to permit an early 
start next spring) tomato cages, Reemay cloth, healing cables 
(get one with a thermostat if possible) bird feeders, planters 
and pots in every size, color, and price range imaginable, 
large baskets to carry flowers, gro-lights, moisture meters, 
soil themometers, soil testing kits, magnifying glasse.s (to hunt 
for bugs) . . . Heavens, the list is almost endless. Think 1 bel­
ter leave the rest for next week’s column, but this should give 
you a start.
By GEOFF ARMSTRONG 
Specuil to The Review
Christmas: for Canadians it is 
a time of joy and goodwill; a 
time of music and color. It is a 
time for age-old tradition, the 
laughter of children, and it has 
been firmly imbedded in the 
North American culture tor 300 
years.
One very large part of this 
tradition is that it gives ttmehers 
and students a wondertul op­
portunity to organize a vast ar­
ray of creative talents that turn 
schools across the nation into 
magical places that would warm 
the heart of old Scrooge 
him.self.
.Most importantly, il festive 
celebrations in Saanich schools 
are any indication, the Cana­
dian Christmas tradition is alive 
and flourishing. More than two- 
thirds of district schools have 
organized major events that in­
clude craft fairs, concerts, 
musicals and carol singing.
Between 1 p.rn. and 2:30 p.m. 
Dec. 10 the Sidney Elementary 
School choir will present an 
“Afternoon of Music” which 
will follow with a craft fair star­
ling at 6:30 p.m. Also that even­
ing, the highly regarded district 
choir will perform at Keating 
School. Keating will also pre-
.sent a Christmas variety concert 
Dec. 17.
Thursday evening, students 
and staff at Beaver Lake 
Elementary, will host a special 
“Holiday Happenings” open 
house. Three additional 
schools, Salisbury, Lochside, 
and Cordova Bay have schedul­
ed variety concerts for Dec. 18.
Band performances are very 
popular. At least four are slated 
in the next 10 days. The Mount 
Newton show is tomorrow night 
follosved on Dec. 16 by a major 
concert by the Claremont band 
which will perform at the UVic 
Centre and the Royal Oak band 
concert presented at the school. 
The Parkland School band will 
present its sliow on the evening 
ofthelVih.
Two musicais are currently in 
production. Brent w o o tl 
Eletnentary will run “Shaping 
Up Santa” for three days from 
the 16th to the 18th and at 
North Saanich, the Dandelion 
Theatre Company will present 
the musical “The Gift.”
The North Saanich show, 
directed by Wayne Coulson 
with Sue Reid as music director, 
involves nearly a hundred 
students in the cast, chorus and 
crew. Curtain time for “The 
Gift” is 7:30 p.m. Dec. 12 and 





Although a child may delight 
in the gift of a pet in his 
Christmas stocking, the Society 
for the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals warn that it could lead 
to tragedy.
A new home and family can 
be frightening to a cat or dog, 
no matter how large or old it is, 
according to a release from the 
SPCA. Puppies and kittens arc
easily tired and can be badly in­
jured or killed when stepped on 
or caught in Christmas ribbon.
The SPCA suggest a belter 
way to give an animal is to in­
form the recipient that they wili 
soon pick out a new pet. “On 
Christmas Day, stuff the 
childrens’ stockings with a 
brightly colored collar or 
leash,” said the release.
“After the Christmas rush is 
over, the guests have gone home 
and excited children have clam­
ed down, visit your local animal 
shelter.”
in addition, the SPCA would 
like to remind people that the 
following are hazardous to pets: 
turkey bones, poinsettias, holly 
and mistletoe berries, tree or­
naments when broken, tin.sel, 
electrical cords, rock salt and 
ice chemicals.
Antifreeze is particularly 
poisonous, so dispose of well 
when flushing your radiator.






10 - 5 '
Special Christmas Gifts for 
Gardeners and Flower Lovers




A conference for Christian 
Science represcniaiivcs from 50 
communities ihroughoui B.C, 
was held at rii.51 (.'huich of 
Christian Scienti.st in Vancouver 
Nov. 22,
Bob Iverson iv.is liie local 
representative ' ‘sircngiltening 
the church’s spiritual mission,” 
a press release stated.
One guest speaker was Joy
Wright, Christian Science 
associate chajilain from the 
University of Victori.a,
Wright spoke on the 
clialicnge and rewttrds of 
ministering to the campus com- 
nuinity along '.villi lici fellow 
cliaplains who represcnl llic 
Anglican, United, Rt^nnui 
Cjttholic and l.tiiheian chnr- 
c’hcs.



























Pioneer sociefy nets herlfcige grout
The trumpeter swans are back again! At least 40 of these 
magnificent birds may be seen along tlic wetland areas on 
either side of Martindale Road and numbers of people are 
taking advantage of the opportunity of observing them dur­
ing another fall. The grandest and largest of all the waterfowl 
in North America!
The large snow-white adults have a number of grey 
juveniles in tow and since swans tend to be long lived, this is a 
pretty good indication that the population of these once near­
ly extinct birds is still on the increase. At any rate, it is a thrill­
ing experience to see and hear them once again. The 
characteristic call is a loud, clear, resonant trumpet-like note 
usually consisting of two notes: “Koh-Oh” which rings 
across the flats and imprints itself indelibly in the memory of 
the observer.
T'runrpeters once commonly ranged througliout all of the 
central and northern parts of the continent but arc now- con­
fined to a few relatively restricted regions in southern Alaska, 
northern British Columbia, central-western Alberta, Oregon, 
eastrn Idaho, southwestern Montana, and Wyoming. But 
these areas are very small indeed compared w'ith the former 
range of the bird and hence, the numbers of birds repre.sented 
are few indeed when one considers earlier populations.
While observing the swans on Martindale Flats at this time 
of the year, one gains a good deal of insight into their feeding 
habits as well as their reasons for frequenting such areas on a 
regular autumn basis. The Flats, of course, are market 
gardens and at this time of the year very large amounts of 
vegetation have been left behind after the recent harvest. 
Many of the low-lying fields have been flooded and the swans 
are busily dredging up the rich succulent food from the bot­
tom. The diet of swans consists mostly of the roots, leaves 
and seeds of various plants along with aquatic insects and 
snails. Here, they seem exceptionally fond of the great quan­
tities of partially harvested cabbage.
Cabbage Patch Birds? What an insult!
Trumpeter swans occupy very large individual territories on 
the breeding ground. Nests are huge mounds of vegetation, 
down and feathers, often built on either a muskrat house or 
the lodge of beaver. They lay from 5-8 very large creamy eggs 
which tend to become somewhat nest stained by the decaying 
vegetation. Incubation period is about 32 days, the same as 
Mary and I recorded for tundra swans in the Canadian Arc­
tic. The newly hatched cygnets are thoroughly delightful 
studies in silvery white and are taken from the nest by the 
adults shortly after they have dried off. Parents guard their 
offspring closely and are more than a match for most 
predators. Adult males often weigh as much as 30 pounds.
Fortuantely for us the trumpeters are not alone on the flats 
and many other birds, mostly waterfowl, associate freely with 
them. White crowned widgeons or baldpates are there in 
enormous numbers along with a goodly representation of 
green-headed mallard (males), brown-headed, white-necked 
pintails and a few goldeneyes, scaups, teal and buffleheads. 
Of course, black coots and some of the grebes are there as 
well. And one should always be on the lookout for migrating 
shorebirds at this time of the year, particularlv yellowlegs, 
snipe and pectoral sandpipers.
If one is particularly observant, you might notice either a 
red-tailed hawk of an American roughleg perched in the sur­
rounding poplar trees.. The former is usually recognized by 
the dark belly band, white breast and rusty-red tail.
Have a great day with the swans!
The Saanich Pioneer Society 
has been awarded a grant by the 
B.C. Heritage Trust towards the 
preparation of an inventory ot 
historic buildings in the 
municipality of Central 
Saanich, said president Arthur 
Gillian.
Tlie inventory will be compil­
ed from the municipal hall in 
Saanichion by society members.
“The purpose of the inven­
tory is ... to record that which 
currently exists, so that it is 
documented for future
reference,’' said Gillan.
Once the inventory is com­
plete the list will be used to 
assi.st council “in delen'nining 
zoning or other concerns 
relative to the community 
plan,’’ she added.
Gillan predicts the inventory
will also be useful for “history 
buffs’’ because it contains 
photos of each building.
'fhe society encourages public 
input about an.y buildings in 
Central Saanich, which can be 




December and January are 
sight and hearing months for 
under-developed countries, said 
Sidney Lions president Andy 
Andrews.
The Lions are mounting a 
community campaign asking 
people to assist the club by 
recycling any old eyeglasses and 
hearing aids not in use.
These will be .sent to the Lioius 
national office for refurbishing 
and then on to “outlaying coun­
tries of the world," said An­
drews,
The Lions will finance the 
project but encourage public in­
put.
“ With help, we can assist so­
meone else and let them enjoy 
the sights and sounds around 
him which we take for 
granted," said Andrews.
Any glasses or hearing aids 
may be dropped off at the 
Lions/Review food bank depot 
on Second Street which is open 
Monday, Wednesday and Fri­
day between 10 a.m. and noon.
Lions members will also pick 
up donations. Phone 656-7281.
PCA hcippeiimgs
PCA OPEN HOUSE 
An opportunity to meet many 
people associated with this very 
busy social service centre. Friday, 
Dec. 19, 12-4,9751 3rd St.
STAG CLUBHOUSE 
New extended hours. Now open 
Wed. 3:30 to 5:30 pm. Regular 
hours Mon. to Thurs. 7-9:30 pm, 
Fri-Sat 7-10. Adult always pre­
sent. 656-0134 or 656-6713. Guest 
speakers at the clubhouse, 2304 
Oakville: Tom Grady, ICBC on 
impaired driving and decision 
making, Dec 11, 7:30. Students 
Against Driving Drunk, Dec. 16,
Golden Sheaf 
5akerj <i980) Ltd.
Cunder the yellow awning"
DID YOU KNOW?
We use only quality ingredients in all our Christmas Baking. Our 
Shortbread is made from only 5 ingredients: butter, sugar, 
cornstarch, flour and a bit of salt.
Come and enter our Christmas Draw. 
” SPECIALS DEC. 8-13
I Mince Tarts,
Christmas Cherry Cake 
Shortbread Fingers
^ 2354 Beacon Ave.
choice
7:30. All teens 13 to 18 welcome.
BIG BROTHERS 
Bib Brothers And Big Sisters 
urgently required for peninsula 
children aged 7-13. Call 383-1 191. 
GYM NIGHTS
Youth age 13-18 invited to attend 
gym night every Monday evening 
at Sidney Elementary. Register at 
gym or PCA office 975! 3rd St. 
656-0134, ask for youth services.
XMAS BOUQUET 
To Beta Sigma Phi (Perceptor 
Alpha Omega Chapter) for shar­
ing their Xmas baking with 20 
elderly folk who attend Mt. 






Color Santa . . . you 





7820 Central Saanich Road 
Sunday School 9:45 am
Worship 11:00 am
E. KRATOFIL — Pastor 
477-8527 652-2723
OUR LADY OF 
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church
7726W. Saanich Road 
652-1909
Assumption Sun.
8:30 a.m. 12:30 p.m.
ST. ELIZABETH’S 
Roman Cathhilc Church
10030 Third St, Sidney 
652-1909
Saturday Mass 5:00 p.m.






10:30 a.m. Family Service
REV, AllSTAIR PETRIE - 052-3600
HOLY TRINITY 
ANGLICAN CHURCH
W. Siisnlch snd Mills Rri.
Sunday Services 8 a.m. and 10 n.m. 
THE REV. D.L, MAUINS - 6S6.3223
ST. ANDREWS NORTH 
PRESBYTERIAN 
CHURCH
Corner of 4lh and Sidney 
Service anrJ Sunday School 9:30 a,m.
384-5734
ST. MARY’S ANQUCAN CHURCH
CulirnAvo, Saanlchton 
ADVENT III
8:16 ant Holy Communion
10:00 am Sunday School
Carol Sorvlou




Moosa Hall 7025 E, Saanich Rd. 
Suntlay School H:30 a.m.
Memorial MeetlrvQ 11:15 a.m.
662-3606
Ron A Eunloe Frneman Welcomn you 1o 
PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH
4lh ft Ml. BaLer. Sltlnoy 65B-tt057
SUNDAY 10:30 ft.m.' Family Worahlf 
and Sunday School
A Oarlnu Fallowahip lor Itui Whole Family
RULES: Color tho piclurts nod drop it off »f Skinoy Moo’s 
Wonr. Ono onfry will ho chonon nl cloiilno Doo. 2(Hh. Prize 
vBluo will ho based on roijulnr rotnil pricos «ml wiisl ho cliilro- 
od on or bofoio Doc. 24,





Kunday Service 9:30 i.m. 11:00 am 
Sunday School 0:30 am












lANDMARK'- Arrn»» (mm Wlrtnay Htipw' I oaili 250C BEACON AVR.
ST. ANDREW'S ANGLICAN CHURCH 
0fl«6-3rd. SI.. Sidney 
SUNDAY SCRVICTH 
8 am. 9 am and 11 am
iCIitiich ricliool & Nittcdfy i'll 5 iinu
Vha Rev. David fuller 
B66-«322
8T. STEPHEN'S
ANGLICAN CHURCff ^ ,^
(Ml, N»w(un 8 r.(. wmaivatCt n<ii
(iW-OII ' . , , ,• (•(1.''^ I?i,«,ih»tl«1
ig (Ml Killy
I (SoniSiiy Rch»>e( 
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CoiTwiunJon fleffh-F ■ • ■ • • ■ o-m-
Family Wenilcn ..................... .. 11:00 a.rn.
Nunery, .Sunday hohnnii,
I Ymdh Oroi.(p*, Hlhle hhidles
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• ICBCCUIMS HANDLED PROMPTLY 
•ALL WORK GUARANTEED
Scdnce^ GLASS
















2550 3/4” G2S ROTARY. . .46""
Hours: Monday - Friday 8a.m. - 4:30p.m., Saturday 9a.m. - noon







Make paper bag people for 
holiday centerpieces, to hold lit­
tle gifts for everyone or to make 
wonderful containers for gifts 
of cookies or candy.
To make them, start with a 
grocery or colored paper bag. 
Open it out and tuck in a 2'/:” 
hem. Stuff with paper, gather 
neck loosley and tie with a str­
ing. Brush on three coats of glue 
allowing 30 minutes between 
coats.
When dry, remove string and 
stuffing. Add a plastic foam 
ball for the head. Decorate with 
paint, felt, yarn and other fin­
dings to make an angel, a Santa, 
a snowman or anything you 
want.
MISS SIDNEY AND HER TWO PRINCESSES distributed candy from Dickens of a 
Christmas float in Saturday’s Santa Parade.
Gingerbread men olwoys populor
Spice up your stocking stuf- 
fers or make these traditional 
treats to hang on this year’s 
Christmas tree.
GINGERBREAD MEN 
Yield: 1 dozen 
’/z cup all-purpose flour 






to the Lions/Review 
Food Bank
1 tsp baking powder 
Vi tsp ground cloves
Ya tsp ground cinnamon 
Va tsp ground nutmeg 
Va cup margarine 
'/4 cup molasses
2 tblsp sugar
1 teaspoon brown sugar
substitute
V4 cup water
Raisins for decoration, about 
1/3 cup
Preparation: In small bowl, 
combine flour, ginger, baking 
powder, cloves, cimmamon, 
and nutmeg; set aside.
In small saucepan, heat 
margarine, molasses, sugar and 
brown sugar substitute over low 
heat until margarine melts. 
Pour into large bowl and cool
10 minutes.
Alternately stir in flour mix­
ture and water until well blend­
ed. Cover and chill 1 hour. 
Preheat overn to 350 degree F.
On a lightly floured surface 
with a lightly floured rolling 
pin, roll dough to one-eighth 
inch thickness.
Using a 6” long gingerbread 
man cookie cutter, cut out 
cookies. Carefully transfer to 
baking beet sprayed with non­
stick vegetable cooking spray. 
(Reroll scraps of dough and 
repeat procedure.)
Decorate cookies with raisins, 
using them for eyes, nose and 
buttons. Bake 5-7 minutes. 
Cool on wire racks. Store in 
tightly covered container.
.LTD.
555 CORONATION AVE. 
DUNCAN, B.C.
CLEABANCE
1986 ACCORD LX. Auto., 4 door, cruise, 
power steering & brakes
1987 ACCORD LX. Auto, 4 door, cruise, 
power steering & brakes
1987 CIVIC STATION WAGON. 4 door, 5 
speed.
NO REASONABLE OFFER^ 
REFUSED















RON & THERESA SCHWAB
TRY USf OR A MONTH
'/'FBEEr
If you don't notice (he difference 
from our personalized seivlcie 
and the core we take, we will 
discontinue your service after the
first month. atMo CHAi
If you wish to continue service, 
the first month isMAA;
Please take advantage of our 
friendly courteous service, we 





LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED 
LIDS ALWAYS REPLACED 
NO MESS LEFT BEHIND
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MHER CHEV OLDS 1730 island hwy j
•ICBC CLAIMS 
HANDLED PHOMPTLY 




30 Appliance Services 
103 Autobody Repairs 
100 Automotive
18 Babysitting Services 
143 Beauty Salons 
175 Births 
110 Boats & Marine 
135 Building Materials 
155 Business Opportunities 
165 Business Personals 
23 Business Services 
190 Cards of Thanks
31 Carpenters
32 Catering Services 
10 Church Services









142 Furniture for Rent 
130 Garage Sales 
50 Gardening 
55 Glass
140 Groceries, Meat & Produce 
19 Help Wanted 
200 In Memoriam 
60 Janitor Services 
, 205 Legal Notices 
150 Lost & Found
36 Masonry
120 Miscellaneous For Sale
125 Miscellaneous Wanted 
215 Mobile Homes 
101 Motorcycles
63 Moving & Storage 
62 Music 
195 Obituaries 
65 Paint & Painting 
160 Personals 
144 Pets & Livestock 
70 Rumbing & Heating
212 Real Estate for Rent 
211 Real Estate for Sale
213 Real Estate Wanted 
105* Reireatipii Vehicles
72 Refrigeration & AiTcSndttioning 
75 Secretarial Services 
80 Signs
85 Small Engine Service
126 Toys
88 Tree Services 
' 90 T.V. and Stereo 
95 Watch Repairs 
185 Weddings - 






Ads are accepted Mon­
day throLjgh Friday, from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
656--1151.
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full complete and sole 
copyright in any advertise­
ment produced by Island 
Publishers Ltd, is vested in 
and belongs to l^and 
Publishers Ltd,, provided, 
however, that copyright in 
that part and that part only of 
any such advertisement con­
sisting of Illustrations, 
borders, signatures or similar 
components whicti is or are, 
supplied in finished form to 
Island Publishers Ltd. 
operating as the Review by 
the advortisrjr and in­
corporated in said advertise- 
'mont shall remain in and 
belong to the advertiser.
WARNING
No materiiil covered under 
the copyright outlined above 
may bo used without the writ­






Clnaslfld Rnlo: lof Insertion — 
1 fsc a word, minlmurT'4 charge 
.$2.00, 2nd and subsequent 
Insertion -- I Oc a word per in­
sertion, minimum charge 
$1.35. Charge orders by 
phono add $1.50 per ad. 
Box numbof $2.00 per ad, 
KAVl': time; ANf.TMCHrV hn yonf
, acirluHii yOiK Vlt'A Of’MAt'it
QUIBSCRIPTION RATES:
Annual
8 9 WORK tii ED0 BABYSITTING L WANTED 03 CONTRACTORS 311 GARDENING UU AUTOMOTIVE
QUALITY DAYCARE in loviny home. 
From 6:30 o.m. (os needed) 656-0406.
49/50
Ifl luLdi UlUil . .
Cfirindn: . ■ • . T . $25
Foreign• .■...$40
Monthly









• ROBERTS PT. I - 66 Papers 
(Amherst, Beaforl, Surfside, etc.)
* • SIDNEY CENTRE I 
-150 Papers
(Third, Shoreacres, Rothesay, etc.)
* Will consider Adult
• RESTHAVEN It - 82 Papers 




» BRENTWOOD ID 




EXPERT PRUNING - TRIAAMING and 
general gardening. Reasonable rotes. 
Coll 656-5382 ofter 5 p.m.33/tf
EXPERIENCED /WAN will do profes­
sional installations and consultation 
woodstoves, fireplace doors, metal 
chimneys and repairs, roofing gutters. 
Mony skills and fools. Phone Jeff even­




Specializing in waterproofing 





NOW IN NEW LOCATION!
A POWDER PERFECT 
SERVICES SALES
— $12.00 Special Includes:—
• Base • Edge
Grinding Sharpening








• Ski Saver 
Application
ELK LAKE SPORTS
5411 Hamsteriy Rd. 658-8171
SELECTIVE LCX3GING SERVICES LTD. 
ore in the process of harvesting 
motore and diseosed timber in the Vic­
toria, Saanich oreo. Present market 
condition makes this the time to 
morket your timber. Yes. we replant 
with quality seedlings. For free 
^tirnote phone 754-6606 (24 hrs.) 33/tf 
RCMN CONSTRUOTONTew const7u7- 
tion, renovotions, repairs ond addi­
tions. No job too small. Free 
estimates. 656-89! 1. 41/tf
HAULING, small loads, sand, gravel, 
drain rock, sawdust, hog fuel, cedor 
chips, bark mulch, topsoil, manure, 
loads to dump. 656-2157. 49/52
DRAPERIES
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Comelion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent soles representatives to market 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Call 721-2888 anytime. If no 
answer please leave name and phone 
number.33/tf 
MATURE PERSON to babysit two 
children in my home. 2-3 days o week. 
652-0598.45/48 
GIRL FRIDAY needed by single 
gentleman for part time employment. 
Send full particulars to Box 9, 9781 2nd 
St., Sidney, V8L4P8. 49/50
KiNDERGYM INSTRUCTOR Peninsula 
Recreation is looking for o preschool 
Kindergym instructor. This casual posi­
tion (approximately 4 hours per week) 
involves assisting in the development 
of motor skills, self confidence and co­
ordination in preschoolers ages 9 mon­
ths to 5 years. Experience working 
with pre.schoolers is essential and a 
background in gymnostics would be 
helpful. Applications will be accepted 
at Peninsula Recreation until Dec. 15, 
1986. Apply to: Peninsula Recreation, 
1885 Forest Pork Dr., Sidney V8L 4A3 
Attention: Keren Frost.50/50 
BABYSITTER WANTED: Panorama 
Leisure Centre requires part time 
babysitters beginning Jan. 5. 1987 
Hours: Mon., Wed. and Fri. 3:15 p.m. 
;to 4:45 p.m. A4on. thru Fri. 8:45 a.m. to 
10:15 a.m. Experience with preschool 
oge children ond 1st aid training an 
asset. AppI to: Peninsula Recreation 
1885 Forest Park Dr. Sidney V8L 4A3 
Attention: Noncy Moyos. Applications 
accepted until: Toes Dec. 16, 1986.
50/50
HOUSE CLEANING, fast, efficient, 
friendly teams, dedicated to the busy 
home. DIRTAWAY 652-0644 com­
plimentary flowers. 33/53 
TUTORING Ail academic subjects and 
remedial areas. Certified teachers, 
652-0749. 36/tf
HAVING A XA4AS PARTY invite Santa 
along. Office, school, home porties. 
HO-HO-HO. Phone Pete 652-4347 
reosonoble rate.45/50 
PENINSULA SECRETARIAL SERVICE typ­
ing, word processing, shorthand, 
business or private. Connie 652-0189.
48/50
THE WONDERFRUL WASHHOUSE, 
handcare for woolens. Pick-ups and 
delivery on Mondays $6/article. 
S4/seniors, disabled. 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 
p.m. Mon.-Fri. 381-0455.47/03
CABINETMAKER Windsor choirs, 
period reproductions, custom fur­
niture. For more information, Don 
Gentile 652-1758. 47/50
C.K. DRAPERY, we moke it fast and 
right, free estimates, custom mde 
drapery alterations, phone 655-1487 
evenings and Solurdoys. 48/06
DRYWALL
COMPLETE DRYWALL SERVICE painting 








BOOKKEEPING FOR SMALL BUSINESS 
to trial balance, payroll, A/P. A/R, 











Repairs to Ail Makes 
& Models of 





' 25 years experience 
Residential, Industrial • 
'Commercial
Rewiring, Electric Heating Repairs 
Appliance Connections
“No Job Tmf Small” 
656-5604
45 EXCAVATING
PERSON WITH S7AALL INVESTMENT In­
come for firewood outfit, with truck 









Stumps • Sewer Storm Drains 







NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED? For
0 quality job coll Bloino ot 656-1475,
Most houses S16.00, Outside or inside 
windows. __________
MORRTs WE CAtI^
GARDENING SERVICE, Corflllod 
Postlcldo applicator. Free osllmofos. 
652.4680, 33/tf
SOS WINDOW Cl EANINO
656-3317.............. ;_______ ___ ____
HOUSiai:ANING7 goM you down i 
Let us look oiler your individuol needs, 
Coll DIRTAWAY 659 0644. :?5/53
HANDYMAN...jr,:
1 0 r I o r / F; X 1 o r I o I r o p o I r s o n rl
molnlenorico, i Pointing, loricing, 
oovestrciugh donning, yard cleaning 
ond houling etc, SanioiS rates, 656- 
0045,727.6153, ■ ;
DRYWAUr'HANDTaSnO "hlre7 No . 
job too smoll. Sydney Boyd't handlap- 
Inn 656-4559. 40/51
RESPONSIBLE COLLEGE STUDENT will- 
log to do houso ond yord doon tipi or 
hondymon |ob». afternoons ond 
weekend* $6,00 hr,, Alan, 686 3825:
48/15
S^ECIAliziNG iisi f REE SERVIcil hedge 
pruning, dooivup*, Knullng, Sidney. 
Brentwood, Soonlchlon. 6.56-0730.
..... .................... ....................... 7.,:,‘•^(52
DAVE'S HAUlInO. Gordon refuse ond 
junk removed, Botiemenli ond olllc* 
cleorod. hoforo ond niter move*, 
Cloonup* ond gardening 652.5'520.
49/If
CABINET MAKER, ontlque retlorollon, 
cusiorn furniture, cobinols, woodwork, 
Troditlonol qualify and technique*. 
Coll Reno Grouix. 656 9135. 49/05
EAVES TROUGH AND GUTTERS 
Cl EANFD, fjet It dor,e now before the 
hoovy roin* tome, 655-1420,
TRUE rAlLIR, 10 yr. ey|;>ert»nce7 folly 
equifiped, will take any rhalnsnw 
work, no job loo big or *moll. Free 
ijutiiiiuiwr, Mike, 656-2167, , 60/ 64
" aEANUM7 HAliuNO''' lv*mli! "otlic*,'^ 
yorrl», t:elllfig», vreill*, wlndaw*, In­
door*/out, «ave»tri>ogh», polntlna nr 
Udy jub you ilui/l lii.U lifi.u Im d», 667 
0722, Rernonoble rote*,
SAAAtl HAUUNG ond fl'ialnttovr work, 
656.520:i. - 50/51
WOMAN WITH CATrWlHG FXl'fRUNCE 
will' with ' cleoning, festive
prepnrollon and rleon-up, $5,00 hr. 
A5A-64W1, ", . " W/SO
3 CARPENTERS
QUALITY WORK Roosonoblo. 
Sundfflcks, skylights, additions, 
repairs, ronovotlon. Coll oftor 6 p,m. 
657 0608. 48/03
POLSON’S 
Excavating & Traefor 
Servico Ltd.









Anniversaries, or just Special Occasions
PIER ONE 
RESTAURANT Ha«
fnciittiofi to maku 
It a party lo romomhor.
Fully Llccthcodi
Call Evelyn or Bono 
fordelalle.
WoforencoB on Roquont 











6110 W. Saanich Rd. 
























• We load pickups & trailers 
MON-SAT 8 am-5 pm 














PLASTER, STUCCO, imitation brick and 
rock. Clean, quality work at 
reasonable prices. Phone Brion 479-
0719._______________________40/01
DAVID LEHTON64ASONRY. Fireplaces, 
chimneys, repoirs. brick, stone, mar­









10124C McDonald Park Rd. 
of Mills Road
E^USiC
MUSIC LESSONS, piano, theory, 
recorder, private or group. Classical 
and popular lessons, include eartrain­
ing, sight-reading, theory. Diana 
English. Guitar lessons, all styles. 15 
yrs. experience Toronto and Van­
couver, Lloyd English. 656-1315. 47/51 
IN HOME ORGAN and piano lessons. 
Practical approach. All ages. Call Bill 




• 5 BAYS TO SERVE YOU
• TUNE UPS • BRAKES • LUBRICATION
• TIRES* BATTERIES
• SECURITY MUFFLER
• PROPANE CONVERSIONS 
• PROPANE SALES 
FOR SERVICE CALL
656-2921 or 658-0434 
S4ZS Canora, Sidney 
CYRIL PRIMEAU — OV/NER








72 BMW 2002, low mileage. Pioneer 
am/fm, cibie fogs, v,/ebber carb. 
$5000. O.B.O. 479-0148.45/tf
1978 HONDA CIVIC. Excellent condi-
tion $1895.00 656-8068, 46/49
1979 MUSTANG GHIA. Fabric top, sun
roof, 72,000 original miles. A/M-F/AA 
radio, tape deck. Winterized. 656- 
6977. •49/50
1975 CHRYSLER for sale. Needs bol- 
tery. In fine shape. First $400 takes it. 




1977 AAAZDA FOR 
shape. Oronge red 
firm. 655-3064.
1968 KARMON GHIA 343 TYPE 3. Very 
good running order: Needs some body 
work to finish. Terrific little car. 
$3000.00 O.B.O. 656-2228. 49/50
73 HORNET, 2 dr. Good reliable’ 







78 HONDA CIVIC HB, $1895. 656-6063.
50/50
GOOD CHEAP reliable transportation 
70 VW 2 door hatch back $700 655-1190 
offer 5 p.m. 50/50
73 CORTINA 
656-2868,
GT 5-spd. $700. offers.
50/51'
COLWOOD PAINTING AND DECORA­
TING. Wallcoverings, sproy painting, 
brush and roll. Our prices will please 
you. Call for free estimofe ony time. 
478-8030. 33/tf
EXP"ERiEN'CED INTERfoR AND
EXTERIOR pointer. Renovotions also. 
For free ostlmotos phono Tom. 656-
7951. _   4U53
RoTn PaTnTING 656-891 r, 4l7u
SPRUCE lip For CHRTsFmAS PalntTng 
expertly done. Free ostimotes. OAP 
discount. Hank 652-1724 or 652-9033.
47/51
1982 MAZDA B2000 PICKUP short box, 
one owner, new fires, new clutch, 
good condition $3800. firm. 652-2140.
50/51
III WSOTORCYCLE
1976 SUZUKI RM-125. New rings, now 
clutch, low hours, fun bike. Grool 
Chrlstmos gift, .$500. 656-1958, 656-
1712.___ ____ ________ SO/Sl
1977" TRIUMPHTsOcc Bonneville, fair 
condition, low miles. $999. 655-1174 
(LotPlooseColl). 50/50
PLUMBING 
Si HEATING K RECREATIONALVEHICLES
BERT MORREY 
PLUMDINQ ft HEATING 
8ew ConsUucHon and Repairs
10410 All Bay Rd., Sidney
Phone 656-1580
STORAGE locked one) foncod. R.V. and 
bool tiorugo at Roslhovon and Har­
bour Rd. Reasonable roles, Phono 656- 
6I29,65f.-50.'n. 40/50
19.5’ 3-way fridge, sfovo, oven, 




RELIABLE TYPING SERVICE experienc­
ed help for all kinds o( typing, Coll 
Helon65fi’4915. 33/11
COMPLETE TYPING SERVICES Builne**
t>t stutfeni, Pol ...
PENNIMSULa' “'''siCRETARiAL”"' service 
lypIriQ word pfocesalng, shorlhond. 
bo*ln«Hs Of privote, Connie 6S2-0189,
48/50
HAVECARNI Wonted 12-14’olutninum 
bool, preferobly with motor ond 
trailer. 306-31365. 50/53








* Hidiqviurn* • Plertaat ‘ Toro 
• lihinriilw* • J*enb*»n • Partnar 









MORRIS IHfc CAl LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE, CerlHied 
Peitldde oppllcotoi. rtee estimote*.
',A53.4Wli:i._'^;^,..... ............. ....  ...... :
L,UMPI,kll, GARDftNIWt*:; SLRyiU;!». 
N»vr loiwni, loodscoping, clearvitp*, 
hedge pruning, lure »e»vice,, (lawling. 
Sidney. I1i'enlVvhr»d, Soonl/bton 6/R, 
B;;10. ^ 49/52
J 88 TREE ' 
SERVICE
HOWE'S TREE SERVICE general felling, 
lopping, datvgarou* tree removal, ful­
ly Iniured, We ll go out on n limb for 
yUM-■; ' ^
.SPECIAU3;iNO IN TRIE WORK, hedge 
pVunln«>ontl. Ivjulmg. fildnoy, Brent 



















WUkllTZCW .1 KEYBOARD ORGAN, (one 
booffl In nyniheiiier) new $3000,tX), 
sell for llOOi), 0.11,0. oMfellent wndt- 
tion, 666-5671, > ■■ ,.■.■■. .. ■■■49/53




Jl JO MISCELLANEOUS ^ % BUILDING 3 Tl WOOD t LOST&1ID FOR SALE MATERIALS 3l HEAT i)y FOUND
WIN ^10°g®.coMmca,e
REVIEW SUBSCRIBER BONUS
If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
Unscniniblc the seven words below in the boxes on the right. 
All seven words are linked to the same theme — take the let­
ters that appear in the bold boxes to find the seven letter theme 
word.
aiisiii^nann 






6" CYCLOMEN, 4.95; cedar and holly 
wreolh 6.00, pine cone wreath 16.50, 
Christmas arrangments, etc. Peninsula 
Flowers. 8512 West Saanich Rd. 652- 
9602, 49,-'52
CHRISTA^s " BAKING ! Wotkins Pro­
ducts. Spices, extracts, household 
cleaning. After 4 p.ni. Susane 656- 
5872, 49/52
ENGINE ANALYSER and timing light, 
never used. Electric toaster oven. Car 
blanket, new 70"x45'’, ladies dress 
shoes, usused si^e 7A 656-4068. 50/53 
BEIgF VWOb 9x12,
S75., stereo cabinet, 4 shelves gloss 
door$125, 656-5835, _ 50/50
ARTIFICIAL CHRISTAAAS TREE with 
stand and lights. 656-1273. 50/50





Drop your entry off at Tanners. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a SI0.00 Tanners Gift Cer­
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 
gift certificate will be awarded.
Name.
COLD SMOKED SALMON box $7.00 lb. 
389-0971 leave message. 48/50
FRENCH f"ROVINCIAL CHESTERFIELD 
and choir, brocade pattern $250. 65'2- 
5479. 48/51
BROCHURE CORTtER STAND, $20.! 
single cot $30.. cabinet stereo. $65., 
mauve swivel choir $25., double oil 
mottress $25. 655-3064. 49/52
ESTHEflCIAN/bENTTsT CHAIR lor sale. 
Electric power operated. $650. 655-
3064.___ ___ ___ _ 49,''52
•’BRUNSWICK" PCXDL TABLE lor sale. 
Bar size. One patch in felt. Snooker 
ond regular balls. 7 cues, chalk and 
brushes. Cue holder and chalkboard. 
$400O.B.O. lor everything 656-4343 or 
6^7014. 49/50
SEAWEED (lor the gorden) delivered 
$2.00 per bag. (Garbage bag). 
Deliveries Tuesday and Saturday. Coll 
Collect 1 -653-^22. _ 50/53
USED cibs^NE TUB, toilet and sink. Pale- 
mauve colour $75. O.B.O. 656-7388.
49/50
VAN HECKE FIREWOOD seasoned lire 
$110.00, seasoned alder $100.00. All 
cords 128 cu. It. 652-6063. 44/53
FIREWOOD CUT to order phone 656-
4213^. ____  45/53
BONE DRY FIRr iuircords, '/, cords? Fi 
cords, cut to order. Limited quantity. 
595-3202. 47/50
FOUND: plastic container of ladies dry- 
cleaning Sidney, by the Hotel. To 
claim, phone 656-5861 and identify.
49/51
FOUND: Men's silver bracelet with 
"Glen" on it. Gobriola PI. To claim, 
655-1616. 49/51
FIREWOOD, SEASONED ALDER $100. 
cord delivered, $60. u-pick-up 
truckload. Call after 5 p.m. 655-1190.
47/50
LOST: dinghy from Piers Island Moor­
ing. Fiberglass, dark blue hull. 11', 
green inside, rope lender at gunwale. 
Reward. 652-5572. 49/50
KINDLING WOOD Ready split $1.00 per 
bundle enough for 3 fires. Delivered 
min. order 5 bundles. Call 655-3099.
49/50
LOST: one black leather glove. Vicinty 
of Morina Court, 2nd St. Sidney. 656- 
9155. 50/50
LOST: yellow budgie, green breast. 
Ookville Ave. orea. 656-3217. 50/50




LOST ON DEC. 1st from Deep Cove 
Road near Downey tame grey 
cockatiel bird. Lost seen in the vicinity 
ol Norris and Towner Roads. Repeats 
"hello Perky" If seen or found phone 
656-1377. 50/50
WINKLER MANITOBA STYLE FARMER 
sausoge. Bake, fry, microwave. Best 
sausage anywhere. Order now for 
Christmas. Hank 652-1724. 47/52
FOUND: dark gray tabby cot with col­
lar. Resthaven LTr. area. 656-2802.
50/51
LOST: long haired female calico cat. 




□ I am a Review paid subscriber.











□ I wish to become a Review 
paid subscriber.
Please drop your entry off at:
BOOl
ms
Now. 26 winner was Mrs. N. Bass 
of Hagen Rd. in Brentwood Bay. 
As a Review subscriber she 
qualifies fora $20. bonus.
Correct answers were: Guard, 
Hermit, Hideout, Diguise, 
Private, Lonely, Locks, Recluse.
ANTIQUE AND COLLECTIBLE DEALER 
buys china, glassware, figurines, 
crystal, furniture, painting, silver, 
toys, dolls, jewellery, etc. plus the odd 
or unusual. 652-5040. 33/53
OLD CANNING JARS. Columbia and 
Coronet. 652-9427. 48/50
WANTED TO BUY: used navy blue wool 
or wool/synthetic gaberdine trench 
coot size 46 tall. Phone 656-1625 or 
656-9781. 49/51
Corner of 4th & Beacon 
in Sidney
CHESTERFIELD AND CFfAIR in good con­
dition. "Fooz" ball game 13" snow 
tires. 656-5157. 49/50
WANTED: BABY BACKPACK, VHS 






WANTED: turntable scanner, 
reasonable 656-5203. 50/51
WANTED: sextant. 656-5681. 50/51
KEROSENE
Gal (over 9 gal.) 
3.00 Gal. up to 8 gal.
ASSORTED PINE CONE Christmas 
decorations for sale. 652-6201. 50/50
FOR SALE dinette and four chairs AM- 
FM stereo 8-track receiver, reasonable 
offers. 656-7406. 50/50
WANTED: in good condition spring 
horse, dupio, Fisher Price Discovery 







Pick-up or delivery 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TRIO READY-MIX
(1971) LTD.




FOR THE HORSE LOVER 
OPEN EVERY DAY 
’TiL CHRISTMAS
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer informa­
tion. support and referrals. 24 hours a 
day, 7 doys o week. 33/tf
COUNSELLING for families and in- 
dividuols of all ages - serving the 
Peninsulo. Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134. 33/tf
We are jammed to the roof 
with stock to give you a 
tremendous selection to 
choose from. Saddlery, N.Z. 
rugs from $115.00, over 300 
books. Huge shipment of 
riding clothes. Australian rain­
coats, five styles of muckers. 
Good supply of vinyl, rubber & 
leather riding boots.
Pius Gifts & Jewellery from all 
over the world.
IS OVEREATING creating problems in 
your life? Overeaters Anonymous can 
help you. No dues, no weigh-ins. Call 
^ney 656-4353. 33/tf
From Dec. 1 Open 
\Wed.-Sat. ’Til 9 p.m.
YOUR INDIVIDUAL HOROSCOPE Com­
plete, 12 month forecast, 18 com­
puterized pages, $25.00 Send bir­
thplace, date, time, cheque or money 
order to ASTROCHART, Box 7452, 
Depot D, Victoria, B.C., V9B 5B8. 47/50
DRIVING TO EDMONTON for 
Christmas. Leaving Dec. 21 or 22, 
returning Dec. 28 or '29. Call Bob 656- 
2745. 49/50
BARLEY GREENS? The gift of health. 
Phone 656-9570. 49/50
FLASH! NEW SHIPMENT OF 
THOROUGHBRED SADDLES 
JUST .ARRIVED FROM UK.
EASY-GOING SINGLE gentleman, 44, 
would like to meet N.S. lady for com­
fortable relationship. Please reply Box 




MOBILE HOOF TRIMMING 
Jake Bosgra 
^ 8926 Forest Park Drive 
Sidney, B.C. V8L4E9
656-0507
11 24 Hr. Answering Service
DRESSMAKING AND TAILORING, ex­
perienced professional. Trillium Crea­




©* rentaJs - sales
9773-5thSt. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-5541
MAJESTIC MINK COAT; % length. Size 
10-12 appraised value $3000., like new 
$1900.652-1481. 50/51
8 FT. FIBERGLASS BOAT, $100., banjo 5 
string Washburn $200., Dodge Coronet 










YOUNG SINGING COLORBRED 
CANARIES Breeder will board free for 
Christmas giving. $30. 656-1283 656- 
7281. 48/50
BF.AUTIFUL PUPPIES, Springer Spaniels 
L/W top blood lines. Phone 656-4403.
' 49/52
THE FRIENDLIEST LITTLE CASH BINGO 
on the Saanich Peninsula hoppens 
every Wednesday. 1 p.m. and 7 p.m. ot 
fhe Seniors Centre beside the library 
on Clorke Rd in Brentwood Bay. 46/53
FENCED PASTURE, suitable for horses 
for rent. 3 acres $80. month with use of 
barn. Evenings 656-4291. 50/50
FREE CATALOGUElOver 500 unique, 
practical items for babies and children 
under 7. Phone or write your local 
representative: Sherry Dorman 656- 
7931. 48/03
BARNSBY SADDLE plus tock, $300., 






NEARLY NEW Beaumark fridge $400., 
Kelvinator stove $200. Phone 656-8698.
50/51
HAVE CASH! Wanted 12-14' aluminum 




16" BMX BIKE training wheels good 
condition. $50. 656-1073. 50/51
LADIES 10 SPD. BIKE 1 yr old. Hardly 
used $95. 656-1216. 50/50
GENERAL ELECTRIC DRYER, totally 
reconditioned, used only a few mon- 
Ihs, $250 OBO. 386-6967 or phono 478- 
0515 33/tf
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK, guided 
trail rides. Open year round. For rosor- 
votlons phono Rockhovon Ranch, 478- 
3023. ^
CLARK ENfERPRiSES,’ discount glass. 
9750-4th St., Super by 3mm, tomporod 
42'/4x50, 42'/jx54, 46'/4xOO, $22.50, 
28'/ixl03, 2flV'jxl01U,, $28.00, 4mm 
24x67'/,, 22x67'/4 $24.CK1, .32V4x74,
34x75 $28.00; 34x68, 34x76 $30.00, 
29'/»x941'4, $40.00. Thermo units, polio 
doors and lots more. 656-6656 VISA 
and Moslorcard. 37/ll
OOOD'clEAN DRESSED biicks 250 lull 
size 9x4'/, prairie ongineoring brick, 
Two borbcicue mosli grills lor open firo 
coakiog/hooling, 652-9994, 47/50
GENIE PINBALL AAACHINE Excellent 
Rhopo $1500. 655-1682, 49 > 50
GOOD USED KITCHEN CUPBOARDS 
$30., near new 10 spd. hike. $25, 656- 
5157, ^ 49/.W
YAMAHA BK7 Full size orgon iwo 
kayboords $695.. 3.5 gal, proRsnit 
Kink, 300'.1'' plastic pipe, 5'20.ri/3'2" 
«.&. cable 656-46153. , 49/ 50
AQUASCUTUM RAINCOAT, as now. 
i.i»M 8 $95,, iiIlKiiiiKido suit, Hire lO-l'J, 
$95,, cuitom rnodi), podded, while 
headboard 54" $100,, vyrought iron 
(handnlier $50/ gold drnpos, beige 
draprei, $35 ocK'h-656-8071, 49/50
FOR SALE; 3 oikI tabinn, Individual oi 
ns 0 1*01,656.6110 . 50/50
FRENCH PROVINCIAL COFFEE TABLE 
Very good condition. $75. 656-0130.
___ ' _ 50/50
DlSC DRlVLTURr-lfABLE witfVfouTd 
$200. super single woterbed $75, 
engine stood .$75, ridge reamer $50., 





Ads from aH over B,C 
and the Yukon.
25 words for $129 will reach
more than 690,000 homes through more than 70




, SO 51 
(groon),
Exfnllenl condldan, $400, or 
ullor, 652-)92H.
CARPETS, good cnndlllun
{approx.), $40.00; 9'x6‘. $10,00, 
MeillraRsef., 2'6'', $'?5,00 ontl 3'. $30,00, 
Fino condlllon. Melnl (t;>ldl\’ig picnic 
inhle $10 00, Indy Shick hoir dryer, 
$13.00, Mow G.E. kollle, SiO.Ofl. 
TinihfOfzrn sliolve* ond cohlnol SI'J.OO, 
Gorden urnbrolki, $10.00, Phonrr 655. 
3‘:03. Sidney, , , M
AIRTIGHT Heater with cnlcilvlit con
wmr. 656-36H3,...... ..... ^ M/Ml
t RICIDAIHC pRYCft good woiking orduf 
$60, Wurlit;rt»i oigon tlunl keyhriotd 
eiotching bench rhylhm vifUitm
XW)'4 rn.-'-'H.-y'l/. $ChiV 69/,
1216. ' SO/'Vl
6 FT, ARYinCb'd. CtlRtS'lM.'VS IHL'F pUni, 
lighl* and rfoccirahena, $25,. Tolrlinc,)
« rnn r.tnni $7 fX'i C/'A rtWlb ■ ' *,0-50
'GOODVcHRISTMAS Gin Gnirmll FKl
elec'ltonic orgrirt, LhmIi in rirnrn kll, 
dooblp keyboard, selitdobUi, (Hittut,' 
tiion, «olo oi'd cicompufutneni, Hwcinl 
oolftwl end headplioni,., (a.-k'n uc.iiui 
TlCMl trtanwnt, emtade i:irgnr» couise. 
iieryth wlnh iHMik iferage. idW, O ft U 
phone 656'4351 belwncm 9 iii.rtv. end 5 
p,»n. _
BIG NEW SELECTION of BOOKS all 
reasonably priced. Lots o( now and us­
ed gift items and colloclablos of BUY & 
SAVE, 9818 4th St. Sidney, 50/50
S" mattress's BOX SPFIING $79,96 
desks from $79,97, chosis from $39.95, 
llroplaco with lighted logs, hooter and 
fan $199,95, Sunbeam Korosono 
hontor $189.95, olochTc boaters from 
$29 95 color TV/', from $139 95 
bookcosos Iron* $39.95, 5 pc. dinejio 
$68,, swivel rockers, roclirtors, lots ol 
chairs, coffee toblc>s. too vrcigons ond 
much morel Very rwosonablo at BUY S 
SAVE 9810 41b SI. Sidney, 50/50
CRIB MATTRESS, chortge loblo, cioll 
house, dressor, sprlnghorse woleui 
cofloo' table, commodore 64, mesr.ngn 
unit, Hamcinox 35 mm slide projocter 
end screen, Tnelal door end window 
Itnme, CB rodio, wolkie talkier,, vebh 
cle npollighl. 655-1390, 47
MOVING MUST SELL Pair o| now 
chrome truck minots, $20., new elec- 
Ific driveway lamps, black with brns-i 
trim $55, pair, Iwo elecfilc automriliv'^ 
hoati»ri>. $25 each, neorly new green 
noughidtv 3 way redlnor $75., bhro rtnd 
chroieo ortncholr $40,, foldirtg cnmfi 
brjd 26''x74'' $10., 9'xl2' nylor* ond 
wool orange shag rug $65 , 9'xl2' dx- 
reittslor $50,. collector's radio, (nbouT 
•16 yr, o|d) nrraresl offer, 656-4670.
' ' ' ' '49/50
FOR,SALE Hamr**rji*d Toitcli 1 eirtciriu' 
double keyhoord orgon $400, O.B O. 
652-0824 odor 5 p,tn, 49 .51
FREE CfXOKINO CLASSES end htimtr 
domonnlrnlltjm of wntld-fomuiisi Bostd* 
kitcheit triachii'ieri end rtrcceeiotles 
ntagic grain mills, rlf>hyrlfnK*rs. elec- 
Irrmlc slictits fecrrrtpnn yeest. etc 
Pteace caliHeter* * Kiichcin Mnchmm- 
656-l'/39, 49/51
BLACK CURRANT BUSHES, I wr> varhd 
lies,. Will hwui Iiuil 1907 stirrn.on, Mum 
hm planlttd in full 'tun. $3 (K) oneh 656 
M/6, ;,j '■ 50/50
4'l'/5,',M All aASOtVllADlAl 1181,5 tf, 
:: perr.mil Ittjofi-left, $65 lor set, 655 
:i2//, 50/51
AUTOMOTIVE
Buy/lease any truck or RV. 
Nothing down OAC, LTL. 
9000 with coniract, Wrr dcdl- 
vnr ('.all Rob lat*gstall or 
Torn Morgan colibct 464- 
0571, toll Iroo 1-aOO-343- 
FORD. D I... 5331.
liny/lease any g.a.s/diosQi 
iruck direci (rorn volurrin 
Inciory dealer. NoUiing 
down OAiT. Ea.sy inonthfy 
(myrnenis, Call Wally or Al 
McKon/ie loll Iroo 1-BOO- 
5(13-f'OnD, D.L. S2:)1.
Duy/ieasn any gas/diesol 
reel RiRuck dirt* angers from 
$156 MO, .MoiiiiVig dov/n 
OAC, Wr.' deiivrjr. Call Gary 
01 Mark lor irniriedlalo ap­
proval loll Iron l-flOO-243- 
Id'JRD, D I. 5231,
Buy!! - l!)l!7 • CiUlast! - two 
Door $2'/5 Mo. • inch Tax 
(tad li'iH PtionoXaodlt. One 
(lay approv.'ii, Trados aecop- 
Ipd, Trucks Availahde,: Call 
1.800-663-574? or 632»O620 
IlLISINESS 
OPPORTUNITIEfi
Ha/ellon B C, •, (or , tinlo 
Crjfrvenicirirfi 'itorf; wilh rfisi- 
(Irmtifil home (1,000 sq. (h) 
iihovn K warehouse (3,000 
fii'l. It ) F'orn'ifrrlv a whole- 
sale A tiakery Gonlaci War- 
Kui at H-12-5466 alter five 
!',m.
EDUCATjONAL 
Bcfcorno an auclionoor. Can­
adian r;hanipion instructors. 
Classos start Jan 12-23, 
1987, Jordan & McLoan 
Rrhool ol .Aurtii-mnr'ring Rny 
94, Kilscoty, AlbtiRa TOR 
'2P0, (403)846-3211, (403) 
843-552a,.........
‘ n-<\ ('■'HO guulC: to filuiiy
al-liorno cnrrospondnnco 
Diploma cQiirsns (or piesll- 
glous caroors: Accounting, 
zTircandltionlng, Bookkrrop- 
uig, Businosfi, CosinuUdogy,, 
Klocironics, legal / Modical 
Stjcrelarv, Psycholony, Tra­
vel. Granion, (lA) 1055 




1905 Werdorn Slai.c/w 
Poorless log irailrtr, Knlgin 
dog logger , SI Scalos, E,Hra 
1 inv.i, tiie'.i &. diainn, ,AtC(i 0 




zations • Maple Lano Pub­
lishing ServlcoR - oditing, 
lyposotling, printing, mar- 
koiing (or ‘iliori-run Cana- 
rlinn bookti Box 247. 
rpii, R.n VOX ifiO.
0721.
FOR SALE, jyilSC............. _ _
Montreal Military Surplus:
Workshirhs $2,75, workpants
I3.50, workboots $15. For 
cataloguo, sonr.1 $2 (roirn- 
burs'-'d (nsl order): Military 
Surplus, Box 243, Ol. Tirno- 
therj, Quebec, JOS 1X0.
Save rnonoy on National 
nremi vii.miirei and tinner- 
alK, (Nu-Ulfi, Swiss, OuosI, 
otc). For calaingue send Soil 
addrensod , rdamprjd onvo- 
lopo; Golrion Pantry, Box 
1640, S.almon Arm, B G, 
VOE 2X0,
PERSONALS ............
Moot somoono now, Person 
al Acquaintance Service, 
B.C, Regional Olfice, 1410 
WosI I2lti Ave,, Vancouver, 
V6H IMS Since 1967, we 
havn inlroriucod thousands 
lor (riondship and rnarriage.
Dales Galore. For all ages 
and unattactiod Thousands 
of mnmhors anxious to moot 
you. Prestige Acquaintanc­
es. Call, Toll Free 1-800- 




Cti(l(tton 'i Furnitiiro Fran- 
chiso Rrand now concept 
l.frw irivt:uJmitrii. Dptin anri 
opriratinq • great locationi 
II Ifl in Mind fiinrn nfjw avail, 
ot;.lt; " call Monica colleci 
1504);'78 560 7 I ncr ed ibb' 
lirolii )ii:il(:niiaP
Sruiwmobilerti - One ol Iho 
largest Invenlorie.s of nevz 
and used part,'V In B.C, Wo 
wref.K machines all m.iKos 
V/illiamri, Qiildnor Rtir.re,'*- 
lion, Box Lao l.a
Llache, 3%, 7639,
Ul/M
MEDICINE CABINET $5, door vzilh Liard- 
wniu $I(J,, luwnhtzy tk/:.*,, whiii>ii,)rjrirjw > 
$10, rrirptri, urulftflay, lighr (wTurut' 
1,V:,, tridlus, rwr'url plriyt*i. 656,5922,
,47/50,
MOIINIfn WlNIfR t(l>f5 H7IIv14 656
,4760. ' ,49,>50
STEREO ' CONSOU: 4.,trt.*lU(,, walnul 
rrihinra! 10 |•(•|:r>fd r |int*gor Gaud r un 
ddlOh $2b0t.iit (dfuri,, 7»56 4980, 49< !,i0
Due III lii.iadii must riell 
ipuwnn*, nidu|,u!(ii,hinl yiu 
iianrlcompimy un Vancmivor 
l.‘darul. G.menage luciruising 
Vu.'irly, (iiilK and ; r;y(ind*)i’ 
(leliveiy: fliilail fitc'i/e Wrilo 
hu.r uuni.itii, (I t.,, vih,
TIY?., , , ,
Walth v(r,leri nmvio,5 (rue. 
Own your own vidur* (.ham 
far; Tuuiiivii:. ScISiny 50T,, 
.Itififes 1985 tixfifl riH&els 
$:,1Tn.f>f)0 Wtilo "Viifeti" 
(in* 2545, Sin It hern, B C, 
,V('iJ,2(d>
By teiuler 1071 nomteiirdaru 
Si<.|.T,io/er RV300 six-way hy» 
ur,-iihr hhidn .‘’.kdiiil parkru 
Haruf.'ih Handlrdon’00(1 ll 
irm.j C/W 12 H/P 'A/P.ron 
nm' gas inoloi' 12 yrs old,
I ue 455 2419 (ITO (5:30 p.m 
(lr,i;< 6, lylh'm, (IC'
(' (»'tarn,',(. Wf.'fitnri, 
'll l.ugufd tdiplay 
Wl'ulnsale ami riitaK I rue 
Calalngurifi irvailablrl Nor-
lifirn f't^f)1rf> ■ TtrUin
(■afil, Llrialinga Sifftfil, Bur- 
rialiy,’ (,i,C , VSG 2IM,., Phune, 
l-IKHOtiOM
GABpENlNG
10' X 10’ G'fienhoudo $149. 
lOOOW Melnl Halide $195, 
Plus 10,000 gardrining pro- 
duclM Groat piTcos Send 
$3, (or info-pack,; Wentorn 
Water Fai'mtt, 12'44 Seymour 
Street. Vartcouvor, B.C, 
VITB 3N9 (604)683-6036.
' (TKif, wanted;:;'....
Fxecutivo (Tiloctor, roquirud 
, lor CGNA, fialiDiial oBico, 
.Tnrorilo, Strong rminmunlly 
n e w s p a p e r b a c k g r o u n d. 
Public rnlatlpnR, communl- 
caiinns, organi/atlon, ad" 
irilnisiraiinn abilities nsnon- 
lial (■(lecllvfl Juno 1, 1987. 
Wi'ilo: J, Baker,Peare.o, Bo>*, 
/'(.(O, Aliiiitcin,’ Old, LOM
t/U)....... . ................... .....;..........
Fxjmi’ienced pmsfiman la ro- 
tjuiied by wxjt.inding Frasrsr 
Valley nowfipiipor company. 
Applinints must bo prepar­
ed to work nvoning and 
nigtd shKIfi. Gn.ns Llrtianiie 
and Allas Web l„eader ex- 
penencu an nrlvanlaqn. 
Good tienelil p.trikaqe ami 
rippurturulinn lor advance, 
mcid. .gciul 'wiillen ro'.iuim,' 
|,ii'(ofe Lirrr.endHir lil 19/16, 
lij, Piudui.lMiii liirein.in, 
I (acker Pretifi t.ld , 34375 
Cyril r.lruel, AldmttBnrd, 
fl.C.M/?!'* 3H5,
Singles Lino. Tho sensible 
alternatlvo to siriglos bars 
and ctinnco oncountors.. A 
sfnglos telephone club (or 
soleclivo, unaliachod adults 





Lodging, winter rates, doub­
le occupancy $50. Canadian 
Funds, Breaklasl-spas- 
FSPN. Coachman Inn-Park 
Motel - both on Samish 
V/ay, Exit 252, (206)733-
(1280, B.C,-(6,04)2_24-6220^ 
vjhen le V/ancouver, Bur­
naby, Richmond ' The Most 
Beautiful Breakfast in The 
World" is a musiH! Hugtj 
Dulch Pancakes. Only at 
Dutch Pannokoek Houses. 
Seven lo(;ations.
Major ICBC Personal Injury 
Glaiimlt' Ctiioy Linde, Law­
yer, 14 years, 1650 Duran- 
leau, Vancouver. Phone col­
lect 0 684.7798 (Of Free 
How to Inlormatlon: K.THC 
CInim.s and Avrards, "Wo 
work only (or you • never 
(or ICBC, and you pay us 
only niter wo collecl" AHil>> 
iaierl Oflicos In Campbell 
River, Kamloops. Kelowna, 
Victoria, Nanaimo, Wllliama 
Lake ,,i:lp.ls<)n, Pr i nceJT pgr g o,
Injured'/ rruslralori? Call 
cfilleci (or Iroo comrtrltnllon 
0 /36.8201, Major Personal 
Irgiify Claims. Joel A. Won 
or, lawyer expotloncnd in 
injury cases since 196(1 
Contingency loos availahlu 
1633 W, 7ifi, Vancouver.
Picadllly Hotel, 620 W, Pon­
der, Vancouver, D C. Quiet 
Clonn Ccimlortablo Budget 
Accommodation, European 
Charrn situated In the sha­
dows ol two giant shopping 
cornnloxfis, Sears Tov/or «. 
PncKIc Conifo. Roservatlona 
1-W59-1556
Vancni.ivor Gol.aw.iy S|, 
Regis Hcdel Henri ol Dovrn- 
lown, clone to shopping 
Clean, comlorlablo, lull (a* 
cihbos, rocimti Irorn $35 
nirjhtly or $175, wortkiy, 
Colleo shop, lounge A pub 






World Vislrin ntdd famllion
World VP) 
al 272-0140
NilNHl » Cl 1. - NBA -
PGA MIB ft ’
Coileclalilofl, evetylhing lor 
a Mpiatp. Inn C.'tll Prolipntlti 
Den lor inidl rirderfi ?7(i- 
(.mii
In undt.'rdf)veiop(Kl cotin- 
Irlrin, Plonno vnlurdeor lor 
logal laskii - lot Ihoir sake 
aoH yeurs A,til 
(on In riichmend 
collect,
FijEBSpNAL'S'2''l'2';''3,'’Z3!
Kidfi liivw lurtii lairid ,leHur 
.hk! V,'l00 !i:>r a (mCumid 
reply Irom Saida, f/orth 
Pule, Del'd 79, i:irix 4376, 
iiinlirm 'A', Victoria, B.C, 
V»X :'<XH . ........................ .
MulunI Funds. ITales nego- 
BftMe, nnSP'a, niuechips,
(Told fdockti....... (roe brocli-
ure/i CumiuMalion. John. Gor- 
(Itjn/Lnwrenco NIcel ■ ;'17 
yearn expnritmce. nichaitl 
son Greerurhioldn, «!jOO-1D66 
Weld (la/dingH, Vancouver, 
V6f: 3X1, gi04)6l’V2.17fi1 ,
. . hopping 1 
coiiver, Dullerin Holel op- 
posilo Capitol, 6 Thoalrus 
and Pardfic Conlre Mall 
Full IncIHIIes/lroo parking, 
$39. single or double dally. 
$125, weekly, Call Collotd 
(604|;ri()3:.4251,..............
Skiers: Lake loulae, Gan- 
tide's Favnrdo Ski Aron lias 
nki wotiks Iroiri $99,, mini 
weoKti Irom $70 rind Janu’. 
fuy Spriciels (rom $89. Ros- 
erv/dionfillnlotmation l 800>
tit'll ntiH
61 *n 1) (1 cr n 9 pt!(. l( I / V a ru::o 11 v or
Gelnwliy $39. single or dou­
ble, chifdion
firan(l|iaienl!i > give yuur 
ONindiihild a li(olinie gill
luyudiiMHi uducaliuii riaiiiigii 
plan * Tax fihellored rlellara 
to pay lor their pnalsecon- 
clary eclticalion ‘ Savltigs 
iii;.iiiui) l-y G.D.IC,, * A 
arm prrdil leiiarl'ilion rudnli- 
lilhod In 1005, l-Of pron- 
pocluti and comploln 
C.D.IC. udurmalioh call 1* 
4lli:i63 l,>?.11
no cluirge, Ab- 
Liotsloid Holel, HooH of 
DnvriiKiwd, live niiiiuiiin |u 
sluiptiing malls. Call r,ollf!cl 
(004i-fii:H>43;irj, io% Dis- 
coiini Brlugi (hla Ai,l
blanket
classifieds
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Thursday & Sunday 
4 p.m. & 10 p.m. 
until December 23 
“Open at NOON 
Starting Dec. 14th 
Previous winners 
Sunday —
M. Liley, D. Landsdowne 
Tues. —
P. King, M. Humber 
Thurs. —




3rd & Sidney 
(Bingo Bucks now 
available at Concession) 
Great Stocking Stutters.
SWAP AND SHOP ARTS AND CRAFTS 
sale Pauquachin Hall. 9050 West 
Saanich Rd. Dec. 14th, 10-4 p.m. For 
loble reservations, call 656-0191, 652-
9101. _____ _____________
LOOKING FOR THE" PERFECT XtAAS 
GIFT for your family? Assemble your 
still photos, slides. 8 mm or 58 mm film 
and let us transfer them onto video 
tape. Music and/or narration can ac­
company. We specialize in providing 
t%vo camera video coverage of special 
events and family occasions. Gift cer­
tificate ovailable. First-Take Video 
Productions. 656-5038 or 652-4089.
49/50
ANNOUNCING LIFETIME COOKWARE 
representative now serving old or new 
Lifetime sets. Phone 383-5648 anytime.
__________ _ _________ _ _______ 49/52
PENINSULA DIABETES AUXILIARY 
MEETING Dec. 10, 7 p.m. Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital. Speaker Mrs. 
Janice Atkinson, dietician, "Holiday 
Meal Planning ond Diabetes". Bring a 
Christmas recipe. 50/50
^VE YOuTUsED STAA/^sT Western
Square Dance Association collects all 
used stamps. Proceeds to Cancer 
Fund. Drop them off at The Review.
  50/tf
THE SIDNEY PENTECOSTAL CHURCH 
10364 McDonald Park Road Sidney, 
B.C. V8L 3Z9, 656-3712, will be presen­
ting their annual Sunday School 
Christmas play "THE GIFT OF 
CHRISTMAS JOY" on Sunday, 
December 14, 1986 at 6:00 p.m.
Everyone Welcome! 50/50
SANCHA HALL Flea Market every Sun­




D'ANGELO PHOTOGRAPHY will 
photograph your new,baby in hospital, 
at home or studio, no charge. Special 
packages available; Phone 656-3420 
for appl. and your complimentary' 5x7.
^ ^  33/tf
BRAITHVwTtE: John & Wendy (nee
Kerr) and brother Philip ore pleased to 
announce the arrival of Gillian Marie, 
Nov. 20th, weighing 7 lbs. 12 oz. Proud 
grondporents are Douglas & Anne 
Broithwoite and Russell & Mabel Kerr 
of Sidney. Special thanks to Dr. Doorf- 




ON SUNDAY DEC. 7, 1986 tho 25fh 
wedding anniversary of Mr ond Mrs. 
5,E. Mooney was celebrotod by tho 
family. Their one son, his wife, other 
family momL>ers and friends hold a 
dinner in Ihoir honor ot Holyrood 
House, Victoria. The hoppy couple 
hove resided in this area for over 20 
years. Congratulations and best 
wishes. _ 50/50
TERMORS graciously announce tho up­
coming marriage of thoir'^daughlor, 
Lynn Essolink to Larry G'rovns, son of 
Jock and Becky Grrjvos on December 
13, 191.16 at 2:30 p.m, at Sidney
Ponloccjslol Church. 50/50
191 CARDS OF THANKS
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION CHRISTMAS CRAFT FAIR 
COAAAMTTEE wrnild llktt to Ihonk fhe 
following lor donoling door prlfos to 
tills most Rutcosslul r'venl; Sidney 
Pharniosave, Miiffol fi, louhn, Univor* 
sity Sports. Sidney Ono Hour Pholo, 
Doitim Disco, Tommy Tucker's. SIditey 
Airport Tiovelodgo. Georgrtllo's. 
Cameo Heciuly Shop, Cloverdolo Paint. 
Tbdlly roods, ViHatje Golluiy, Sidituy 
Canada Rolocvny, fellcio's Bryuliquo,
.50/50

















TWO EXCITING WATERFRONT PROPERTIES
SOUTH-FACING 
WATERFRONT HOME
Oodles of sun! From this 
waterfront home you can 
watch Harbour seals, sea ot­
ters and sail boats returning to 
Tsheum Harbour. This home 
has been tastefully decorated 
and updated. Dining area has 
leaded glass windows. Cozy 
living room with wood insert! 
Super hobby room or ideal 
family room. A choice piece of 
waterfront just minutes from 
Marinas and Town. Subdivision 







On an easy care lot, this uni­
que home has been built to 
take advantage of splendid 
marine views. Located in Deep 
Cove this 2200 sq. ft. home 
provides a sheltered cove and 
boat moorage right in front of 
your property. Some of the 
superb features include: 
skylights, built-in bar, jacuzzi, 
double-headed shower 
nozzles, decking around entire 
house, nautical atmosphere 
and detailed oak and brass 
finishing throughout entire 
house.
INVESTMENT: $223,000








Waterfront home on Saanich Inlet with
ThInMnfj RonI Eatalo?
SolHna or Purcluisino 
Why not give mo n call and lei's 
discuss all your Real Estate hoods and 
togothor wo can make It happen?
Block Bros. Really CSl(l3^
“To Solve All Your Real Estate Profoleims”
REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE 212 REAL ESTATE FOR RENT 212 REAL ESTATE FOR RENT
NEW ROYAL OAK, $79,900 3 bdrm. 
1250 sq. ft. rancher. Heaflotor 
fireplace, double carport. 100x100 
fenced lot. Call Builder 479-5375. 47/50 
BY OWNER Saonichton, spacious 4 
bdrm. house. 2 baths, full basement, 
sundeck, immaculate inside and out. 
Set on 3rd acre pleasant view. Im­
mediate possession $94,500. 656-7424.
50/53
2 BDRM. CONDOMInTuM 1100 sq. ft, 
inside. C/W fridge, stove, 4-piece sec­
tional teak wall cabinets. Oil pointing 
over fireplace. Built in 1981, Walking 




Retire in Comfort a! 
BRENTWOOD 
TOWER APARTMENTS
2 BDRM. SUITE 
1 BDRM. SUITE
Rent Includes hont. T.V . 
parking, sauna, swirlpool, 
blllards. and workshop 10 
rnln. to Sidney. 70 min io 
Victoria. 90 Buito comploK on 
4 acres. Extra parking 
avallablo.
Mr. & Mrs. Reeves
COIN LAUNDRY
Well located laundromat in Sidney has been doing a steady 
business for years now. Equipment is fairly new and all in ex- 
ceilent working order. Phone today for equip, list and Income 
Statement. Offered for sale at $60,000.
TEMPTING TOWNHOUSE!
2 tempting townhouses located 1 bik from Beacon Ave. and 
shopping. These brand new townhomes are energy efficient. 2 
large bedrooms, Ige kitchens, private patios and carports. A!! 
this and much more is offered for sale at only $72,500. Call me 
today to view your new townhouse.
CAREFREE
Now you can enjoy one floor living in this cozy 2 bdrm mobile 
home located in one of the Saanich Peninsula’s finest retire­
ment communities. Summergate Village. This roomy home 
features a Ige. wood stove that helps to keep fuel bills to a 
minimum, bright kitchen vvith lots of extra cupboard space and 
an easy to care for lawn. There is a large workshop or storage 
shed also included. Common facilities include a pool and large 
meeting/games room. Offered for sale at $74,500. Tl 73
A LOT OF LIVEABILITY
Found in this spacious home, 3 good size bedrooms to start 
followed by a comfortable kitchen chock full of cupboards, for­
mal dining room and an open living room with brick fireplace 
and one of the most efficeint fireplace inserts that keeps 
heating costs to a minimum. Double size rec room has lots of 
storage for all your seasonal sporting equip, Small workshop, 
cold storage and laundry room finish off the home, All this and 
more is located on over 1 /2 acre in the original part of Dean 
Park. Now offered for sale at $114,500. Call today to arrange 
your personal viewing. T180,
RANCHER RELAXER
Delightful 3 bedroom home is located just minutes from town 
and is stops to the beach. Homo is situated on a lovely, level 
1 /2 acre lot and is fully landscaped, Imagine silting underneath 
the heritage oak trees and looking out over the water, This no­
step home is very well insulated with low heating costs and is 
an easy care home. Now offered for sale at $107,500. T178,
ATTENTION
MR. & MRS. EXECUTIVE
You will want to Inspect this Cxjntomporary 4 bdrrn split level 
home. Attractive Inside and out with roomy rrialn floor living 
room with rock fireplace with healllator, veraalllo kitchen and 
main floor utllltleB. Already fully landscaped ori a large corner 
lot In Dean Park. Offered for sale at $136,000.
SWIMMING? WATERSKING?
Maybe not right now but why not buy now and bo ready (oi noxl 
Spring and Summer, but get in some fishing this Winter. This 
lovely properly and homo has 110 (t. on Prospeci Lake facing W* 
SW with a private dock to vyatorskl or swim off. House features 
a soparafe dining room and a largo living roorn with a fireplace 
Insert that heats tho whole house. Homo has boon well main- 
Inined ond cared for. Owners have bought and have authorized 











Member - Victoria M.L.S.
656-1154
COMMERCIAL RENTAL, 
2428 Beacon Ave. (opposite 
Post Office) Approx. 1000 sq. 
ft. at $7.00 sq. ft. plus taxes. 
Phone 656-7141 days; 656- 
2358 evenings.
211 REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
FOUR ROOM SCHOOL with gym, on 1 
acre property, Sidney r ioa. Phone 656- 
0717. 50/53
Itfs What Everyone’s Looking For.
Homelife/whittome Realty is pleased to 
welcome Bob Pratt to its staff. Bob is a 
iong time resident on the Saanich Peninsula 
and he invites ail of his friends and past 
clientele to call him lor fast, conscientious 
and courteous attendance to their real 
estate needs. Bob can be reached at 
47S-1667 (24 hours) or 656-1833. J
IMMACULATE, large unfurnished I 
bdrm. basement apt. utilities included, 
neor Beacon, Responsible adult. $325. 
656-6235 . 50/50
ONE BEDROOM SUITE, suit single or 
retired. Ref, 655-1660. _ 50/.50
SMALL WORKSHOP or storage for rent. 
Suitable for welder. 60 amp service. 
Off Totlow S125 month. 656-486I.
50/50
SMALL 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED 
COTTAGE in Sidney for rent for ap­
prox. 8 mon. from Jan. I must bc' 
mature, responsible tenant(s) os 
elderly lady lives in adjoining ac­
commodation. Call Peter Smith, Realty 
World Sidney Reolly for further details.
656-3928 or 656-4788.___ 50/^0
ROOM AVAILABLE from Dec. 10 in 
older Central Saanich farm house. 
Shored accomodation, country sur­
roundings, convenient location. $185. 
pet month. Utilities included. 652-9917 
evenings. 50/50
LEVEL BASEMENT SUITE, f bdrin. F/S 
everything included Avoil. Jan. 1, 
$375,656-4261. 50/53
ONE BEDROOM APT. W/W carpet, 
drapes, cable T.V., hot v/oter, S/F, 
clean quiet buidling. Occupancy Jan. 
1,1987.656-1673.
2 BEDROOAA APARTMEnY U75 in­
cludes heat, hot water, coble, parking. 
Newly decorated, new carpets, new 
drapes. Mature odults only, 658-8845.
44/50
TWO BDRM. HOME close to downtown 
Sidney. $500.00. Phone 656-7141 days. 
656-2358 evenings. _ _
CO^ERCIAL RENTAL 2^^^^
Ave. (opposite Post Office) Approx. 
1000 sq. ft. at $7.00 sq. ft. plus taxes. 
Phone 656-7141 days: 656-2358 even­
ings. 46/tf
fTuGE 4 BEDROOM HOME. Unllimished 
or partiolly furiisihed. Across the stret 
from Van Isle Marina. $800. month.
656-M5^__ _____________
SIDNEY AREA^ 2 bdrm., all appl., 
drapes and carpet. Jan. 1 $435. per
month 655-1776._________  50^5^
CLEAN MODERN 2 bdrm. basement 
suite. References required. 656-4671 
or 72^36D 50/50
2 BEDROOM HOME, ocean view, F/S, 
dbl. windows. Avail. Dec. 15 1 yr. 
lease required. $525. 380-7771. 50/50
211 REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD
CHARACTER
HOME
Delightfully unique 1925 far­
mhouse with room for the 
whole family plus your horse! 
On level sunny acre, x- 
fenced, hay barn & stall for 
horses. Updated plumbing, 
wiring & insul. All for only 
$109,900. Tl 93 
PAM & BOB KING 656-3257
NEW BRENTWOOD 
SPLIT $115,000
Close to Brentwood Centre. 
Large (10,000 sq. ft,) level lot, 
3 bedrooms, shake roof, Allow 
90 days for completion. 
Energy efficient plan, great 
location, southern exposure, 




Designed for entertaining and 
gracious ilvin0. 2000 sq. ft, 
rancher with 3 bedrooms, 
family room and den. Floor lo 
colling white rock P.P in 
siinkoii livirig roonv and air­
tight stove In don. 4 pee. on- 
suite with sunken tub and 
skylights. Much, much more 
for $154,900. Call 
Blll m JiinnKfl 6S6<r)584
"pENbERTSLANF
OCEAN VIEWS
Immaculate home fully finish­
ed Oh 2 lovola, Natural treed 
selling, serviced lot, vaulted 
celling
plinnceR & drapes loci. In ask­
ing price of $79,000,
OPPORTUNITY
Brand new hJtlislyllsta fully 
equipped with top-nf-the-line 
fixtiima, r-xoollbnt Victoria 




Brand new Quality home with 
fireplace, Jacuzzi bath, 
enclosed garage and large 
sundeck. Other features in­
clude oak kitchen, window 
seat In living room, vinyl siding 
and superior insulation 






Situated in Brentwood Bay.Bayside 
Park is close to all amenities, in­
cluding the beach, parks, shopping 
and schools. Choose one ol these 
quality homesites and enjoy the 
quiet and friendly lifestyle of the 
Brentwood community. Bayside 
Park features full underground ser** 
vicing.
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4 bedrom cedar home on one 
acre with 28 x 23 workshop 
and privacy. Cozy home 
features country kitchen with 
family room, wood stove, 
separate dining room, double 
garage and much more. LP. 
$156,500. To view call 
MICHAEL EMERSON 655-1495
Pass through the STONE 
GATE to your new HOME on 
Lucille Drive. Shake roof, 
energy efficient construction, 
large double garage. Allow 90 
days for completion. See 
model home on site.
Bill Robson 656-8160
t CALL;''
I FRANK SIMS 
r RON KUBEK 
656-5584 (24 hrai
FOR A NO OBLIGATION MARKET 
SURVEY OF YOUR HOME OR 
PROPERTY CALL ANY ONE OF 
'■'''“THEMOMETEAM*’ '
Page B16 THE REVIEW 9781-2nd St., Sidney B.C.
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VICTORIA TOURS LTD.
DIRECT BUS TO 
CLOVERDALE RACES
DEPARTS 10:15 A.M.
DEC. 13th-DEC. 20th 














Carl or Sylvia I 
952 Stellys X Rd. (West off \N. Saanich Road) 652"3606
m
If it’s News Gail the Review
6564151
REAL ESTATE 
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SAANle H PEN INSU LA REALTY LTD.
DRIFTWOOD CENTRE 656-0131




Mon.-Fri. 9 am - 5 pm 
: Saturday 9 am - 4 pm m
Decorated egg shells moke colorful bauble's
While it’s traditional to paint 
eggs at Eastertime, decorated 
eggshells can also make 
beautiful Christmas tree decora­
tions.
Blowing eggs and then 
decorating the shells will pro­
vide children with a fun and in­
teresting ppe-Christmas activity. 
And the blown-out mixture can 
then be used in a variety of in­
teresting recipes. Make sure you 
refrigerate the mixture right 
away!
Use small eggs, as they make 
daintier decorations and are 
also more economical than large 
ones.
Here’s how to blow eggs;
1. Wash and dry some fresh 
eggs (.a suggested number of 
eggs would be six at one time).
2. Place eggs with small end up 
in an empty egg carton.
3. Take a clean darning needle 
and place it in the centre of the 
small end of one of the eggs, 
firmly tap the end of the needle, 
forcing it through the shell and 
into the egg. Repeat with re­
maining eggs.
4. Turn the eggs over the other 
way and repeat the same process 
on the large ends of the eggs. 
Make sure you pierce right 
through the membrane of the 
air cell in the large end of the 
egg.
5. Get a large mixing bowl. 
Place your mouth over the 
opening in the large end and 
blow hard, holding the egg over 
the bowl so it will catch the con­
tents as it is forced out of the eg-.
$89,900.00 ^
4 bedroom - 3 bathroom family home in Saanichton. Family room 
with old brick fireplace. Located at the end of a nodhru Road adja­
cent to acres of farmland. Out of town Vendors request Action. 
MLS#8145; J
$69,900.00
4 bedroom Saanichton Home on great corner lot. Huge living room 
with granite fireplace, French doors lead to sunroorn. Requires 
some updating & finishing but a very comfortable home and a real­
ly good opportunity for someone without a huge down payment, 
but with energy and lots of creative ideas. MLS#7254.
DAN MARTENS 652-4335
JUST LISTED — AMHERST GARDENS
Spacious 1 bedroom suite, in a modern well maintained building. 
This suite has all the comforts of home. The living room has a 
fireplace to snuggle up to on those wel, wintry days. And you have 
your own ensuite laundry. As for the kitchen . . . continental 
cabinets and a built-in dishwasher. This suite offers some water 
views plus the convenience of being close to Sidney shops & 
library. Spacious suite , . . 5 appliances . . . great location . , . 
and all for only $44f500.
CATHY EAKiNS 656-4904
'™~^BRENTV^^ '
Are you looking for a family home that will meet yout needvS for 
years to come? Would you like a home with 3 bedrooms, 3 
bathrooms plus a family room/or 4th bedroom? Would you like a 
basement with space for a workshop and a roc room? Would you 
like a south facing, fully fenced backyard? Vi/ould you like room to 
park your RV and boat? Would you like jo live on a quiet no through 
street with an elementary school close by? If tho answers are YES 
Then coll today!!! MLS.
CATHYEAKINS 656-4904
gshell. The egg should come out 
in a small stream. If it doesn’t, 
enlarge the holes slightly.
Blown eggs can be decorated 
in many festive ways. They can 
be painted or sprayed with gold 
or silver paint. They can be col­
ored brightly, and designs can
be made on them, using paint or
felt tip markers. Sparkle dust, 
colored sprinkles, sequins, and 
the like, can be glued onto the 
shells after they have been 
painted. Even tiny magazine 
pictures can be glued onto eg­
gshells to decorate them.
When the artwork has dried, 
thread a string through the eg­
gshell — starting at the small
end, and making a knot where 
the string comes through at the 
big end. Slip a toothpick 
through the knot, breaking off 
any excess. Glue the toothpick, 
to the egg. Now your baubles 
are ready to hang on the 
Christmas tree. Shellac the 
decorated eggs for more lasting 
beauty.
TWIN OAKS
Deluxe rallrement lownhouEu In popular Twin Oaks, Thia 2 lovol 
townhouse has been rjenignod to bo both functional & attractive. 
For privacy the master bedroom, complelo with huge walk-in 
closet and 4 piece ansuite, occupies the upper level, The groat 
bedroom/or don has a conveniently localod 4 ploco bath on the 
main floor. And you have your own garage, Twin Oaks has a super 
clubhouse , , , with swlrlpool, sauna, pool, ontorloinmont rooms, 
etc.... just waiting for you! MLS
CATHYEAKINS 656-4904
The Review provides this com­
munity calendar free of charge, 
space permitting. Preferctnee will 
be given to local nonprofit clubs 
and organizations. Eicadline for 
advertising upcoming events 
Friday at 5 p.m.
IS
ONE ACRE —$45,000
Appealing 1 acre properly In Landaond offorinr.) both privacy and a 
souther exposure, This property is located in an area of fine coun- 
tiy homos. Cesmo along , , , bring your building plans . . and line! 
the Ideal site for your future homo, This property will give you all 
tho advantages ot a-runtiy living plus tne bonotit of having the 




212 REAL ESTATE FOR RENT
SIDNEY, furnished room to rent 9601 
7th St. at Ocean St. $185.00 per month, 
includes utilities, is across from park. 
FURNISHED 1 ^RiW. SUITE. All
utilities, cable, TV, parking, maid ser­
vice. Entrance to Butcharf Gardens. 
Maximum stay May $/87 $595.00 per 
month. 652-2234 or 652-1551 ■ 43/tf
FURNISHED BACHELOR SUITES with all 
utilities. Cable T.V., parking, maid ser­
vice. Brentwood Bay maximum stay 
May 1 /87. $350.00 single person $50.00 
per month extra person 652-1551 or 
652-2234. 43/tf
APT. AVAILABLE for seniors. 
Reasonable rent. 656-3612 Norgarden 
Court. 46/53
PERSON TO RENT ROOM with both in 3 
bdrm. home in: Sidney. Share house 
; and utilities $250. month 656-6208. 
CENTRAL SAANICH modern, executive 
4 bdrm., 3 baths, 5 appl., F/P, w/b
stove in rec room. 2 car garage/w. 
shop. Large garden. $850 p.m. Avail. 
Feb. 1 652-9634. 49/50
2 BDRM. SUITE for rent or dn short term
lease/purchase basis. Ideal for retired 
couple. 656-2700. 50/50
BOYS & GIRLS
Boys & Girls Club of Central 
Saanich selling candy bars to raise 
money. 652-3021, 383-1101. 
ANGLERS
Sidney Anglers Association 
general meeting Monday, Dec. 15,
8 pm. Legion Hall Mills Rd. Bob 
Rogerson, sports fishing rep of 
Amalgamated Fishing Society is 
guest speaker.
GARDEN CLUB 
Meeting Dec.15, 7:30, Vaughn 
Birch Hall, Sidney. Potiuck din­
ner, bring salads, desserts, plus 
plate, mug, cutlery. Carol singing. 
More info: 656-1383.
SILVER THREADS 
Seniors (55 or more) New to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
Silver Threads Centre offers 
classes, activities and warm 
welcome. Drop-in, 10030 
Resthaven Dr, 656-5537.
LALECHE
La Leche League of Sidney meets 
8 pm, Dec.3, 11327 Piers Rd. 652- 
9362 or 652-2707.
SENIORS
Central Saanich Senior Citizens’ 
Centre, 1229 Clarke Rd, variety 
of activities for people over 55. 
Drop-in, 10-4 p.m. Bingo 
Wednesdays 1 and 7 p.m.
SPINNERS & WEAVERS 
Deep Cove Spinners and Weavers, 
fail session meetings every Tues., 
St. John’s United Church Hall, 
10990 W. Saanich Road, 9:30 
a.m. 652-4201.
AUDITIONS
Peninsula Players: “The Dock 
Brief’’ by John Mortimer and 
“Fumed Oak’’ by Noel Cosvard, 
Dec. 12 7-9 pm. Dec. 14, 2-4 pm. 
Shady Creek Church Hall, 7184 
E. Saanich Road. 3 men, 3 women 
needed. Performances March 87. 
rbCLUB
ITC, training in public speaking, 
2nd and 4th Thursdays, 8 p.m. 
Shady Creek United Church Hall, 
E. Saanich Rd. 652-3510 or 656- 
5898.
ENTREPENEURS 
Entrepeneurs Unlimited Club 
meets first Monday every month, 
the Job Club, 103, 9790 2nd St.. 7 
p.m. 656-9570.
NEWCOMERS LUNCH 
Lunch for newcomers, first 
Thursday every month, .Ann 
Gardner, 656-7099.
MEALS ON WHEELS 
Central Saanich Meals-on-Wheels 
needs volunteer drivers an hour a 
week, 652-4045.
ESPERANTO
Peninsula Esperantisis meet Mon­
day evenings. Beginners welcome. 
652-1082.
WOMENAGLOW 
Meeting, Dec. 10, 10 am, Sidney 
Travel Lodge. Speaker: Janet 
Borzal.
DIABETES AUXILIARY 
Meeting Dec. 10, 7 pm, SPH, 
Speaker: Janice Atkinson, dieti­
cian.
AIR CADETS
Xmas Grapefruit and Oranges 
ready for pickup at Cadet HQ hall 
Pat Bay airport Thursday pms 7-9 
or phone 656-4647 after 6. Extra 
401b cases of oranges available. 
BADMINTON
Friday night adult social bad­
minton, 8 p.m., Brentwood Com­
munity Hall.
TOPS
Take Off Pounds Sensibly. Mon 
day mornings or evenings. 656 
4269.
211 REAL ESTATE WANTED
WANTED: Housekeeping room for 
bachelor in quiet Christian home in 
Sidney district. Non-smoker. Pay high 
rent. Apply to Box 150 The Review, 
9781 -2nd St. Sidney BC Vei 4P8. 50/51
DROP-IN BINGO 
Sidney drop-in bingo 10:30 a.m.- 
10:30 p.m., 9842 3rd St.
CONTEXT GRADUATES 
Context graduates breakfast sup­
port group meets Tuesdays 7:30 
a.m. Smitty’s Restaurant, Sidney, 
656-2128,652-5723.
RINGETTE
Ongoing registration. Girls of ali 




bearing year programs, 386-7511.
SINGLE FATHERS 
Single Parent Father Group meets 
every other Thursday, 7:30 p.m., 
844 View St., 382-5024.
ST. VINCENT
St. Vincent De Paul Society re­
quires furniture for families in 
need. 4349 W. Saanich Rd., 382- 
0712.
VOLUNTEERS
Needed for Glendale (mentally 
handicapped) and Tillicum Lodge 
(long term care for elderly). Call 
479-7101.
EXHIBITION
Paintings by Saan. Pen. Arts and 
Crafts Society, to Dec.29, 10-4, 
Mon-Fri, McPherson Playhouse 
Mezzanine.
DROP-IN BADMINTON 
Sanscha Hall, Wed. 1-3 pm. Birds 




OAPO Sidney Br.25, Senior 
Citizens Centre, Dec.11. 656- 
3554.
XMAS SHOW
“Sing We Now of Christmas” 
Dec. 12, 7pm, Stelly’s School, Br­
ing a donation to the Sidney Lions 
Review Food Bank.
XMAS TREE SALE 
Dec. 13, 10 a.m.. Panorama Cen­
tre parking lot, proceeds to Penin­
sula Minor Hockey.
- . - HOLLY SALE ■
Dec.lT 10 am, Safeway corner, 
proceeds to Canadian Caner 
Society.
; XMAS.TEA■
Women’s Canadian Club of Vic­
toria, Empress Crystal Ballroom, 
Dec.15, 2pm. Musical program. 
XMAS BINGO
«Xmas Turkey and Bonanza 
Bingo, Brentwood Community 
Club, Dec. 15, 7:30.
220 TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
—-----------—----- ---------- —...........................
I BRENTWOOD CONTEIVIPOBARY
Cuatom CfHiar & ehako homo olluring you 1400 sq. (i. o! corn- 
(ortflbKi family living on tlw rnnin door pltjs unolhor 1,000 sq. It. 
fJowqBtnlra. ThlB 3/4 bndiootn homo htis boon dutsignud to givu 
you privacy from tho road ond blond In hoiiulltuilv with Hr. notum! 
fiurroundlnga. You'll find that thrs largo couniry kllchun wilh Hr. ofik 
fsNblnrtta, gmonhouBtf window a acemis to iho «=turKlof:k Jotmr, ihu 
focal fXJint of this flno homo. Sound IntomRtlng? Thon call tor mom 
:(lotallalMLS '
CATHYEAKINS 656-4904
12' SHUFFLEBOARD with rocks and 
wax for rec room fun, $800. set of or­
chestra bolls, good quality, like new 
$125^, Matching coffoo table, ond 
Uiblos, and commode, walnut finish
$125. 652-5332.____ ______________50/50
FBEfiROOM HOME in adult park, 
(Summorgato) oil privileges $600.
nogotlablo. 656-2538. _____ _____
LOS"f ' 'AT" FiSHER/^N'S ’ at
Legion Hall Dec. 5. ladles white coat 
with family pin on lopol. Fin sontimon- 
tol valuo. Please call, 656-5276 , 50/M
XWUVS? Excoiiont student ofoctric 
guitar and amplifier. Intollivision Atari 
games. BafS,tocjl. Gtimos table*. 652-
3802, ____
X^S? Excoiiont duoi cossotlo steroo 
with stand. Ideol student gift, Quality 
boys skates. Reasonable 652-3002,
FOR f^NT unfunt - bdrm, suite
with prlvato ontronce, F/5 drapes, 
heal and elnclrlclly included. Mon- 
smokers preferred. $340. mo. call 655-
1616........................ i,,:.. ..so/m
3 BEDROOM woli mainlainod fomliy 
home. F/P, Insert, siindock, storage. 
Attachod garage, Asking $05,700 to
view, phoitrr656- 5130, ..........
THE iXfilDMARK apt,, sound-
proof concrote bldg, adult orrienlod.
No pets. Ideol for seniors, $335, 656-
. .. :................. ........... '
1963 iuick RIVCRiA Power windows, 
P/S, P/B, tilt. Very good shape for the 
yeor $1500, O.B O, or Irodes coll 656-
421 a Ot:'655.3070.-..... ........ ...  ; ;; ^; M/M
'60 ' DODGE ' MONACO,'''2..ci'oor,'' P5,
P/B, 303 outo, Runs very good, Recent 
tune up. Reltuilt trains. $500. O.B.O, or 
Irodes, 655.,3078,
POOL TABLEi 2 sets bolls ond cues, 
$135. corner bar wlll\ two stools, $150,
653.2iy6, ;, ; . ;.... ....... ................... w/sq
roijNDj lofge. llufiy. blonde roole cot. 
Late Hovemher (Brentwood) 6r>'2-9976,
50/50
BFAUTIFUil, FRIENDLY ginger cat.
. NtnihmKl, 6564105,.;.; .....W/M
i-OR RENT new 3 boihoam liorna on 
Resthaven Dr, In Sidney 1 and I'''* 
bnihs, .5 oppi,, f /P, rrirpori, Refernce* 
tin },700', rnwilh' Cnl! foH'o't (403) 
tl46-3'143 evenings: For oppotnlmenl 
lor viewing until Dec, 19/116, 119/50
JUDO buVHT Him O-IO $10,, figure
; f lTft 5 f OS IrH'-t-ny skntes sire 6
$35,, hockey.geor boys (M) $40....SOyW
FOR SALE electric wheelrfiolr $,300. 
Hirme 656-3471; ' ' - M/M
SIEMO MINT CONDITION Inflhily 
sftnnkors with oak ilonds, Ymnohn 
leri. ivei, lostdho lurnfnhie $450., anti- 
n«,H* screen, rvrk vdlh cneorn molio taf' 







1979 DAT8UN B'210 Automatic 
8la|lon WHOOn (75,000 (tilltis) 
.......:,,,.. .'$3205 .
19/8 RAOniT AulorT'.mk'!, 4 rkxtr 
hatchback,, ; (00,000 :rnile9)
__ $3405
1078 AMC PACER Aulonwilc 
Blatlon wagorv (58,000 mlleu) 
........ .... $7405
1 9 7 8 HONDA CIVIC 
.issiilP’ Hatchback, S speed, (73,000 
- miles).. $1 BOB
1977 DAT8UN F-IO (34,000 
rnllofl) 2 door finiohback, 4 
' spofwi.......... . $34inti
197* RENAULT R17 Automatic 
station wagon, (34,000 miiosi
....«ioioia
1984 DATSUN KINQ CAB 5 
(ipoed, custom canopy, (.34,000 
mliw)...... ......., ...$«49S
t079 ANIC PACER Automallo 
hatchback (55.000 miles)
......,,sa«»oj$
1981 PONTIAC PHOENIX '*1 
Door automatic (30,000 miie«)
, ........ ............. .$311{in.
1970 DATSUN 0210 4 dw, 4 
Spaed (33,000 miles),,, $2008 
1981 DATSUN 310 3 door, hat­
chback (.3:H,K)0 nelles) , $340K 
|981 TOYOTA TERCEL 4 speed 
hatchback (50,000 mileo)
. ................ ........... ,....$3408
1978 FORD COURIER 










TRADES welcome; . BANK FINAHCINO 0,A,C. 
CONSIGNMENTS WEI COME
HOMEOF A.D.A. RENT-A’CAR
PBNtNSULA'S Lawimr f*ArC!B -




Have A l\fiierry Christmas1 f 5 5
*
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911 system studied
Central Saanich Mayor Ron 
Cullis, who also works as a 
firefighter in Saanich, was ap­
pointed last week to a new com­
mittee aimed at exploring the 
cost of the system in depth.
“We’ve never had anything 
other than the cost of the equip­
ment,’’ said Cullis. “Now, 
we’re taking it one step fui- 
ther.’’
A key question facing the new 
committee: whether to opt for a 
switching system that 
automatically transfers incom­
ing calls to the appropriate 
region. I'hat system may in­
volve a capital outlay of $2.5 
million, said Cullis. But it may 
prove cheaper in the long run, 
he added.
Cullis said the phone system 
contemplated would have the 
capability lo instantly provide 
the phone number and address’ 
of any caller.
“We’re looking at something 
that takes a lot of the uncertain­
ty out of the process.’’
FANTASTIC NEW FACE for Valerie Freeland, 7, at 




For more than 
Just Flowers
We deliver across 







It was an exceptional court 
appearance for Joseph Rene 
Desjardins last week — just 
because he showed up.
The accused man didn’t turn 
up for his Sidney Provincial 
Court appearance Oct. 7. Nor 
did he attend his Sept. 26, Aug. 
7, June 19 or June 5 scheduled 
appearances.
“He shows total contempt 
for the process of the court,’’ 
said Crown Counsel Derek 
Lister.
Lister argued last week that 
Desjardins should not be allow­
ed to go free pending his next 
court appearance unless he 
posted a cash surety to 
guarantee he would show up.
But Judge Robert Metzger 
said Lister had not shown cause 
that a cash surety was needed 
and ordered Desjardins released 
on a simple promise to appear .
Desjardins, 19, faces two 
mischief charges and a traffic 
charge. He first ajppeared in 
court June 1 i, but did not enter 
a plea until Dec.4, when he 
finally pleaded not guilty.
A warrant had been issued 
for his arrest after he did not 
appear June 19.
On July 14, he was released 
on a promise to appear and did 
so in Sidney Provincial Court 
July 24. He was several hours 
late for that appearance and 
said he had missed his bus.
At that court appearance. 
Judge Michael Hubbard 
granted Desjardins a two-week 
adjournment as he had not yet 
contacted a lawyer.
The accused did not show up 
Aug. 7, so another warrant was 
issued for his arrest.
Desjardins still had not found 
a lawyer when he appeared in 
court again Dec. 4.
Lawyer Mayland McKimm, 
who was asked to act on Desjar­
dins’ behalf, said the accused 
missed his recent appearances 
because he was visiting his ter­
minally ill grandmother in On- 
'' tarioi'?'--^', ■" -f-
He is slated to appear in court 
again on Dec. 11 to fix a trial 
date.
TERl YAKi SALMON.........................6.95 '/)
SEAFOOD PLATE..............................9.95
Both Available Wed. to Wed.
LUNCH 11:30 to 2:00 p.
CLIPPER INN 
RESTAURANT
2554 Bevan Ave. -
'TIs the season 
for chimney fires
North Saanich firefighters 
responded to three chimney 
fires last week.
Fire inspector Ed Banas says 
most chimney fires happen 
when creosote builds up in the 
flue.
According to a provincial 
government pamphlet on safe 
installation and use of solid fuel 
burning applicances, most 
chimney fires will not turn into 
house fires. “The onl^ potential 
hazard is the ignition of the 
building’s roof or surroundings 
due to sparks and burning 
ombors coming out of tlie top ol 
the chinmey.”
A crackling sound may often 
be heard at the beginning of the 
fire, the report states, and as llte 
intensity of the fire rises, the 
flue pipe w ill probably glow red 
aiul a tall plutne of flames and 
sparks msiy be sccit rising frbtn 
iltc chimney top,
In case of a chimney fire, all 
occtipants of the house should 
be alerted and the fire tlepati-
ment called.
If it is a stove that is con­
nected to the chimney, close off 
the combustion air supply as 
much as possible, the report 
suggests.
Fire department members will 
often try to smother the fire by 
shutting off oxygen supply or 
using steam drawn up the flue, 
Banas added, in an attempt to 
stop the inside of the chimney 
from cracking.
After any chimney fire, of­
ficials recommend the chimney 
be inspected for damage.
Central Saanich deputy fire 
chief Art Curry says his depart­
ment is also concornccl about 
misuse of electrical baseboard 
and free-standing heaters.
Ail heaters should bc placed 
at least 12 inches away from any 
cotubusiible rriaicrial. he said. 
If it's too close to a couch, the 
heat win slowly dry (he couch 
out; When the mateiial reaches 
ignition temperature it can 




Walter Foster, a recent arrival from the oil patch in Fort McMur- 
ray, has taken over the Carrington Wyatt Tea Roorn Restaurant 
on 1st. St. in Sidney. Walter and Chef Machael O’Hanly have put 
together a new menu featuring larger prortlons at smaller prices 
backed with improved service. The restaurant is open to 9 pm 




If your Business Phono Number is new or has been recently chang­
ed, please call us and we’ll run it free of charge for a period of three 
months. This service limited to the Review’s Trading area.
Company Name Phone Number
(09) Aqua Seal Roof & Chimney Service. ............... ............. 655-1314
(90) Beltina......................................................................... .655-1323
(07) Dl’s Barber Shop..............................................................652-1545
(01) Eye ol Ihe Needle Fabrics............................................652-1993
(0 7) First-Take Video
Productions.............................. G56-503B
(O'o Jan Nelson Gallery Inc......................... 655-10BB
(91) Oliver’s Pot Supplies................ 652-0524
PeninsulaGallory ........... ..................... 6SS-1722
rri?) Peninsula Pot Grooming......................652-0311
(0 )) PIrjoLilsa.................................  655-3133
('.1) Sidney Dog Grooming........ ..............    656-3756
(■,'■)) Tho Bonlers Exchange............. 655-3101

















Wilma Beddington and Kim Evans have taken over The Thought 
Shop in Brentwood Bay. The Thought Shop specializes in sta­
tionery. giftwear and office supplies. Kim and Wilma are longterm 
residents of Centra! Saanich.
Fryer & Baker Restaurant
Steve Eror, brings extensive experience ih restaurant manage­
ment to The Fryer & Baker Restaurant in Brentwood Bay. The 
restaurant features pizza, chicken and burgers and also offers 
catering and buffet style dinners. A
Noah’s Travel Planners
Ray and Dougal Mordan, long time Sidney residents, have' 
assumed ownership of Noah's Travel Planners in Brentwood 
Bay. They offer complete travel services national and interna­
tional, plus holiday packages.
Scarfone’s Custom Jewellery
Joo Scaifono and Crystal have opened o jewellery store In Brent­
wood Bay, Sales and repairs of fine joweilory are offered plus 
they will make now jowolloty from old gold, Estate jowollory la 
tttoo available for salo.




l.arry Hanlon and Ran Olteson have oponod Ponirisula Gallery In 
.Bidiwy Tlio Galleiy spociallzes In o lino selection of art isoaiera, 
limited edition prints by arlisls such ns Uoroy Noinrian, Robert 
Biafoman and Ron Porker, Framing and special ordoia are 
nvail:iblo.
NEW FACES ,
Now Focos, Now Plwcos is a ()uWlc service of The
lloviuvv Advoiijiftlin.n'i. !(yoU:»iiu opwiiing a hCV,* 
business, expanding your prosoni buslnosa or haying a 
change iri manaoefnent, contact Tho Review Adverlltt* 
ir»g DopnrhrrtjfihiS fiSG-llfil.', , .
KEWIEMI 656-1151
1.'
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Yoiir fabulous week in 
Hawaii will Include:i".
® Return airfare Victoria/Vancouver 
via Time Air
® Return airfare Vancouver to Honolulu 
on Continental Airlines 
® Lei greeting on arrival 
® 7 nights accommodation at 
IVSarine Surf Hotel ■
® Dinner sliow on MikctMB 
Catamaran Cruises 
© Society of Seven cocktail show 
at Outrigger Waikiki 
® $500 Cdrs. spending money
613 STAMPS LANDING
I SIDNEY TRAVEL SERVICE
'At the Emerald Isle"
Ac'04J from 8«f«wa/
VANCOUVER, B.C. V5Z 3Z1
#CONTINEIMTAL AIRLIISIES
Proof that man was meant to fly.
Experience Maiden Pacific 
Holidays Hawaii. You’ll be greeted 
by the friendly staff at Continental 
Airlines in Vancouver. On board 
Continental's wide-bodied DC10 
you’ll enjoy the “Pub in the Sky’’, a 
great place to stretch your legs and 
meet new friends. You will be taken 
care of by experienced attendants, 
with your choice of hot entrees, 
complete open beverage service, 
stereo headsets and a first rate 
movie.
In approximately SYz hours you’ll 
arrive in Honolulu,, Hawaii on the 
island of Oahu. Relax, you are now 
on Hawaiian Kine tirne, enjoy a 
week of beauty.
If you are the lucky winner of this 
fantastic Maiden Pacific Holidays 
trip for two to Hawaii, your trip can 
be taken between April 1 and 
December 15, 1987 subject to 
availability. Draw will be made Dec. 
29th from ali entries received.
.... . .... riai:s©EaiS5Ea''''E3Q' I I 'T^M .. I... r-1- r-:]
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^ .4 A A merchandise
^ l UU1 w certificates
Each Monday a draw will be 
made from all entries received. If 
correct, that entrant will receive 
$100.00 in gift certificates which 
can be redeemed for goods or ser­
vices at the specified participating 
merchant. Only original newspaper 
entry forms will qualify, 
photographic reproductions not ac­
ceptable.




































Should the winning entry drawn 
be a Review subscriber, at the 
time of draw, that entrant will 
qualify for $200.00 in bonus gift 
certificates for a total of $300.00.
In the event the winning entry is 
not a subscriber, the $200.00 
bonus will be added to the next 
week’s subscriber bonus. Cal! 
656-1151 to start your subscrip­
tion.
A MICROWAVE OVEN
A second entry will be drawn 
December 29th and that lucky en­
trant will be awarded a microwave
oven courtesy of Sidney Elec­
tronics.
Radio /haek
P'rom the clues given below solve the crossword puzzle. You'll find the 



























1.) A gom you con TRUST 
without "TEA",
3.) Tho place lo RETIRE,
5.) This merchant’s lad nnmolal 
7.) Tho boats are nol lust In SOME 
ol tho bay,
9. ) Iriioflor decor sui councled by
wator,
10, ) at)ar tho track for Eddies tran­
sistor,
13, ) HomoofClaronco&Cllvo.
14. ) 'Vou can coll rno Smith.., lust
don't call rno Into for broaklnsl, 
10.) Big savings? where? al home? 
17.) Include Iho name ol this 
BLOOMIN' town.
19.) This one's KNOT a merchant.
22. ) Would Fred & Wilma lake their
car hero?
23, ) SeniorCillron (ACRONYM),
25.) Orally George had already 
oaten.
27.) II you look Sloven King's car to 
tho Laurontlan Hills .. , whrrro 
would you slop to buy a gilt?
2G.) Melodies'N'herbal medleys,
29, ) Paul, Iho artist, drew many
LINES.
30. ) Globe girdlers start HERE,
31. ) This kind of craziness yield a
knlflodbrow,
32, ) This could bo the EVE ol high-
tech discovery.
35.) An orrangomont on top of 
Booihrovens piano,
DOWN
2.) Sidney Assoc. Of Morchanlo,
4.) Opposite of night,
6.) V/here will you find parslrrxtnlous 
parsnips
8.) Indicate yes,
10. ) For a Norse Nosh!
11. ) C-N-DEACH,
12. ) Car parts'?, .EH7-EH?
15.) Tho ACCRUE crow,
17.) Clean Tony, Is always In STYLE. 
,18,) It sure doesn't SOUND like 
manufacturing,
20. ) Wore you tripfMjd up lost week.
You can really get carried ovray 
at this store,
21. ) LItlloMIss,.___ ._...„™.+ "L"
24,) "Elomonlary, Watson, whore
else would I look for real ostalQ”. 
26,) A copycofs paw prints,
33. ) Twice #34,
34. ) HALF #33, «
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Dashing thru the snov/,
In a one horse open sleigh; 
O’er the fields we go 
Laughing all the way;
The horse was lean and lank; 
Misfortune seem’d his lot,
He got into a drifted bank 
And then we got upshot!
We^re decking the halls —- and hop­
ing your Christmas is merry!
Here are some old fashioned greetings to yon and 
yours for a Happy Holiday Season from ail of sis at 
your Sidney Safeway Store,
From all tho stall at
YOUHt SIDNEY
CANADA «» APR WAV 1.1 M I T K O
BEACON PLAZA MALL
Bells on bobtail ring,
Making spirits bright;
What fun it is to ride and sing 
A sleighing song tonight!
A day or two ago,
1 thought I’d take a ride;
And soon Miss Fannie Bright 
Was seated by my side;
Now the ground is white 
Go it while you’re young.
Take the girls tonight.
And sing the sleighing song;
Just get a bobtail’d bay.
Two forty for his speed.
Then hitch him to an open sleigh 
And crack! you’ll take the lead.
Silent Night
Silent night. Holy night. 
Shepherds quake at the sight. 
Glories stream from heaven afar, 
Heav’nly hosts sing Alleluia; 
Christ, the Saviour, is born, 
Christ, the Saviour is born!
Silent Night, Holy Night,
Son of God, love’s pure light 
Radiant beams from Thy Holy face 
With the-dawn of redeeming grace, 
Jesus, Lord, at Thy birth,
Jesus, Lord, at Thy birth!
Good Ring Wencelas
Good King Wenceslas looked out. 
On the feast of Stephen,
When the now lay ’round about. 
Deep and crisp and even.
Brightly shone the moon that night. 
Though the frost was cruel.
When a poor man came in sight, 
Gath’ring winter fuel.
“Sire, he lives a good league hence. 
Underneath the mountain.
Right against the forest fence 
By Saint Agnes’ fountain.”
“Hither, page, and stand by me, 
If you know’st it telling.
Yonder peasant, who is he. 
Where and what his dwelling?”
“Bring me flesh and bring me wine. 
Bring me pine logs hither.
Though and I will see him dine 
When we bear them thither,”
Page and Monarch, forth they went. 
Forth they went together 
Through the rude winds’ wild lament 
And the bitter weather.
Joy To The World
Joy to the world! the Lord is come; 
Let earth receive her King;
Let every heart prepare Him room. 
And heaven and nature sing,
And heaven and nature sing.
And heaven and licavcn and nature 
sing.
Repeat the sounding joy, Repeat the 
sounding Joy,
Repeat, repeat the sounding joy.
Joy to the earth! the Saviour rcign.s; 
Let men their songs employ:
While fields and floods, rock.s, hills, 
and plains
He rtiles the world with truth and 
grace.
And makes the nations prove 
The glories of His righteousness, 
And wonders of His iove.
And wonders of Mis love.
And wonders, and wonders of his 
love.
We Need a Little Christmas
Haul out the holly.
Put up the tree
IJefore my .spirit falls again;
Fill lip my stocking,
T may be rushing things,
But deck the hails again now. 
For Wc Need a Little Christmas, 
Right this very minute,
Candles in the window,
Carols at the spinet,
Yes, We Need a Little Christmas, 
Right this very minute,
It hadn’t snowed a single flurry, 
But Santa, dear, wc’rc in a hurry. 
So wc need a little Christmas now!
£■
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Ail Through The N^ht
Sleep, the Child, and peace attend 
Thee,
All through the night;
Guardian angels God will send thee. 
All through the Night.
Soft the drowsy hours are creeping, 
Hill and vale in slumber sleeping.
Go His loving vigil keeping.
All through the night.
While the room her watch is keeping. 
All through the Night,
While the weary world is sleeping,
All through the Night.
Through your dreams you’re
Swiftly stealing.
Visions of delight revealing, 
Christmas time is so appealing.
All through the night.
You, my god, a Babe of wonder,
Ali through the Night.
Dreams you dream can’t break from 
thunder;
All through the Night.
Children's dreams cannot be broken. 
Life is but a lovely token,
Christmas time is so appealing,
All through the Night.
We Wish You A Merry Christmas
We wish you a merry Christmas, 
We wish you a merry Christmas, 
We wish you a merry Christmas, 
and a Happy New Year!
Good tidings to you, 
where ever you are;
Good tidings for Christmas 
And a Happy New Year!
Now bring us some figgy pudding. 
Now bring us some figgy pudding, 
Now bring us some figgy pudding. 
And bring some in here!
We won’t go until we get some. 
We won’t go until we get some. 
We won’t go until we get some. 
Bring some right HERE!
I Believe in Santa Claus
I believe in Santa Claus,
I believe in him because,
Ev’ry Christmas he’ll appear, 
With all his love and Christmas 
cheer,
Leaving lots of Christmas toys 
For good little girls and boys.
I believe in Santa Claus ,
I believe in him because 
With his reindeer and his sled, 
His snow white beard,
And suit of red.
He makes ev’ry Christmas Day,
So beautiful, bright and gay.
Now don’t be a doubting Thomas, 
and ridicule his name.
Or he may ^ake you off his list 
And that would bc a shame.
So with Christmas on the way. 
What a thrill it is to say,
I believe in Santa Claus ,
And the joys of Christmas day.
The Chipmunk Song
Christmas, Christmas time is here, 
l ime for toy.s and time for cheer. 
We’ve been good, but we cant’ last. 
Hurry, Christmas, hurry fa.st.
Want a plane that loops the loop. 
Me, 1 want a hul.'i hoop,
Wc can hardly stand the wait, 
Please, Christmas, don’t be late.
I Saw Three Ships
1 saw three ships come sailing in. 
On Cluistmas Day. On Christmas 
day;;. /' "'
I saw three ship.s come sailing in., 
On Christmas day in the morning.
And whftt was in those ship.s, .all 
three.
On Christmas day, Ott Christmas 
day?
And what was in those ships, all
llircc
On Christmas day in the morning?
The Virgin Mary and Christ were
On Christmas day, on Christmas day. 
The Virgitt Mary and Christ were
On Christmas day in the morning,,
Our holiday sentiments are 
’automatic’,.. a safe, happy 
and healthy season for one 
and all. You've been great!
RENT-A-USED CAR
2360 Beacon Avo. 
6S6»6353
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The Christmi^ Song O Come, Ail Ye Faithful
Chestnuts roasting on an 
open fire.
Jack Frost nipping at your 
nose,
Yule-tide carols being sung 
by a choir.
And folks dressed up like 
Eskimos,
Everybody knows a turkey 
and some mistle-toe.
Help to make the season 
bright.
Tiny tots with their eyes all 
aglow.
Will find it hard to sleep 
tonight.
They know that Santa’s on 
his way;
He’s loaded lots of toys and 
goodies on his sleigh.
And every mother’s child is 
gonna spy.
To see if reindeer really know 
how to fly.
And so. I’m offering this 
simple phrase, 
to kids from one to ninety- 
two.
Although it’s been said many 
time, many ways,
‘Merry Christmas to you.”
O come,‘all ye faithful, 
Joyful and triumphant,
O come ye, O come ye to 
Bethlehem:
Come and behold Him' 
Born the King of angels;
O come, let us adore Him, 
O come, let us adore Him, 








Sing, choirs of angels.
Sing with exultation.
Sing, all ye citizens of heaven 
above.
Glory to God 
In the highest!
Yea, Lord, we greet Thee, 
Born this happy morning; 
Jesu, to Thee be glory given; 
Word of the Father,
Now in flesh appearing;
White
Christmas
I’m dreaming of a white 
Christmas
Just like the ones I used to 
know
Where the tree tops glisten 
And children listen 
To hear sleigh bells in the 
snow.
I’m dreaming of a white 
Christmas
With ev’rey Christmas card I 
write
“May your days be merry 
and bright 
And may all your 
I Christmasses be white.”
..........................
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Away In A Manger
Away in a manger, no crib 
for a bed.
The little Lord Jesus laid 
down his sweet head.
The stars in the bright sky 
looked down where he lay. 
The little Lord Jesus asleep 
on the hay.
The cattle are lowing, the 
baby awakes.
But little Lord Jesus no 
crying he makes,
I love thee. Lord Jesus, look 
down from the sky.
And stay by my side until 
morning is nigh.
Be near me. Lord Jesus, I 
ask thee to stay 
Close by me for ever, and 
love me, I pray:
Bless ali the dear children in 
thy tender care.
And fit us for heaven, to live 
with thee there.
Winter Wonderland
Here we come a wassailing 
Among the leaves so green. 
Here we come awandering.
So fair to be seen:
Love and joy come to you. 
And to you your wassail loo, 
And God bless you, and send 
you
A happy new year.
And Cod send you 
A happy new year.
Our wassail cup is made 
Of the rosemary tree.
And so is your beer 
Of the best barley:
We are not daily beggars
Sleigh-bells ring, ’
Are you list’nin!?
In the lane, J ^
Snow is glist’nin 
A beautiful sight.
We’re happy tonight. 
Walkin’ in the Winter 
Wonderland!
Gone away is the bluebird. 
Here to stay is a new bird, 
He sings a love song, 
as we go along, .
Walking in a Winter 
Wonderland.
In the meadow we can build
a snowman.
Then pretend that he is 
Parson Brown,
He’ll say, “Are you 
married?’’
We’ll say, “No, man!’’
But you can do the job when 
you’re in town.
Later on, we’ll conspire.
As we dream by the fire.
To face unafraid.
The plans that we made. 
Walkin’ in a Winter 
Wonderland!
The Holly and the Ivy,
When they are both full 
grown.
Of all the trees that are in the 
wood.
The Holly bears the crown.
O the rising of the sun.
And the running of the deer. 
The playing of the merry 
organ.
Sweet singing in the choir.
The Holly bears a blossom 
As white as any flower;
Wassail Song
That beg from door to door. 
But we are neighbours’ 
children
Whom you have seen before:
Call up the butler of this 
house.
Put on his golden ring;
Let him bring us up a glass 
of beer.
And better we shall sing:
We have got a little purse 
Of stretching leather skin; 
We want a littleiof your 
money I
To line it well within:
Bring us out a table.
Holly land
And Mary bore Weet Jesus 
Christ '
To be our sweet Saviour.
O the rising of the^ sun 
And the running of the deer. 
The playing of the merry 
organ.
Sweet singing in the choir.
The Holly bears a berry 
As red as any bloOd;
And Mary bore sweet Jesus 
Christ
And spread it with a cloth; 
Bring us out a mouldy cheese 
And some of your Christmas 
loaf:
God bless the master of this 
house.
Likewise the mistress too; 
And all the little children 
That round the table go:
Good Master and good 
Mistress,
While you’re sitting by the 
fire.
Pray think of us poor 
children
Who are wandering in .the 
mire:
To do poof sinners good.
The Holly bears a prickle 
As sharp as any thorn;
And Mary bore sweet Jesus 
Christ
On Christmas day in the 
morn.
The Holly bears a bark 
As bitter as any gall;
And Mary bore sweet Jesus 
Christ
For to redeem us all.
> I' I ' ' 5''"/ | ’I > iM
li ^ , li
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Let It Snow
Oh! the weather outside is 
frightful.
But the fire is so delightful. 
And since we’ve no place to 
go.
Let it snow! Let it snow! Let 
it snow!
The lights are turn’d way 
down low.
Let it snow! Let it snow! Let 
it snow!
All the way home. I’ll be 
warm.
It doesn’t show signs of 
stopping.
But I brought some corn for 
popping.
When we finally kiss 
goodnight,
How I’ll hate going in the 
storm!
But if you’ll really hold me 
tight.
The fire is slowly dying.
And, my dear, we’re still 
good-byeing.
But as long as you love me 
so.
Let it snow! Let it snow! Let 
it snow!
Ronald Orr 
8i Son & 
Family
WISH YOU THE 
VERY BEST 
FORTHE...
Once In Royal 
David’s City
Once in Royal David’s City 
Stood a lowly cattle shed. 
Where a mother laid her 
baby
In a manger for his bed; 
Mary was that mother mild, 
Jesus Christ her little child.
With the poor and mean and 
lowly









He came down to earth from 
heaven
Wlio is God and Lord of all. 
And his shelter was a stable. 











And through all his 
wondrous childhood 
He would honour and obey. 
Love and watch the lowly 
Maiden,
In whose gentle arms he'lay: 
Christian children all must 
be.
Mild, obedient, good as he.
Village Square Brentwood
VILLAGE CANDY
Ttmmeatest candy shop 00 the Peninsula 
652-1633
And our eyes at last shall see 
him.
Through his own redeeming 
love,
For that Child so dear and 
gentle
Is our Lord in heaven above; 
And he leads his children on 








Not in that poor lowly stable, 
With the oxen standing by. 
We shall see him; but in 
heaven,
Set at God’s right hand on 
high;
Where like stars his children 
crowned
All in white shall wail 
around.
God You Merry, 
Gentlemen
God rest ye merry gentlemen. 
Let nothing you dismay. 
Remember Christ our Saviour 
Was born on Christmas Day, 
To save us all from Satan’s 
pow’r
When we were gone astray.
O tidings of comfort and joy. 
Comfort and joy,
O tidings of comfort and joy.
In Bethlehem in Jewry,
This holy babe was born.
And laid within a manger. 
Upon this blessed morn;
To which His Mother Mary 
Did nothing take in scorn.
O tidings of comfort and joy. 
Comfort and joy,
O tidings of comfort and joy.
Father
A blessed Angel came;
And unto certain Shepherds 
Brought tidings of the same, 
How that in Bethlehem was 
born
The Son of God by Name.
O Tidings of comfort and 
joy.
Comfort and joy,
O tidings of comfort and joy.
From God our Heav’nly
Now to the Lord sing praises, 
All you within this place.
And with true love and 
brotherhood.
Each other now embrace;
This holy tide of Christmas 
All other doth deface 
O tidings of cornfort and joy, 
Comfort and joy,
O tidings of comfort and joy.
City sidewalks, busy 
sidewalks,
Dressed in holiday style.
In the air there’s a feeling of 
Christmas,
Children laughing, people 
passing.
Meeting smile after smile. 
And on every street corner 
you hear:
City street lights, even stop 
lights.
Blink a bright red and green, 
As the shoppers rush home 
with their treasures.
Hear the snow crunch.
See the kids bunch,
This is Santa’s big scene,
And above all this bustle you 
hear:
Silver bells, silver bells.
It’s Christmas time in the 
city.
Ring-a-ling, hear them ring, 
Soon it will be Christmas 
day.
Silver bells, .silver bells.
It’s Christmas time in the’ 
city.
Ring-a-ling, hear them ring. 
Soon it will be Christmas 
day.
Santa Claus Is 
Coming To Town
Oh, you’d better not pout. 
Better not cry,
Better not shout,
I’m telling you why,
Santa Claus is coming to 
town.
He’s making a list, 
Checking it twice,
Going to find out 
Who's naughty or nice, 




207UO Kontino X Rd. 

















you nil n 
mosl bloasod 
hollciny season 
'^from Bruco & Dobblo
He sees you when you're 
.sleep! ngt
He knows If you’re awake, 
He knows if you’ve been bad 
dr good,
So be good for goodness 
.sake!
HounaciHhoWffldgle Fries 
1)818 4lh SI. Sldrrov, B.C. 656*5331
Oh, you’d betterwnicli oiil, 
Better not cry,
Belter not pout.
I’m telling you why,
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Hie Twelve Days Of Christmas
On the first day of Christmas 
my true love sent to me a 
Partridge in a Pear Tree.
On the Second day of 
Christmas my true love sent 
to me Two Turtle Doves and 
a Partridge in a Pear Tree.
On the Third day of 
Christmas my true love sent 
to me Three French Hens, 
Two Turtle Doves and a 
Partridge in a Pear Tree.
On the Fourth day of 
Christmas my true love sent 
tO" me Four Calling Birds, 
Three French Hens, Two 
Turtle Doves and a Partridge 
in a Pear Tree.
On the Fifth day of 
Christmas my true iove send 
to me Five Gold Rings, Four 
Calling Birds, Three French
Hens, Two Turtle Doves and 
a Partridge in a Pear Tree.
On the Sixth day of 
Christmas my true love sent 
to me Six Geese a laying.
Five Gold Rings, Four 
Calling Birds, Three French 
Hens, Two Turtle Doves and 
a Partridge in a Pear Tree.
On the Seventh day of 
Christmas my true love sent 
to me Seven Swans a 
swimming. Six Geese a 
laying. Five Gold Rings, Four 
Calling Birds, Three French 
Hens, Two Turtle Doves and 
a Partridge in a Pear Tree.
On the Eighth day of 
Christmas my true love sent 
to me Eight Maids a milking. 
Seven Swans a swimming. Six 
Geese a laying. Five Gold 
Rings, Four Calling Birds,
Three French Hens, Two 
Turtle Doves and a Partridge 
in a Pear Tree.
On the Nineth day of 
Christmas my true love sent 
to me Nine Ladies dancing. 
Eight Maids a milking. Seven 
Swans a swimming. Six Geese 
a laying. Five Gold Rings, 
Four Calling Birds, Three 
French Hens, Two Turtle 
Doves, and a Partridge in a 
Pear Tree.
On the Tenth day of 
Christmas my true love sent 
to me Ten Lords a leaping. 
Nine Ladies dancing. Eight 
Maids a milking, Seven 
Swans a swimming. Six Geese 
a laying. Five Golden Rings, 
Four Calling Birds, Three 
French Hens, Two Turtle 
Doves, and a Partridge in a 
Pear Tree.
On the Eleventh day of 
Christmas my true love sent 
to me Eleven Pipers piping. 
Ten Lords a leaping. Nine 
Ladies dancing. Eight Maids 
a milking. Seven Swans a 
swimming. Six Geese a 
laying. Five Golden Rings, 
Four Calling Birds, Three 
•French Hens, Two Turtle 
Doves and a Partridge in a 
Pear Tree.
On the Twelfth day of 
Christmas my true love sent 
to me Twelve Drummers 
drumming, Eleven Pipers 
piping. Ten Lords a leaping. 
Nine Ladies dancing. Eight 
Maids a milking. Seven 
Swans a swimming, Six Geese 
a laying. Five Golden Rings, 
Four Calling Birds, Three 
French Hens, Two Turtle 
Doves and a Partridge in a 
Pear Tree.
It Game Upon: Midnight Clear We Three
It came upon the midnight 
clear.
That glorious song of old. 
From Angels bending near 
the earth
To touch their harps of gold. 
‘Peace on the earth, good 
will to men
From heaven’s all gracious 
King!’
The world in solemn stillness 
lay
To hear the Angels sing.
Still through the cloven skies 
they come
With peaceful wings 
unfurled;
And still their heavenly music 
floats
O’er all Ihc weary world; 
Above its sad and lowly 
plains
They bend on heavenly wing, 
And ever o’er its Babel- 
sounds
The blessed Angels sing.
Yet with the woes of sin and 
strife
The world has suffered long; 
Beneath the angel-strain have 
rolled .'
Two thousanciV years of 
wrong; ' ” ^'
And man, at war with man, 
hears not
The words of peace they 
bring: —
Oh! Listen now, ye men of 
strife,
And hear the Angels sing!
O Prince of Peace, Thous 
knowest well 
This weary world below; 
Thous secsi how men climb 
the way
With painful steps and slow. 
Oh! still the jarring sounds of 
earth
That round (he pathway ring, 
And bid the toilers rest 
awhile
To hear the Angcl.s sing.
We three kings of Orient are; 
Bearing gifts we traverse 
afar.
Field and fountain, moor and 
mountain.
Following younder star;
Oh! star of wonder, star of 
night,
Star with royal beauty bright. 
Westward leading, still 
proceeding
Guide us to they perfect 
light.
Born a king on Bethlehem 
plain.
Gold I bring, to crown him 
again
King for ever, ceasing never, 
Over us all to reign:
FrankincenseTo offer have 1; 
Incense owns a Deity nigh: 
Prayer and praising, all men 
raising.
Worship him, God most 
high:
Myrrh is mine; its bitter 
perfume
Breathes a life of gathering 
gloom;
Sorrowing, .sighing, bleeding, 
dying,
Sealed in the stone-cold 
tomb:
Glorious know, behold him 
ari.se.
King, and God, and .sacrifice! 
Heaven sings alleluya, 
Alleluya the earth replies:
Here Comes Santa Clans
Ding Dong! Merrily On High
Ding Dong! Merrily oil high 
in heav’n the bells are 
ringing:
Ding Dong! verily the .sky Is 
riv'n with Angels singing. 
Gloria, Hosanna in e.welsis! 
E’en so here below, below, 
Let steeple bells be swmigen.
And i'O, i-o,
By priest and people snngcn,
Pray you, dutifully prime 
Your Mntin chime, ye
May you beautifully rime 
Your Eveilmc Song, ye 
singcr.s:
Here comes Santa Claus!
Here comes Santa Clans! 
Right down Santa Clans 
Lane! ^ ^
Vixen and Blitzen and all his 
reindeer are pullin' on the 
rein.
Bells arc ringing, children 
singing,
All is merry and bright.
Hang your stockings and say 
your pray’rs,
’Cause Santa Claus comes lo- 
ngihti, 1."^ ■
Here corne.s Santa Claus! 
Here comes Santa Claus! 
Right down Santa Clause 
l-ane!
He’s got a bag that is filled 
with toys,
For the boys and girls again. 
Hear tho.se sleigh bells 
jingle-jangle.
What a bcantiful sight,
.lump in bed, cover tip yotir 
head,:,.'
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